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Reasons beyond our control prevented us 
report on our June 1990 visit sooner. 
writing up this 
In order to avoid repetition in the report on our November 
1990 mission, which is currently being written, we shall 
only discuss mineral nutrition, clones and Phase II 
(nursery, planting), leaving the following aspects for the 
November report: planting, production, production costs and 
budget, marketing and training. 
As regards mineral nutrition, it was decided, at the request 
of the IDA supervisory mission, not to apply fertilizers in 
1990 (except on young plantings). The 1989 LA results show 
an almost universal imbalance, across NES, SH and OG, of 
phosphate nutrition in relation to nitrogen nutrition, 
leading to a P deficiency which has to be corrected by 
fertilizer applications, a K deficiency of varying severity 
on TKO series soils and satisfactory nutrition in terms of 
the other elements (N, Ca, Mg and Cl). The results of the 
trials show that TSP applications increase production on 
Nzima, although they do not significantly improve the N/P 
imbalance, whereas on Temang, the imbalance is improved but 
there is no impact on production. In addition, potassium 
nutrition on Nzima is satisfactory, whereas despite higher 
KCl rates, it is deficient on Temang, and rates have no 
effect - at present - on production. In conclusion, KCl 
fertilizer rates can be reduced on NB series soils and 
maintained at higher levels on TKO, as a precautionary 
measure. TSP or RP rates should be increased on both NB and 
TKO. 
Schedules were drawn up and recommendations made for the NES 
based on these data. They will be revised in accordance 
with the 1990 LA results, but could be used as a basis for 
1991, particularly for fertilizer orders. They correspond 
to an average rate of 1.8 kg per tree. 
In addition, since a large proportion 
distributed to the OG are not applied, 
that distribution be limited to the 
with subsequent supplies being on 
Similarly, LAs will only be carried out 
of the fertilizers 
Mr. earlier requested 
first planting year, 
a cash-only basis. 
every other year. 
The 1988 clones are developing well and are precocious. The 
most noteworthy at present is LMC 043, with 7.7 bunches/tree 
on average. Harvesting is due to begin in January 1991. 
The 1989 planting (1.8 ha) has suffered a few losses, due to 
grasscutters. The 1990 plantings were set up from 7th to 
15th May; the plantings cover 13.5 ha and include 9 clones 
and a control produced from seed. Tree development is good, 
but certain zones will have to drained more effectively. 
785 ha were planted in 1990 unde.r Phase II, split between 
702 ha of new farms, 23 ha of extensions and the equivalent 
of 60 ha of replacements. A total of 3,750 ha will have 
been set up by outgrowers between 1986 and 1990, 
The comparative trial (IRHO and OPRI planting material shows 
a very high mortality rate (grasscutters, rodents, but above 
all drought); the OPRI material is more severely affected 
(59%) than the IRHO material (35%). There are doubts as to 
whether it is worth continuing this trial. 
I • I N.T.RO.D.U.C.T.I O.N 
This mission by Mr. Wuidart, Director of the IRHO Oil Palm 
Division, took place from 13th to 21st June 1990, in 
accordance with the terms of the GOPDC/IRHO/IBRD contract. 
This visit followed on from the one in February (Doc. 2278 
bis), and its aims were: 
1. General inspection of Phases I and II 
2. Mineral nutrition and fertilizer recommendations 
3. Clones 
4. 1990 Phase II planting and nursery 
5. Drawing up a simple record sheet for monitoring 
production costs 
6, Palm oil marketing 
7. Training, 
As explained in the "Summary-Conclusion", it was not 
possible to produce this report earlier, and to avoid 
repetition in the report on our November visit, only points 
2, 3 and 4 will be considered here, including the results 
obtained, observations made and decisions taken during the 
two visits. 
Under the Phase II extension in 1991 and 1992, which will be 
followed in 1993 by Phase III, we met Mr. Maamah (Ministry 
of Finance) and Dr. Dapah (Ministry of Agriculture). We 
should like to thank them for the time they spent with us. 
We are also grateful to the whole of the GOPDC team (Accra 
and Kwae) for the excellent welcome we received and for the 
help they gave us throughout the visit. 
******* 
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I I. MI.NERAL. N.U.T.RI.T.I ON 
I I • 1 • . F E.R.T.I LJ_Z.E R .  _ . T.R I AL S 
These trials 
GH CP 2, on 
follows: 
are GH CP 1, set up on Nzima type soils and 
Temang. The two series can be summarized as 
Nzima = high slopes - laterite 
Temang = foot slopes - alluvial and colluvial - satisfactory 
drainage - temporary waterlogging. 
The Nzima series, to which we added the Bekwai series 
(summit - skeletal soil - rock outcrops - eroded) covers 53% 
of the total area of the NES, whilst the Temang series plus 
Oda (valley bottom - permanent waterlogging) covers 31%. 
The remainder - 16% - corresponds to the Kokofu intermediate 
series (mid-slopes - well drained colluvial soil). 
The different fertilizer applications for each treatment 
began in 198 4 and were halted in 198 6, to be resumed in 
1987. Individual harvesting began in 1988. These t�o 
trials, along with the rest of the plantation, suffered very 
sever defoliation in 1987, due to a _!::oelaenomenodera _I!l_.t!! .. 9� 
attack at the end of 198 6. The adverse effects of this 
defoliation had repercussions on yields in 1987, 1988 and -
to a lesser extent - 1989. 
II. I. I. GH_CP 1 
Plot = CN2, Planting year = 1978, Series = Nzima 
Design: 3 x 3 factorial studying 3 levels of N, P and K. 
Until 198 4, the plot received the same fertilizers as the 
rest of the plantation, and subsequently (in g per tree): 
AS SSP then m: 
ireat1ent 0 1 2 0 
Nov. 84 0 !000 2000 0 
Feb. 85 0 0 0 0 
1986 0 0 0 0 
July 87 0 0 0 0 
July 88 0 0 0 0 
July 89 0 0 0 0 
AS = Ammonium sulphate 
SSP Single super phosphate 
TSP = Triple super phosphate 
KCl Muriate of potash 
l 2 
1000 2000 
l l 00 2200 
0 0 
500! 1000: 
l 1 oo: 2200: 
soo: 1000: 
m 
0 1 2 
0 1000 2000 
0 500 1000 
0 0 0 
0 500 [000 
0 500 [000 
0 500 [000 
Annex I-1 gives the complete results (LA and production) and 
comments made by our Agronomy Division. 
2 
In brief: 
nitrogen nutrition, with no AS applications since 1985, 
is highly satisfactory 
SSP and TSP applications significantly 
not correct 
(observed 
phosphate nutrition, but does 
imbalance, which is around 6% 
calculated P) 
potassium nutrition is still 
treatment KO 
satisfactory, 




P 9 4% 
even for 
above the 
chlorine nutrition is improved by KCl applications 
sulphur nutrition is not affected by the treatments, 
and is still satisfactory 
bunch production, which was severely affected in 1988 
b y t h e .G .. 9. ... �J . . !:l: .. � .  !1..9 .. !TI .. � .. !1..Q .. 9-.. g .. .r.!:! a t t a c k - 7 . 3 t o n n e s F F B / h e c t a r e 
on average for the trial (8 tonnes for the best 
treatment) - reached 12. 5 tonnes in 1989 (13. 2 tonnes 
for the best treatment). Results show that the 
defoliation caused by Coelae�omenodera affected both 
bunch production components in 1988: number (-20%) and 
particularly mean weight (-30%), and that production 
figures are quite similar to those recorded for the 
1978 NES plantings as a whole (including Temang series 
soils) 
BN MBW BW/tree BW/ha 
kg t 
1988 NES 5. 0 11 • 2 56 7 • 6 
GH CP 1 5 • 2 10. 2 5 3 7 • 2 
1989 NES 5 • 6 1 4. 9  83 1 1 . 3 
GH CP 1 6. 5 1 4. 3 93 1 2 • 5 
In conclusion, only phosphate fertilizer had an effect on 
production, according to the 1989 results, under the 
conditions of the experiment, with an extra 10 kg of bunches 
per tree, i. e. 1. 4 tonnes per hectare. A further year of 
observations, provided these are not affected by external 
factors, should confirm this first impression. 
The following 
g/tree: 




















for Pl and P2 were increased slightly compared 
750 g as opposed to 500, 1500 as opposed to 1000. 
3 
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II. 1. 2. GH _CP 2 
Plot = ANl, Planting year = 1977, Series = Temang. 
Design = 3 x 3 factorial studying 3 levels of N, P and K. 
This plot received the same fertilizers as the plantation 
until 198 4, and subsequently (in g per tree): 
I 
AS SSP or TSP* KC! 
Treat1ent 0 I 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 
Nov. 84 700 1500 3000 0 1200 2400 0 I 3 00 2600 
Feb. 85 0 0 0 0 1100 2200 0 1300 2600 
198 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
July 87 0 1000 2000 0 500* 1000* 0 2000 4000 
July 88 0 0 0 0 500* 1000* 0 1500 3000 
July 89 0 0 0 0 100* 1000* 0 1500 3000 
Annex 1-2 gives the complete results (LA and production) and 
comments made by our Agronomy Division. 
In brief: 
nitrogen nutrition, with no AS applications since 1987, 
is still satisfactory 
SSP and then TSP applications significantly improve 
phosphate nutrition and enables rate P2 to come close 
to the optimum P content, calculated based on the N/P 
balance 
potassium nutrition is largely deficient and 
partly corrected by KCl applications 
fertilizer has no effect on calcium nutrition, 
only 
for 
which contents are satisfactory 
KCl applications significantly 






chlorine nutrition is good, and the KCl applied 
significantly increases Cl contents 
sulphur nutrition is not affected by the treatments, 
and is satisfactory 
mean bunch production, which was 9. 2 tonnes of bunches 
per hectare in 1988, increased slightly to 10. 3 tonnes 
in 1989, but is still lower than it should be on this 
type of soil, which is much better than the Nzima 
series, where GH CP 1 produced 12. 5 tonnes. Lower 
production for the 77 plantings (Temang) compared with 
the 78 plantings is not specific to the trials and was 
seen over the two plantings as a whole in 1989 (tonnes 
FFB/hectare/year): 
Planting 1982 1983 198 4 1985 198 6 1987 1988 1989 
year 
1977 8. 4 4.6 7. 4 7. 0 13 . 2 7 . 7 10. 0 10.8 
1978 3 . 2 3. 8 4.9 7 • 6 1 2 • 7 5 . 6 7. 6 1 1 • 3 
This seems to suggest that defoliation due to 
Coel . .a.e .  n.o.m.e.n.o .. d_e.r.a had a less marked effect on the 1977 
plantings than on the 1978 plantings in 1988 (10.0 tonnes 
FFB/hectare as· opposed to 7.6), but staggered over time 
(10.3 tonnes as against 11.3 in 1989). It is interesting to 
compare the results for GH CP 2 with those for the 1977 
planting as a whole, which were mainly planted on Temang: 
total production is similar, since the high MBW compensates 
for a lower NB. 
NB MBW BW/tree BW/ha 
kg t 
1988 
NES 4. 9 1 5 • 0 74 10. 0 
GH CP 2 4 • 1 1 6 • 5 68 9 . 2 
1989 
NES 4.6 1 7 • 5 80 10. 8 
GH CP 2 3. 6 21 • 0 76 10. 3 
In conclusion, although phosphate applications correct the P 
deficiency and bring levels up close to the N/P balance, KCl 
applications do not correct the severe K deficiency which 
appears to be characteristic of these Temang series soils. 
For the time being, no treatment effect has been seen on 
production, and it would be useful to have at least another 
year's observations in order to draw more reliable 
conclusions. 
It was recommended that 1989 fertilizer rates be continued 
in 1990, i . e • (in g per tree) : 
Levels KCl TSP AS 
0 0 0 0 
1 1500 500 0 
2 3000 1000 0 
5 
I I . 2. .,19 8 9 . LA_ RES. UL.TS __ AND F E.R.T I.L.l.Z E.Rs . . AP.P.L.I.ED 
The complete 1989 LA results are given in Annex I-3, as are 
the data for each NES LA unit for the past three years (1987 
to 1989). 
II. 2. 1. _NES 
Table I gives the LA results per planting year and per soil 
type for the years 1986 to 1989. 
Nitrogen nutrition 
This is good for all the planting years, irrespective of 
soil type, and generally over the commonly accepted critical 
level of 2. 4%. 
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1979 
1980 










NES LA RESULTS PER PLANTING YEAR AND 
LA N K Ca Hg Cl 
year 
86 2. 48 3 0 .15 5 0.951 0. 8 70 0.272 0.566 
87 2.720 0 .160 0.980 0, 817 0.253 0, 5 71 
88 2.663 0, 15 9 0, 925 0,189 0.255 0, 648 
8.9 - --· 2 •. 680.. .......... . J ... 15 6 ... ...... o. 9.3 2 __ 0 ._193 _.. o .• 28.5_ .. -..... J ... 6_82 . . .  _. 
86 2.428 0, I 5 2 0. 968 0.932 0.340 0. 6 4 3 
87 2. 735 0. 16 3 0.946 0.962 0, 28 4 0.625 
88 2. 616 0. 15 6 0.940 0,887 0, 2 7 3 0.658 
8 9 .............. .  2. .7. 41 ................ 0 • 1. 5.7 .. .......... 0 .•. 9_2 4 ........... -. .  0 .• 90 5 ............. 0 .. 2 8 6 ______ 0 . .. 68 4 . ... ... 
86 2. 612 0, 165 0, 920 0, 937 0.330 0. 516 
87 2. 6 7 3 0. l 6 6 0,942 l.O 13 0,306 0. 537 
88 2,755 0, l 6 3 0, 960 0.893 0.289 0. 6 I 2 
8 9 ,_, __ _  J. 8_40 ·--....... .. .0 .,.l 6,1 ...... , _ _l_.004 0 .8 78 ___ 0 •. 293 ____ J,. 6 l 6 --
86 2.521 0. I 5 6 1.05 l l • 00 l 0.324 0,502 
81 2.763 0. l 64 0. 965 1.006 0, 260 0,565 
88 2.6 78 0. l 5 6 0, 8 7 l 0,993 0.267 0,590 
8.9.... ___ __ ).._8 40 .. ........... _ 0.,.1.5.9 ... _ .... _J .• 9.6 3 ......... -... o .• 959 __  .. __ 0. 281 ____ 0 • . 61.2 _ ___ 
86 2.520 0. 143 I • 0 61 0.939 0.334 0,756 
8 7 2.730 0, l 6 3 l.005 0,873 0, 334 0.765 
88 2.860 0. 169 1.026 0. 938 0, 28 7 0, 6 71 
8.9 .. .. ___ _  ) • 0.2 o . ... _ ..... J . .1. 6.2 ... - ....... o_. 9 9 7 ---·--° .· 8 4 2.- ......... 0.,,2 8_2 __ .. __ J ... 6.4 2 __ _ 
88 2.870 0. I 6 7 0.869 1 • 0 2 5 0.280 D.781 
89 2.94 7 0.161 0. 928 0, 922 0.282 0, 68 4 
86 2.430 0, 15 3 0, 8 2 l 0.855 0.257 0. 61 l 
8 7 2.540 0 .15 9 0, 917 0 .816 0,262 0.648 
88 2.480 0 .15 7 0, 8 43 0. 718 0.288 0. 732 
8 9 ____ __ _2 • . 4 50 .... _ ..... o. 1.52 ____ .. _ _ o_._1_51 ....... _...o •. 13 6 ........ _.o •. 317 .. -----.. o • . 7 5 4 ·-·-
86 2,340 0, 15 2 0, 8 31 
87 2.614 0. l 6 2 0. 8 42 
88 2,602 0 .160 0.808 
89 --·- 2 .647_ .. _ _ _ 0 .•. 16,1 ___ o .. m 
86 2.558 0, 160 0,906 
87 2.708 0 .160 0.879 
88 2.646 0 .15 6 0.847 
0 .834 0. 2 72 0. 619 
0,875 0.270 0, 60 7 
0.769 0.263 0, 68 2 
0,760 ___ 0 •. 271 ___ 0.,135 _  
0.8% 0, 30 l 0.603 
0,888 0. 251 0. 5 91 
0, 813 0.279 0.659 
89 _ 2.672 _ _ o •. 157 o.894 _ o.781 . 0.28_6  o .  m 
86 2.45 7 
87 2.605 







0 .15 6 
0. l 5 7 
0 .158 









0, 90 3 0. 3 68 0 .665 
0.893 0, 326 0.600 
0.851 0.323 0.658 
0,85 7 0, 31.Q __ O�l.-
0,958 0.393 0, 6 7 5 
D.885 0. 316 0.666 
0,817 0.305 0.667 
89 -· 2.735_, ___ J.155 _0.753 _____ _ 0.960 ____ _ 0.356 0.740_ 
86 2.660 0. I 5 7 0.744 0.872 0.307 0. 7 2 l 
87 2.650 0, l 58 0,698 0.957 0,334 0.693 
88 2,705 0, 15 9 0, 7 5 l 0.930 0, 297 D.800 
8 9 _ 2. 790 _______ o. 15 3 ·- · o ... 737 o. 8 65 ____ _ o •. 288 ____ ____ o. 7 5 5 __ 
88 2.630 0, l 6 2 0. 16 3 l • 0 3 3 0, 30 I 0.789 




Phosphate nutrition (Table II) 
This is characterized by an imbalance - to varying extents -
in relation to nitrogen nutrition, for all the plantings 
irrespective of soil type. Most of the plots have P 
contents within the range of the balance: - 0. 01 to - 0. 02%. 
This imbalance leads to a P deficiency which has to be 
corrected by fertilizer applications. Table II shows that 
in general, the fertilizers applied are markedly below 
recommendations, and that the imbalance has become even more 
marked over the years in most cases. Trial results (section 
II-1) show that in the case of GH CP 1 (Nzima series), 
although they did not improve the N/P imbalance 
significantly, TSP applications did lead to surplus 
production in 1989, whereas for GH CP 2 (Temang series), 
there was an improvement in the imbalance but there has not 
yet been any effect on production. 
Potassium nutrition (Table III) 
Except for a few plots, K nutrition in plantings on NB 
series soils is satisfactory. 
Their distribution in terms of K contents is as follows: 
Planting Years K 1 0.9 0,8 � K < 0.9 0 .1 
1978 3 1 
1919 3 4 
1980 6 
1981 s 1 
1982 1 
1985 2 1 
The deficient 
0. 766%. 
plots are BS6 (1978) 
� K < 0. 8 K < 0.7 
1 
1 
0. 651% and FN19 (1981) 
8 
K contents for the plantings set up on the TKO series are 
always less than 0. 9 on average, and are between 0. 732 and 
0. 894, depending on the planting year. The lowest contents 
are seen in the following plots from the following 
plantings: 1978 (CS2 = 0. 602%), 81 (GN19 = 0. 577%), 82 (BSl l 
= 0. 639%) and 85 (AS6 = 0. 568 %), KCl applications since 
1987 have not generally improved the situation, confirming 
the observations made in GH CP 2 (section II-1) and leading 
to the conclusion that the high K deficiency is 
characteristic of these soils. 










Year R A 
1978 86 2.483 0.155 0.161 (96) 87 0 0 
87 2.720 0,160 0.172 (93) 88 1000 1000 
88 2.663 0.159 0.170 (94) 89 500 500 
----··-------8 9 -·-·-·J .. 680_ .... _J .1.5.6 -·--- o .. 1.10 J 92 l ---·-··90··-···-- o __ .__ .o. __ _ 
1979 86 2.428 0.152 0.158 (96) 87 0 0 
87 2.735 0.163 0.173 (94) 88 1000 0 
88 2.676 0.156 0.170 (92) 89 1000 1000 
····---·--·-···-·-8.9 ··-··· __ J_. 74.l..···-··· o .1.5 1. __ ..... o .. 1.10 .. J92.l ....................... 90. ___ o __ _ .. _o __ ··-
1980 86 2.672 0.165 0.170 (97) 87 0 0 
87 2.673 0.166 0.171 (97) 88 0 0 
88 2.755 0,163 0.174 (94) 89 750 750 
·--·-··-·-··-·· 8 9 -----·· 2 . • 8 4 0 --·--- 0 •. 1.61 _···--·--0., I 7 8 . ...l..'l O_) ------ 9 0 __ 0 __ 0 __ _ 
1981 86 2.527 0.156 0.163 (96) 81 0 0 
87 2.763 0.164 0.174 (94) 88 1000 0 
88 2.678 0.156 0.170 (92) 89 1000 1000 
····-·······--·-·-·8 9 ............. .... 2 ... 8.4. 0 .... .. .... . 0. 15 9 ............. .. 0 . . _17 8 . ..J.8.9 J... .... _ . .......... 9_0 ·-·--··- 0 -·--- O,, _ _ _  
1982 86 2.520 0.143 0.163 (88) 87 500 750 
87 2.130 0.163 0.1 13 (94) 88 1000 0 
88 2.860 0.169 0.179 (94) 88 500 500 
-·--·--- · 8 9 ............ _ 3 . 0.2 o ···--·...O . J.6 2 ..... -..... o • 1_8_7_J 8_7 l __ ....... .Jo ____ o ···-·o __ _ 1985 88 2.870 0.16 1 0.179 (93) 89 750 150 
89 2.947 0.161 0.183 (88) 90 200 800 
1977 86 2.430 0.153 0.158 (97) 87 0 0 
87 2.540 0.159 0.164 (97) 88 0 0 
88 2.480 0.151 0 .  161 (98) 89 0 0 
··- 89 _ 2.450 0.1_52 0.159 .. 196) 90 0 
1978 86 2.340 0.152 0.154 (99) 87 0 0 
87 2.614 0.162 0.167 (97) 88 1000 1000 
88 2.602 0.160 0.16 1 (96) 89 500 500 
··-- 89 2.647 0.16 1_ 0.169.J)}l __ 90 _  o __ o 
1919 86 2.558 0.160 0.164 (98) 87 0 0 
87 2.708 0.160 0.172 (93) 88 1000 0 
88 2.646 0.156 0.169 (92) 89 1000 1000 
89 2.672 0.151 0.170 (92_) 90 0 0 
1980 86 2.457 o. 155 0.159 (97) 87 0 0 
87 2.605 0.159 0.161 (95) 88 0 0 
88 2.613 0.156 0.167 (93) 89 150 7SO 
____ ______ _89 2.m ... __ 0.151 o.1_ 12J9.1) _ __ _ __ 90 o _ o_ 
1981 86 2.540 0.158 0.164 (96) 87 0 0 
81 2.673 0.162 0.170 (95) 88 0 0 
88 2.140 0.164 0.173 (95) 89 500 500 
_  ._89 2.736. __ 0 . • 1.5S_ .. 0 •. 173 (90) __ . __ 90 0 0 
1982 86 2.660 0.157 0.169 (93) 87 500 0 
87 2.650 0.158 0.169 (93) 88 1000 0 
88 2.105 0,159 0.172 (92) 89 1000 1000 
-··--§. 9 ____  1._m -··---o _. 1.5 3 -·-·--··J •. 1 16J 8J t .............. _Jo.. -··--···-°·-·- .. --·-·--o. _  1985 88 2.630 0,162 0.168 (96) 89 500 500 
89 2.782 0.158 0.175 (90) 90 800 800 
R = Reconended 
A= Applied 
9 
Table III: K contents (%) and fertilizers. 
Plant. LA K contents 1 
Year Year Kin Kean Kax 
KCl fertilizers (g/tree) 
Year R A 
H 1978 86 o.951- 87 1500 1600 
87 o.m o.980 l.044 88 2000 2000 
88 0.783 0.925 l.026 89 750 750 
8_9 _  0_.65.J . . O _. 9_32 .. 1.160 _______  90 ·-·--· I 000 _ _ ,_ 10.0.0 .. . -
1979 86 0.968 81 1000 1500 
87 0.897 0.946 1.126 88 2000 2000 
88 0 .868 0. 940 l.024 89 500 500 
89,, _ __ _o_.801_ 0.924 1.077 ___ 90_ 0 0 
1980 86 0.920 87 1000 !JO O 
87 0.818 0.942 1.059 88 2000 2000 
88 o.m o.%0 1.041 89 500 500 
tL __ o .. 94t .... J.004 1.062 _  90 __ 0 _o 
1981 86 l.051 87 1000 1300 
87 0.862 0,964 1.157 88 2000 2000 
88 0.770 0.811 l.042 89 750 750 
89 o •. 766 J.963 1.204 90 o o 
1982 86 l.061 87 500 1000 
87 1.005 88 2000 2000 
88 1.026 89 500 500 
89_ __ - __ 0.997 - ___ __ 90 _ o L .. 
1985 86 
87 
88 0 .834 0 .869 0, 909 













.U.Q 1977 86 0 .821 87 2000 2!00 
87 0 ,806 0, 917 1.046 88 2000 2000 
88 0,822 0.843 0.860 89 1500 1500 
89 _  0.7,1,5 .. 0.757 0.788 ,_90_ 20_00� _  ,_2000* _ 
1978 86 0 ,831 87 3000 2400 
87 0.705 0,842 0,992 88 2500 2500 
88 0.723 0.808 0.902 89 2000 2000 
�.J92 0.777 0.868 90 2000* 200_0_, 
1979 86 0.906 87 2000 2100 
87 0.135 0,879 l.047 88 2000 2000 
88 0.661 0,847 0,912 89 1500 1500 
�.J.62 0.894 0.935 90 0 0 
1980 86 0.777 87 1500 1500 
87 0.671 0.939 1.299 88 2000 2000 
88 0.646 0.812 1.026 89 2000 2000 
89 0.792 0.876 l.023 90 0 0 
1981 86 0.196 87 2000 1300 
87 0.843 0.858 0.877 88 2000 2000 
88 0.725 0.803 0.909 89 1500 1500 
89 0.577 0.753 0.877 90 0 0 
1982 86 0.744 87 2000 1000 
87 0 .698 88 2000 2000 
88 0.642 0.751 0.859 89 2500 2500 
89 _o.639 _  0, 7_37 0.835 ·----- 90 ··- 2000_2000** __ 
1985 86 87 500 500 
87 88 1000 1000 
88 0.621 0.763 0.940 89 2500 2500 
89 0.568 0.732 0.927 90 1500 1500 
* or 4000 gash 
H BS 11,12,13 
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Plot distribution according to K content is as follows: 
,---------
Planting Years K � 0.9 0.8 $ K < 0.9 0.7 $ K < 0.8 K < 0.7 
1977 4 
1978 3 2 
1979 3 
1980 4 2 
1981 2 l 
1982 l 2 
198 S 2 
It is worth remembering that plots cannot be split neatly 
between NB series (Nzima-Bekwai) and TKO series (Temang, 
Kokofu, Oda), and that some plots are intermediate NB, TKO. 
They were placed in one group or the other, depending on 
which type was dominant. This split is justified by the 
wish to simplify fertilizer recommendations (limiting 
schedules), hence applications, as much as possible. 
In conclusion, KCl fertilization can be reduced in the NB 
blocks to keep them around the critical level of 0.9%. For 
the TKO plantings, there is not enough data from trial 
GH CP 2 to enable conclusions to be drawn, and it would be 
wise to keep KCl applications higher than on NB a 
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Calcium nutrition (Table IV) 
Table IV: Ca Contents (%) 
-
Plant. LA Ca Contents (%) 





1978 81 D.181 0. 811 0. 8 51 
88 0.675 0.789 0,882 
89 0,681 0. 7 9 3 0.909 
1979 87 0.870 0. 962 I • 082 
88 0. 817 0. 8 8 7 I • 014 
89 0. 773 0.905 I .  I O  3 
1980 87 0 .859 1.01} 1.189 
88 0.827 0.893 0.952 
89 0. 7 9 7 0.878 0.945 
1981 87 0 .8 37 1.006 1.129 
88 0. 921 0.993 1.075 
89 0. 90 3 0.959 1.026 
1982 87 - 0. 8 7 3 -
88 - 0.938 -
89 - 0.842 -
1985 88 0. 932 I .  0 2 5 I .  I 02 
89 0. 817 0. 922 I .  0 37 
Ca Contents (%) 
Hin Hean 
0. 773 0 .816 
G.656 0.718 
0.674 0. 7 3 6 
0. 796 0.875 
0.723 0. 7 6 9 
0. 677 0.760 
D.815 0 .888 
0. 715 0. 813 
0.691 o.781 
0. 7 5 9 0.893 
0. 7 5 3 0. 8 51 
0.766 0. 8 5 7 
0. 7 8 4 0 .885 
0. 810 0,877 
0.850 0. 960 
- 0.957 
0. 8 70 0.930 
0. 80 5 0.865 
0.625 1.033 
0. 8 43 0.931 
Hax 
0. 8 ll 
0 .16 6 
0. 819 
0. 962 
0. 80 7 













I • I O  7 
I .  I 00 
Ca contents are highly satisfactory, irrespective of 
planting years and soil types. They are always above the 
commonly accepted critical level of 0. 6%. 
1 2 
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Magnesium nutrition (Table V) 
Table V: Mg Contents ( % ) 
Plant. LA Hg Contents (%) Hg Contents (%) 
Year Year Hin Hean Hax Hin Hean Hax 
NB m 
1977 81 0. 214 0.262 0. 311 
88 0.263 0.288 0. 3 l 6 
89 0 .304 0. 317 o.m 
1978 81 0. 2 28 0.253 0.295 0. 2 S 3 0. 2 70 0. 2 9 7 
88 0. 2 41 0.255 D.281 0.220 0.263 0.297 
89 0.263 D.285 0.320 0.250 0. 2 71 0. 28 9 
1979 87 o.m 0. 28 4 0. 316 0, 211 0. 2 SI 0,297 
88 0.236 0, 273 D.J IS 0.236 0.279 0. 380 
89 0.259 0.286 D.J IS 0.267 0.286 o.m 
1980 87 0, 274 0,306 0. J so 0. 273 0.326 0,401 
88 0. 234 0.289 0.328 0. 2 SI 0.323 0. 410 
89 0.224 0.293 0. 3 3 S 0. 3 0 3 0.340 0.380 
1981 87 0.225 0.260 0. 30 I 0.266 0. 316 0.351 
88 0. 217 0.267 0. 310 0.248 0.305 0 ,378 
89 0. 213 0. 281 0. 34 7 0.292 0.356 0,457 
1982 87 0. 334 0. 334 
88 0. 28 7 D.281 0.297 0. 31 J 
89 0.282 0,28 7 0.288 0.289 
198 S 88 0.263 0.280 0.294 0. 2 7 J 0. JO I 0, J 66 
89 0.276 0. 28 2 0,288 0.269 0. 2 98 0, J JS 
Mg contents are above the critical level at 0. 2% for all the 
planting years and both the NB and the TKO s eries. 
Chlorine nutrition (Table VI) 






















1 985 88 
89 
NB 
C l  C o ntents  ( % )  
Min Mean Max 
0.554 0.57 1 0.765 
0.608 0.648 0.709 
0.627 0.682 0.7 33 
0.567 0.625 0.691 
0.608 0.6 18 0.7 l l  
0.594 0.684 0.715 
0.509 0.117 0 ,599 
0.545 0.6 1 2  0.655 
0.5 1 1  0.6 1 6  0.668 
0.43 1  0.565 0.6 8 1  
0.4 4 1  0.590 0.692 
0.497 0.6 1 2  0.7 1l 
0. 7 6 5 
0. 6 7 1  
0 , 6 42 
0.7 1 4  0.78 1 0.8 1 6 
0. 6 68 0.684 0 .7 1 4 
TKO 
C l  C o n t e n t s  ( % )  
Min Mean Max 
0.188 0.648 0.695 
0.7 1 6  0 .7 12 0.775 
0.7 18 0.7 14 0.847 
0.494 0.60 ) 0.649 
0.6 1 6  0 , 682 0 . 8 09 
0.685 0.7 15 0.7 68 
0.469 0.59 1 0.668 
0.609 0.659 0.7 l l  
0.6 1 ]  0.7 12 0.804 
0.124 0.600 0.7 1 3  
0. 1 6 4  0. 658 0.728 
0.570 0.702 Q .78 1 
0.578 0.6 6 6  0.727 
0.626 0.667 0.7 4 1  
0.6 0 1  0.7 4 0  0.84 6  
0 .  6 9 3 
0.726 0.800  0.87 4 
0 . 68 1  0. )55 0.82 6 
0.7 0 1 0.789 0.860 
0.6 4 3  0.7 3 4  0.847 
On the whole , chlorine contents are satisfactory to h ighly 
satisfactory. 
II. 2. 2. SH and OG 
Complete results per plot are given in Annex I. 4. 
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Nitrogen nutrition ( Tab le VII) 
TABLE V II: Comparison between P ( LA) and ca l cu l ated P 
(N/P ratio) 
S MALLHOLDERS OUTGROWERS ··-··-· .. ··---.. ···-·· ···· . ....... -·-···--
Plan t i ng LA Kean conte nts P lan ting LA Kean con t e nts 
Y ear and Year N % p % p % Year and Year N % p % p % 
Soil Type ( N / P  rat io) Soil Ty p e  ( N/P ra t io) 
78 NB 88 2 . 619 0 . 153 ( 92) 0 .16 7 
89 2.724 0. l 5 l ( 88 l 0 .  l 7 3 
79 N B  88 2 . 623 0.155 ( 93) 0 .168 19 NB 88 2. 6 6 3 
89 2 . 829 0.152 ( 85) 0 .17 8 89 2.629 
80 N B  88 2.690 0 .153 ( 89) 0 .17 l 80 NB 88 2 . 4 7 4  
89 2 .  70 7 0.144 ( 84) 0 .  l 72 89 2 . 48 l 
81 N B  88 2.553 0.154 ( 94) 0 .164 81 N B  88 2. 612 
89 2. 7 70 0.156 ( 89) 0. 17 5 89 2.488 
82 N B  89 2. 7 73 0.153 ( 89) 0.172 82 NB 88 2.493 
89 2.715 
78 m 88 2.487 0. l 48 ( 91 ) 0. 16 l 
89 2.566 0. l 4 7 ( 89) 0. 16 5 
19 TKO 88 2. 4 5 7 0.143 ( 90) 0. l 5 9 79 TKO 88 2.340 
89 2.524 0.142 ( 87 )  0 .  l 6 l 89 2. 313 
80 TKO 88 2.648 0.164 (9 7 )  0 .169 80 TKO 88 2 . 598 
89 2 .  819 0 .15 7 ( 8 9) 0 .17 7  89 2.481 
81 TKO 88 2.689 0 .163 ( 95) 0 .171  
89 2.800 0.156 ( 89) 0. l 7 6 
82 TKO 88 2.687 0 . 160 ( 94) 0 .171  82  m 88 2 .137 
89 2 . 7 42 0.152 ( 88) 0 . 173 89 2.095 
N nutrition is genera l ly satisfactory, and 
with s l ight l y  low N leve ls are a l l in 
bottom l ands. 
Phosphate nutrition (Tab l e  VII) 
0. l 5 5 ( 91 ) 0. 17 0 
0.152 ( 90) 0. l 68 
0.14 4 ( 90) 0. 160 
0.143 ( 89) 0. l 61 
0.156 ( 93) 0 .16 7 
0.149 ( 93) 0 .16 l 
0.145 ( 90) 0. l 61 
0.155 ( 90) 0.172 
0 . 152 ( 99) 0. l 54 
0.142 ( 93) 0 .15 2 
0 . 153 ( 92) 0. l 6 6 
0.143 ( 89) 0 .161 
0.135 ( 94) 0. l 44 
0.134 ( 94) 0 .14 2 
the few p l ots 
poor l y-drained 
For a l l the p lanting years, on both NB and TKO soi ls, there 
is a more or less marked imba l ance in re l ation to nitrogen 
nutrition, which worsened between 1988 and 1 989. The 
ma j ority of the p l ots have P contents within the ba l ance 
- 0. 01 and - 0. 02%, or even between - 0. 02 and - 0. 03%. 
This imba lance leads to a P deficiency which shou ld  be 
corrected using ferti l izer app lica tions. 
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Potassium nutrition (Tab le V I I I ) 
TABLE V I I I :  K, Ca, Mg and C l  contents for 89 LA 
Hean contents 
S01l Plant ing 
Type  Year K % Ca I Hg % C 1 % 
SMALLHOLD ERS ·- -----
N B  78 0 .  923 0 .881 0 . 250  0 .  60 8 
79 0 .  9 13 0 .  %6 0 .  2 7 1  0 .  6 32 
80 0 .  8 16  1 . 24 1 0 . 3 38 0 .620 
8 1  0 .832 1 . 0 4 1  0 .288 0 .  6 3 1  
82 0 .822 l . 0 3 5 0 . 289 0 . 5 9 0  
m 78 0 .  816 0 .836 0 .  28 7 0 .  7 1 5  
7 9  0 . 847 0 .860 0 .285 Q .685 
80 0 .8 5 5  0 .  989 0 . 278 0 .6 0 9  
8 1  0 .769 0 . 9 5 3  0 . 306 0 .  6 9 1  
82 0 .6 9 9  1 . 0 14 0 .2 9 1  0 .667 
OUTGROfilt 
� B  7 9  0 .  9 0  9 0 .860 0 .  2 94 0 .  5 6 1  
80 0 .827 0 .749 0 . 4 0 1  0 . 354 
81 0 .  9 1 4  0 .  8 1 3  0 .2% 0 . 582 
82 I • 0 8 9 0 .888 0 .  2 5 0  0 .  2 3 1  
TKO 7 9  0 .6 5 5  0 .  6 7 7  0 .  3 3 3 0 .  5 9 9  
80 0 .  7 9 1  0 .820 0 .  34 3 0 . 525 
82 0 .629 0 .849 0 .  4 12 0 .6 02 
86 ( L 9 )  0 . 976 0 .  748 0 .  3 6 3 0 .  64 1 
I n  the case of sma l l ho ldings, K nutrition is satisfactory 
for the 1978 and 1979 p lantings on NB, l ow for the 1981 and 
1982 p lantings on TKO and average for the others. Contents 
for the OG are low on TKO and satisf actory on NB, except for 
the 1980 p lantings, which are average. 
Ca l cium nutrition (Tab l e  V I I I ) 
Contents are high l y  satisfactory in a l l cases. 
Magnesium nutrition (Tab le V I I I ) 
Mg nutrition is very good, with contents marked l y  above the 
critica l level. 
Ch l orine nutrition (Tab l e  V I I I ) 
This is satisfactory on the who l e, but some low contents are 
seen in the 1980 and 1982 outgrower p lantings (NB). 
I n  the case of the SH and OG, it is extreme ly  difficu l t  to 
determine what ferti l izers were actua l l y app lied, since the 
ferti l ize rs distributed are ver y often not app l ied. Many 
bags are left on tracks or in the corners of the p l ots. 
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I I. 3 • . F.E.RT.I_L I Z.E.R . .  REC.OM.M.ENDA.T.I O .N.S 
These recommendations were based on the 1989 L A  data and on 
trials GH CP 1 and GH CP 2, for which some resu l ts are now 
avai l able. 
I I • 3 . 1 . s. c . .  h.e .  d u.l es 
�or _P, depending on the N/P balance ( rate in g/tree of TSP 
or rock phosphate ) *  
D i f ference 
Theoretica l  P - e rate ( L l 7 ) 
0 
between O and 0.0 1 0  
between 0.0 1 0  and 0 , 020 
0.020 
.F o r . .... K , i n g o f KC 1 p e r t re e 
K% 
Plant ing years NB and m 
1 977- 1 982 ms 
0 0 
750 1 1 00* 500 7SO* 
1 000 1500* 800 1 200 
lSO O 2 300* 1 1 00 1 600* 
Ll7 
K � 0.95 0 
0.90 $ K < 0. 95 500 
0. 85 $ K < 0. 9 1000 
0 • 7 5 $ K < 0.85 1500 
0.65 $ K < 0. 7 5 2000 
K < 0. 65 2500 
II. 3.2. �ecommendation� 
Table IX gives ferti l izer recommendations in kg per tree and 
Table X fertilizer requirements for the NES as a whole, in 
tonnes. 
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TABL E I X  1990 fertil izer recommendations 
Soil t y pe Anoniu1 Sulp hate Phosphate 
--------- ( AS )  
Plant ing years TKO NB TKO NB 
TSP RP TSP 
m 1 9 7 7  0 0. S 0. 71 
1 978 0 0 0. S 0. 71 0. 71 
1 979 0 0 l . o  l • 5 l.O 
1 980 0 0 l .  0 l .l 0. 7 S 
1 98 l 0 0 l.O l.S l.O 
1 982 0 0 l • 5 2.3 l.l 
1 981 0 0 0.8 l .  2 l.O 
SH 1 978 0 0 l.O 1 .5 1 .5 
I m  0 0 l.l 2.3 l. l  
1 980 0 0 l.O 1 .5 l.O 
1 98 I 0 0 I . 0 l .S 1 . 0 
1 982 0 0 l. s 2.3 l. 0 
O G  1 979 0 0 0. 7 1  l. I l.O 
1 980 0 0 I. 0 l.S I. 0 
1 98 I 0 0 l.O 1 .5 l.O 
1 982 0 0 0. 7 S l. I l.O 
1 986 0 1 . 0  l.S 
I 98 7 0.8 0.8 
1 988 0.6 0.6 
1 989 2x0. 2 0.4 
1 990 2xO. l 0.2 
TKO  TEMANG - KOKO FU - O DA NB 
TSP Triple super phosphate 
RP Rock phosphate 
Potass i u m  




1 . 1  l . l  0. S 
l.l l . o  0. S 
1 . 1  l.O 0 
I .S 2. 0 0. I 
2. 3 2. 0 0. I 
1 .5 2. 0 0. S 
2. 3 l .  0 0. S 
2. 3 l.O 0. I 
I . S l. 0 1 .0 
1 . 5  l .  I l. 0 
l.S 2. 0 l .  0 
1 .5 2. 0 0. S 
l. s l .l 1.0 
1 .5 l • I 0. S 
l.S 2.0 0 
l .l 




NZI MA - BEKWAI 
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TAB L E  X :  
Planti ng 
year 
F e rtilizer req ui rements ( to nnes , p e r  planting year 
f or the NES 




TSP  R P  
KCl K i e s e r it e  
f---------------- ----------------
197 7  
( 1 98 )  
1978 
( 6 1 6 )  
19 79 
( 8 1 1  ) 
1980 
( 1 12 6 )  
1981 
( 392 ) 
1982 
( 1 15 )  
1985 
( 2 72 ) 
1988 
( & ) 
1 9 8 9  
( 2 )  
1990 
( 1 7 )  
TKO ( 10 0  % )  
m ( 6 0 I )  = J9 7 
N B  ( 40 % )  = 264  
TKO  ( 40 % )  = ]25 
NB ( 6 0 % )  = 486 
TKO (50 % )  = 563 
N B  (50 % )  = 5 6 ]  
TKO ( 3 0  % )  = 1 18 
N B  ( 70 % )  · =  2 7 4  
TKO  (50 % )  = 57  
NB (50 % )  = 58 
TKO ( 5 0  % )  = 136 
NB (50 % )  = 13b 
TKO = 6 
m = 2 
TKO = 1 7  
Total ( rounded down } * *  
0 .5 
0 .  l 
0 .  5 
1 . 0 




6 6  
7 6  
5 7 
16 
J 7  




0 .  5 
0 .  I 
0. 5 
4 0 0  
* estimated for each soil type 
20 




1 1 4  
8 1 .5 
24 
5 5 .  5 
1 7  
1 7  
22 
28 
0 .  7 5 
0 .  I \  
0 . 75 
6 0 0  
5 J .5 
80 
18.5 






15 . 5 
] 7  
9 
0 .  6 5 
0 .  ! 
0 .5 
4 0 0  
0 .  J 
0 . 05 
0 .  2 5 
0. 6 
** calculatio n  based on 1 35 trees/hectare , r o unded down 
I I . 3. 3. fertilizers a�pJi�d_in 1 99P 
As stated in Document 2278 bis dated August 1990 (sectio n  V, 
p 1 1 ), it was decided, at the req uest of the World Bank 
missio n  (Messrs. S ingh and earlier) not to  apply fertilizers 
in 1 990, except in y o ung plantings ( 1 985 to 1 990). This 
tempo rary step, along with others, sho uld enable reductio ns 
in pro duction costs per tonne of oil in order to become more 
competitive in terms of world prices and the local market, 
which fell during the first half of the year (surplus), fro m  
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160, 000 to 120, 000 cedis per tonne . 
ap plications in 1990 will save more 
(US$ 240, 000), representing 12% of 
plantation. 
Halting fertilizer 
than 80 million cedis 
direct costs at the 
Ho wever, on acco unt of the low K levels in the plots planted 
on TKO, it was suggested that 4 kg of ash be ap plied per 
tree. Some of the KCl stocks were also used. 
Ash and KCl ap plications in 1990 were as follo ws, in g per 
tree: 
Planting P lots Recouended A p p lied : 
Year rat e :  ash ash or KC!* 
-------- ------------ -------------
19 7 7 A H !  - 4. B N l  - 4 4000 4000 
B N5 - 8 4000 2000* 
1978 AS2 and 3. B S !  2000 1 000* 
CN3 and 4. BS 6 -· 10 
CN5 - l l . CS l and 2 4000 2000* 
CS5 - 7 .  D S 6  - 8 
19 79 A l l  0 0 
1980 m - 11 .  G N5 and 6 4000 
H NN \ 4  - 18 .  GN \ 7 and 18 2000 
I M 1 2  - 1 6 ,  JN \ 6  
l q g J  rm - 22. GN 19 4000 
I N \ 8  and 19. HN23  and 24 
1 982 B S !  1 . 12 and 13 4000 2000* 
It is worth noting that plots CNl , CSl and BSl fro m  the 1978 
planting also received sludge, which was ap plied from a tank 
in the middle of the free interro w .  
The y o ung plantings were given the follo wing fertilizers, in 
g per tree: 
AS TSP m Kies erite 
R A R A R A R A 
1985 0 800 800 1500 1500 0 0 
(rnet s )  1988 600 600 600 600 800 800 400 400 
( raaet s )  1989 MOO 2x200 400 400 2x200 2x200 200 200 
(raaet s )  1990 2x \ O O  2x \ 00 200 200 2x l 00 2x l 00 J O O  J O O  
R recommended A ap plied 
20 
The OPR I 
o f  AS . 
appli ed . 
trial , 
400 g 
set up at GOPDC in 1 98 9 , was given 2 x 200 g 
o f  T S P  and 2 x 200 g of K C L have yet to be 
I I . 3 . 4 . Dec i_s i o_ns .. .  ..f.o.r ... .1 . . 9.9. . 1. 
The fe rtilizer recommendations d rawn up for 1 990 can be used 
as a basis for esti mat ing 199 1 requi rements , which will be 
as follows, in tonnes, for the NES : 
Requ i rements S tocks To be o rde red 
AS 1 . 0 60 0 
TSP  or RP* 400 or 600* 0 400 or 60 0 :'< 
KCl* * 400 200 200 
Kieserite 0 . 6  4 0 
* Rock phosphate (RP) should be used in prefe rence , since 
it is much cheaper (US $ 1 60/tonne compa red with U S $  4 40 
for TSP) ; but the rate should be mult iplied by 1 . 5  
(s implificat ion) to take account of its lowe r P 20 5 
content (28 as against 4 5 % ) . 
* * to reduce costs , part of the total could be applied i n  
ash form, doubl ing the rate . 
For all the d ifferent fertilizers put together , this means 
less than 1 . 8  kg per tree . 
The exact rates to apply for each planting year  will be mo re 
closely defined based on the results o f  the next lea f  
samples, planned for December 1990 . I n  addition , they could 
be ident i f ied more clearly for each LA un it, to respond more 
closely to the requirements of the block in ques tion, w i thin 
a g i ven planting year . 
For the S H  and OG, i t  was seen, as in prev ious years , that a 
large proportion of the fert ilizers distributed had not been 
appl ied (full bags left on the tracks, in the fields , etc . ) .  
At the request of Mr . earlier (World Bank), it was decided 
to limit fertilizer distribution to the OG (Phase II) to the 
f irst year of planti ng . In subsequent years, GOPDC will 
only supply fertilizer on a cash-on-del ivery basis . In 
add ition, no leaf samples w ill be taken on the Phase I and 
II S H  and OG i n  1990 . F rom then on , samples will be taken 
every other year, starting in 1991 . 
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For the 1991 planting (750 ha), fer tilizer requiremen ts for 
the OG will be as follows (in tonnes): 




III. l. )988 A�D 19�9 PLANr�NGS 
The 1988 plantings are developing well (see photos in 
Annex II-1) and the trees already have fine-looking crowns. 
Table XI gives the results of a survey carried out last 
November, i. e. 29 months af ter plant ing (May 1988). 
TABLE X I : Census of inflorescences 
N o. of trees No .  of tre es N o .  of N o. o f  inf l o. 
C l one No inf l orescences p er l ive 
N o. Cross Planted Dead R e1aining Ha l e  fe1ale  f l  ow e rs Hale fema l e  tre e  
C 140  I C ontro l  P F S �  I 17 1 I 3 & 88 19 2& 7 1 4 & • 3 
L2i x D I O D  (5.3) (77 . 9) ( I 6, 8) 
LHC009 L I O T  x D8D I 3 5 I 3 5 30 I O  3 2 10 3 70 2 5, 2 
(22. 2) (76.3) ( 1 . S )  
LHC051 C l one c ontro l  163 2 I 6 I I 3 I 15 ] ]  38 903 5. 6 
12T x D8D ( 8. I )  (71.4) ( 20.5) 
LKC026 D3D x L2T 15 5 I 5 3 5 10 3 45 601 3. 9 
(3 . J) (61 . 3) ( 2 9, 4) 
LHC043 L I O T  x 017D 117 0 117 5 10 5 7 2 904 7. 7 
(4.3) (89. 7) ( 6 . 0 )  
LMC074 1452T x OR425- 4 138 I 3 5 23 35 7 7  71 15 2 I .  I 
(17.0) (25.9) ( 57 .0) 
) per cent of living trees 
* PFS = produced from seed 
Clone LMC 009 is the most precocious, with 98 . 5% of trees in 
flower, whils t clone LMC 043 (94% of trees in flower) has 
the highest proportion of female flowers (89. 7%) and is the 
most produc tive (7. 7 bunches per tree on average). The 
C 1401 control (produced from seed) comes third in terms of 
precoci ty and second in terms of production (6. 3  bunches), 
with the LMC 051 clone cont rol 4 th and 3rd respectively. 
In terms o f  grow th, L MC 74  is the most vigorous and LMC 009 
and 026 grow the most slowly. It  is also the least 
precocious and the leas t productive (1. 1 bunches). Toge ther 
with i t s  high suscep tibility to .cerco.�or.a leaf spo t, which 
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is seen immediately after planting and persists on older 
leaves, this makes it the least interesting clone of the 5 
tested in the trial. 
It is good to see that all the male and female bunches 
observed are normal and that the mortality rate is very low 
( 1 . 3%) for the material planted as a whole. 
This trial will be harvested for the first time at the start 
of 1 9 9 1 , i. e. at 2 i  years. There are plans to monitor 
production (number of bunches and weight) and each treatment 
(5 clones + control produced from seed). 
Two methods are proposed for this, 
simpler of the two will be chosen: 
and the cheaper and 
individual harvesting, as with fertilizer trials 
GH CP 1 and 2 ;  
overall production in each treatment. 
These observations 
harvesting. 
will begin at the same time as 
The following 
g per tree): 
fertilizers were applied in the trial (in 
Y.ear 
1 988 
1 989  
1 9 9 0 
.A.S 
2 X 1 00 
2 X 200 
600 
Fertilizer rates for 1 9 9 1  
the first leaf analysis, 
treatment in December 1 9 90 
�amples will therefore be 
produced from seed). 
.'.LS P .K.C) .K.i.e s.e r.i t.e 
200 2 X 100 1 00 
400 2 X 200 200 
600 800 400 
will be based on the results of 
to be carried out for each 
(Doc. 2 278 bis - page 1 3) ,  6 
taken (5 clones plus the control 
The 1 989  planting ( 1 . 8  ha) is developing satisfactorily, but 
has suffered from grasscutter damage, particularly the 
section to the West of the 1 988 planting , A census o f  dead 
trees should be carried out. The fertilizer rates applied 
to date and recommended for 1 9 9 1  are as follows: 
_'!_ear A.� 
1 989  2 X 1 00 
1 9 90 2 X 200 
1 9 9 1  600 
I I I , 2 • ..1 99  0 _ _ PL A.NT I ..N G 





Results are given in Table XII. 
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2 3  
As we said in Document 2278 bis (pages 14  and 15 ) ,  weaning 
losses were normal for the first batch (Tropiclone ) and 
rather high for the second (La M e ) ,  although prenursery 
culling was much too strict . This stems from the fact that 
within the same clone , the physiological age of ramets 
differs and there is therefore a degree of heterogeneity in 
their development initially . This heterogeneity is much 
more marked than with material produced from seed . 
Selection, based on the homogeneity criterion, should take 
this into account and be much more flexible . At the end of 
the prenursery stage, losses (mortality + selection) should 
not exceed 15% on average . 
In this case, and excluding LMC 078, for reasons given in 
Table XII, losses for the first batch were 3 3%, and 67 . 4% 
for the second . Excessive selection may explain the high 
losses in the first batch, but do not entirely explain 
losses in the second, where the mediocre quality of the 
material should probably be blamed . 
In the nursery, the mortality rate, mainly due to B l ast, and 
to a lesser extent Dry Bud Rot, is a little too high 
(Doc . 2278 bis - page 15), and there are marked variations 
in susceptibility between the clones . The most tolerant are 
L MC 044, 052, 090, 103 and 111, involving the L l O T  parent, 
and the most susceptible are L MC 022, 051, 072 and 074 .  
I I I • 2 . 2 • P 1 a n.t.i n_g 
The planting layout and the characteristics of the clones 
planted between the 7th and 15th May 1990 are given in Annex 
I I .  2 .  
The number of trees planted per clone and for the C250 1 
control produced from seed, corresponding to the 
reproduction of the (DS D  x D3D ) x L2T hybrid is as follows : 
Clone No . Cross No . of trees 
L MC 022 D l l 5D x L2T 300 
044 L l O T  x Dl7D 277 
051* L2T x D8D 136 
052 D3D x L2T 220 
072 L759D x L31 1P 162 
074 L 452T x UR425- 4 1 6 1 
090 
103 
1 1 1 
2501* * 
* Clone contro l 
L l O T  x D8D 
L l O T  x D l l 8D 
L l O T  x D28D 





Total 1928, i . e. 13 . 5  ha 
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TABLE XII : Clone rea ring results fo r the 1990 planting 
-- - --, 
C I  one 
No. 
1s t ba t c h  







I O  3 
I I I  
Crosses 
DI I 5Dx L2T 
L I O Tx D l 7 D  
L2TxD8D 
D3Dx L2T 
L7S9Dx L3I I P  
L452TxUR42H 
D10Dx L498P 
L I OTx D I  I B O  
L l 0TxD28D 
Weaning Prenursery Nursery 

























I • 8 











I 9 7 
Prenursery 
28.2 
3 9. 7 
38. 3 
2 2. 3 
31 . 3  
41.0 
64.4 
3 0. 9 
30. 9 
Dead E l i m inated ( 1 )  
No. % 
52 18 . 6  
4 I .  7 
29 15 . 9  
2 0. 9 
28 I 3.9 
28 I 2.1 
8 8 . 3  
S I .  2 
2 l . O  
No . % 
I 3 4 .  6 
34 I 4.4 
I 7 9. 3 
5 2.2 
I 2 5 .  9 
43 18.5 
88 100 .0  
23 5 . 7 
9 4 . 6  
No . 
215 
I 9 9 
I 3 6 
220 
I 6 2 
I 61 
0 
3 7 7  
186 
3 , 294 l ,  198 2 . 9  2 , 058 3 S. 7 158 7. 7 244 11 . 9  I , 6 5 6 
2nd batch 
LHC 022 D l l 5Dx L2T 





7 I 2 
244 
2 I 9 
20 9 
672 




5 . 6  
9 7  
82 
40 
2 1 9  
60.3 
6 2. 6 
80. 9 
67.4 
9 9. 3 
3 3. 7 
I 2. 5 
3 . 1  
1 .2  
2 2. 5 




I 9 3 
( 2) LMC 078 = nume rous losses and poo r developmen t. It  was reques ted 
that  this clone no t be plan ted ( Doc . 2278 bis - page 1 5) 
( ) per cen t good plan ts in relation to the n umber of ramets weaned. 
Good p lants 
% 
76.8 ( 53.8) 
84.0 ( 50 . 0) 
74.7 ( 46.0) 
96. 9  ( 73.3) 
80.2 ( 54.4) 
69.4 ( 40.3) 
0 { 0) 
93. I ( 62.2) 
94.4 ( 62.8) 
80.5 { 5D.3) 
87 . 6  ( 34.7)  
95. I ( 3 2. I )  
75.0 ( 13 . 4) 
---- ------
88 . I { 2 7 .  I l 
N 
V, 
Plant ap pearance is g o od on the whole (see photos in An nex 
I I - 3 ) ,  except for insufficiently drained areas , where they 
are yell o wish . Ef f orts should be made during the dry 
season . to im prove drainage . 
Fertilizer rates ap plied in 1990 and 
are as fol l ows ( in g per tree ) : 
recommended for 1991 
Year p._s_ 
19'3 0  2 X 10 0 
1 9 9 1 2 X 2 0 0  
IV . PHASE II PLANTINGS 
I V • 1 • N U  R S  E R  Y R E  � U.!,.J'�. 
Mo. o f  ger!inated seeds received 
S eeds � l innated ( broken. etc. } 
Seeds trans ferred to prenursery 
Lo s ses ( faiied to s trike or died ) 
Elim iJ ; ted at selection stage 
T r a n s : c r red to nursery 
Lo s ses B last 
Dry Bud Ro t 
O t her 
ElimiJa ted at selec tion stage 
_1'.g 
2 0 0  
4 0 0  
P renursery 
1 69 ,9)3 
1 61 , 2 1 8  
Nursery 
135 , 000 
Plants to fie l d  
Total lost a n d  eliminated 
112 , 1 3 2  
_KCJ. Kie_seri_te 
2 X 10 0 1 0 0 
2 X 2 0 0  2 0 0  
8 , 735 ( S .  I% l 
I S ,  6 99 ( 9. 
7
%)
1 1 0 , 5 1 9  ( 6. S % ) ( 16 . 2%) 
2 , 639 ( 1 . 95 1 )
} 5 46 ( 0 . 40% ) ( 2 . 3 5 % )  
1 1  , 4 4 6 ( 8 .  5 % )  
7 , 637 ( 5 .  6% } 
22 , 268 ( 16 . m 
Transfer losses are a little to o high, whilst those in the 
prenursery are around normal ( 16 . 2% as against 15%) . In the 
nursery, the number of deaths due to Blast and Dry Bud Rot 
are acceptable ( 2 . 4%), as in previous years, due to regular 
Temik ap p lications and grass elimination. Excluding the 
8.5% mortality due to an error made whilst ap plying a 
herbicide treatment, total losses , at 8% (mortality = 2 . 4 %  + 
selection = 5. 6%) are lower than the generally accep ted norm 
of 10% . 
Over all 
is 66%. 
the various stages, the percentage o f  g o od p lants 
2 6  
IV. 2 . . PLANTIN.G 
These pl ants were used as follows: 
Outgrowers 103, 629 
NES 574 
OG replacements 8, 529 
- - - - - - -
Total 112, 732 
i . e . 
i. e. 
i • e . 
i. e. 
724 . 68 ha 
4. 01 ha (extra ramet plot) 
59. 6 4  ha 
788 , 33 h a  
The 725 h a  of O G  correspond to 702 ha of new plantings and 
23 h a  of extensions. 
From 198 6 to 1990, a total of 3 , 750 h a  will have been 
planted in OG holdings, under Phase II. 
V. OPRI TRIALS 
In Doc. 2278 bis, dated August 1990, we pointed out the poor 
condition of the trial. Since then , the trees have 
developed satisfactori ly  (see photos in Annex III), but the 
mortality rate (47%) is very high. It breaks down as 
follows for each type of cross: 
Crosses No . o f  useful trees ( I )  l 
Planted Dead 1ortality 
OPRI 
I .  G I  I 80 29 3 6. 3 
2. G59 80 50 62 .5  
3 .  G6 1 80 40 50.0  
4. G62 80 52 65.0 
5. STD Cross  80 6 4  80.0 58.8% 
! RH O  
6. C I O O I F  80 22 2 7 .  5 
1 .  C 1401 80 34 42.5 
8. C 2 3 0 1 F  80 4 1  5 1 . 3  
9. C2401 80 2 1  26.3 
I O .  C700 I 80 22 2 7 . 5  3 1 . 0 l  
- - -
Total 800 J 7 5 46.9 
(1) Border rows and trees are not taken into account 
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Whilst some of these losses can be put down to attacks by 
grasscutters and other rodents, drought, the effects of 
which were ex acerbated by poor soil quality , woul d seem to 
be the m ain cause. It is worth remembering that at the end 
of November 1989, the water deficit was 557 mm for the NES, 
i. e. 657 mm on this type of soil , which has lower water 
reserves , 
S ignificant variations in mo rtality are seen between 
crosses: 26 to 27 . 5% for C240 1, lO O l F  and 7001, 62 . 5  and 65% 
for G59 and G62, 80% for the S TD cross . Generally speaking, 
the IRHO material is less severely affected: 3 5 %  as against 
58 . 8%. 
As OPRI did not make these counts until last S eptember, it 
was not possible to plant replacements in April-May 1990, as 
they should have been, or in October, since GO PDC was 
informed too late (start of November) and did not have any 
plants in the nursery . They will therefore be planted in 
April-May 1991 , i . e .  2 years after planting, and for the 
IRHO material, only crosses ClO Ol F, C2 3 01 F  and Cl 401 will be 
available . 
This high mortality rate, in addition to replacements that 
will be planted too late and will be incomplete, casts doubt 
upon the wisdom of continuing the trial, the results of 
which will no longer be usable . Mr . Meunier, IRHO genetics 
consultant with OPRI, was asked to talk to the Directors of 
the Institute during his December 1990 visit about what 
should be decided . 
If the trial is  halted, it would still be best to continue 
replacements and consider the plot as a commercial plot, or 




M I N E RAL NUTR I T I ON 
GHA:l' A  
GOPDC 
ANNEXE I . 1 .  
1 
GH CP 0 1  
GH CP 02 
COMPARISON B ETW E EN THE 19 8 9  RESULTS FOR EXP ER I MENTS 
GH CP 0 1  AND GH CP 0 2  
Planting year 
Plots 
Start of experi1ent 
S o i l  
Depth (c1} 
Texture % ( C  + fS l 
O rganic ca rbon m 
Tota l nitrogen m 
To ta 1 P ppl 
Ass i1. P (O lsen} PP• 
Exchangea b le K 1e/ l OOg 
" Hg 1e/ l OOg 
" Ca 1e/ l OOg 




Phospho rus nutrition 
Potass iu1 nutrition 
Hagnes iu1 nutrition 
GH CP 01 GH CP 0 2  
1 9 71 1 977 
C N  2 A H  I 
1984 1984 
N Z IHA peb b l y  series T[HANG water logged series 
0-20 20-40 40-60 0-20 2HO 40-60 
4 6  47 48 I I  1 3  18 
2 . 2  1 . 5 
2 . 5  1. 6 
3 4 5  164  
12  1 7  
0 . 3 5  0 . 08 
1 .  7 0 . 61 
5 . 9  3 . 8 4  
8 . 0 5 . 0  
5 . 4  5 .7 
Heavy def o l iation in 1 987 due to Coelaenoaenodera 
Contents natura l ly h igh Contents natura l l y  
satis facto ry 
N o  N ferti lizer require1 s ince at least 1984 
H igh natura l  deficiency 
Sti l l  not p r o per l y  c o r­
rected in 1 98 9  by 1 000  g 
o f  tnpie super 
Natura l l y  satis facto r y  
KC !  a p p l ications not 
requi red 
Contents natura l l y  
satisfacto r y ,  high i n  
certain years 
Natura l  deficiency 
Co rrected in 1 98 9  by 
1000  g of tri p le super 
H igh K def ic ienc y ,  only 
partia l l y  c o r rected by 
h igh !Cl app l ications 
( 3  kg per tree) 
Contents natura l l y  very 
high ,  depressed by KC ! 
a p p l ications . but sti l l  
reaain h igh 
Kieserite a p p l ications not necessary 
GHANA 
GOPDC 
1977 plan ting 
Plot CN 2 
GH CP 0 1  
Set u p  i n  198 4 
1 9 8 9  R E S U L T S  
It  should be remembered tha t the experimen t suffered from 
very severe defolia t ion a t  the beginning of 1987, followin g  
c oelaenomenodera a t t a cks. 
M I NERA L ___ NU.TR I.T I O N  
Leaf con ten ts i n  December 198 9 
N_I T ROGEN _NUT R  I T_I_Q_r! 
The trea tmen ts have had no effec t on con ten ts, whose mea n  
value of 2. 73% is highly sa tisfac tory. No plo t  has con ten ts 
u nder 2. 50%. 
PHO s,_PHORU s ____ NUT R  IT ION 
For the 2nd year running, phospha te has increased the P 
con ten ts (linear effec t). The maximum con ten t (0. 164% ) was 
rea c hed with the highest phosphorus r a te ( 1000 g of triple 
su per ) ,  bu t the increase comp ared to the con trol PO (0. 158%) 
is not very high (+ 3%) a nd still does not make it possible 
to a t t ain the value deduced from the N/P bal a n c e. 
%N actu al %P %P a c cordin g to  
N/P bala nce 
PO 2. 729 0. 15  8 0. 173 
P l  2. 70 1 0. 1 60 0 • 17 1 
P2 2. 7 5 3 0. 164* 0. 174 
It  is in t eresting to note tha t a t  the end of its 
investig a tion in to the phosphorus s t a t us of the soils 
( 1976-78 ) ,  the World Phospha te Instit u te concluded "soil 
c learly deficien t in phosphoric a c id, correc tion is c alled 
for". 
POTASS I UM NUTR I T I ON 
Despite the fac t tha t KCl has no t been applied since 198 3 , 
the c ontent of trea tment KClO ( 1 , 050% ) is s a t isfa c t ory and 
has no t changed since 198 4. All the plo t  c on tents , excep t  
f o r  one, are o ver 0. 9 %. 
KCl has no effec t on the c on tents of  KCll and KC 1 2 , which 
have also been very st able for the las t 6 years. 
For t he first time , phospha te increased the c alcium c ontents 
of  trea tment P2 (linear effec t ) . Due to  the general effec t, 
the mean Pl + P2 = 0. 79 1% is signific antly different from 
the c ontents of PO ( 0. 74 3 % ) .  
MAGNESI UM NUTR I T I ON 
The mean 
in 198 9, 
one - are 
c onten t  of the experiment increased subst antially 
reaching 0. 277%. All the plo t  c on tents - excep t 
equal t o  or  grea ter than 0. 24%. 
.P!.LOR I DE NUTR I T I ON 
The c ontent of trea tment KClO ( 0. 4 9 3 % ) was rela tively high 
this year. The rela tive increase in Cl c ontents due t o  KCl 
applic a tions seems t o  have been st able for the last 2 years. 
Effec t of KCl on  Cl c ontents 
2 
Contents of KClO 
2/ 198 4 1/ 198 6 12/ 1987 
. 5 5 9  
9 4  
106 
. 3 4 6  
109 
. 4 38  




12/ 198 9 
. 4 9 3  
( KCl l /KClO ) x 100 
( KC 12/KC 1 0 ) x 100 
SULPHUR NUTR I T I ON 
123 * *  1 3 3 * *  1 38 * *  
12 1* * 
13 9 * *  
The t rea tments had n o  effec t o n  sulphur nutri tion ; t he mean 
c onten t  (0. 2 12% ) is sa tisfa c t ory. 
198 9 PROD.UCT I ON 
Mean tria l product ion has considerab l y  improved , i ncreas i n g  
from 5 3  k g  FFB / tree i n  1988 t o  9 3  kg FFB / t ree i n  198 9. 
Hence , this year . product ion was c l ose to 12. 5 t / ha ( 9 3 kg x 
13 5 trees ) .  
This year , i n  treatmen t P2 (1 k g  o f  trip l e  super app l ied for 
the l ast 5 years ) ,  part ia l  correc t ion of  t he phosphorus 
deficiency has led to  a s i g n i fican t i ncrease o f  11% 
( 10 kg / tree ) i n  bunch product ion , through an i ncrease i n  
their number. 
. 1 9 9 0  F E RT.IL.IZ.A T IO_N 
The resu l ts obtai ned for both m i nera l nutri t ion and 
product ion ca l l  for an i ncrease i n  the trip l e  superphospha te 
rate , so as - to obta i n  a P con ten t correspond i n g  to  the N / P 


















On l y  phosphate fert i l i zer is necessary for the p l an t i n gs on 
NZIMA series soi ls under the experimen t a l  cond i t ions i n  
ques t ion. An an nua l app l icat ion o f  1 k g  o f  triple  super, or 
the equiva len t rate of  sing le  super over 5 years , has 
par t ia l l y  corrected the phosphorus deficiency accord i n g  to  
l eaf  con ten t s  and l ed to  an  i ncrease o f  10 kg FFB / tree i n  
198 9 . This y ie l d � i ncrease w i l l  most probab l y  be 
cost-effect ive i f  i t  is mai n ta i ned , 
3 
AN NEX 
.!!..H CP 0 1  SOIL ANALYSES - MEAN CONTENTS 
Samp l es tak e n  f rom p l ots 2-8-9-12-15 -18-20 -23-26 
Depth ( cm )  0 -20 20 - 4 0  40 -60  
TEXTURE 
C l ay % 34 . 4  35 . 7  3 8 .  1 
Fi n e  si lts % 1 2 • 1 11 . 1 9 . 8  
Coa rse  si lts % 1 7 .  0 1 5 • 6 11 . 6 
Fi n e  sand % 2 2 .  1 18 . 0 14 . 0  
Coa rs e  sand % 14 . 4  1 9 .  6 26 . 5  
ORGANIC MATTER . 
O rgan ic matte r % 3 .  78  
Ca r bon % 2 .  1 9 
Tota l n itroge n % 2 . 50 
C/N r atio % 8 . 8  
PHOSPHORUS 
Tota l p ( ppm ) 34 5 
Assim i l ab l e  p ( ppm ) ( Olse n )  12 
ABSORBING COMPLEX 
( Ca 5 . 88 
( Mg 1 .  6 6  
( K 0 . 35  
( N a  0 . 0 4  
( 
( A l  0 .  1 3 
Co ( NH 3 )6 C l 3 ( H 0 . 0 4  
Method ( 
( CEC 7 . 96 
( 
( pH o f  the 
( Co ( NH3 ) 6  C l 3 5 .  0 7 
( e xt ract 
pH RATIO l. 5 2 ' 
W at e r pH 5 .  3 9 
KC l pH 4 . 4 7 
GHANA - GOPDC 
KWAE E s t ate - Plo t CN2 
S tarted i n  1 9 8 4  
Year o f  p l an t i ng : 1 9 7 7  
- Stat i st i c a l  De s iqn 
- Tre atme n t s  : 
FERT I L I ZER TRI AL 
Factor i a l  3 x 3 x 3 
% - S 2 3  % 
GH CP  0 1  
1 - 1  
3 l eve l s  o f  Ammon i um s u lphate : N 2 0  
3 l eve l s  o f  S ing le  super phosphate 
or Tr iple  s upe r phosphate 
P205 20  % - Cao 2 5  % - s 12 % 
P205  3 5  % - Cao 1 7  % 
3 l eve l s  of Mur iate  of  potash  K20  60  % - C l  4 5  % 
- So i l s  : NZ IMA series 
- Fer t i l i ze r  r ates  ( g/palm/ye ar ) 
Before 1 9 8 4  : S ame manur i ng than the e s tate . 
Ammon ium 
s u l f a t e  
S i ng l e  s uper 
T r i p l e  super * KCl  - - - ------- ---- -- --- : - -- -- : - - --- : ----- : ----- : - - - - - : ---- - : - - --- : - - -- - : ----- : 
Leve l s  0 1 2 0 : 1 : 2 0 1 2 ------------------- · ----- · - - --- · - ---- · ----- · - - - - - · ----- · ----- · - - --- · ----- · 
Novemb e r  1 9 8 4  
Februar y  1 9 8 5  
1 9 8 6  
July 1 9 8 7  
July 1 9 8 8  
July 1 9 8 9  
. . . . . . . . . . 
0 : 10 0 0  : 2 0 0 0  
: 0 0 0 
: 
: 0 : 0 : 0 
0 : 0 : 0 







0 : 10 0 0  : 2000  
0 : 1 1 0 0  : 2 2 0 0  : 
: N i l  : 
0 : 5 0 0 * : 10 0 0 * : 
0 : 1 1 0 0 * : 2 2 0 0 * : 










0 : 10 0 0  
0 5 0 0  
: 
0 5 0 0  
0 5 0 0  






: 2 0 0 0  
: 10 0 0  
: 10 0 0  
: 1 000  







L E Af ANAL Y S I S  
NO  Nl  N2 PO  Pl P 2  K O  K l  K 2  5 % 
GH CP 1 
2 - 2  
L . S . D .  1 % --- -------- ------- · ------- · - -- ---- · ------- · - ---- -- · - ---- -- · - ------ · ------- · ------- · ----- -- · --------- ----------- · 
N Dec . 8 8  
Dec . 8 9  
. . . . . . . . . . .
1 7  : 2 . 8 3 : 2 . 8 2  : 2 . 8 3  
1 7  : 2 . 7 4 : 2 . 7 0 : 2 . 7 4 
2 . 8 0 
2 . 7 3 
2 . 8 4 
2 . 7 0 
2 . 8 4 
2 . 7 5 
2 . 8 3 . : 2 . 8 2  : 2 . 8 3  
2 . 7 4 : 2 . 7 5 : 2 . 6 9 
0 . 0 6 4  
0 . 0 9 1  
0 . 0 8 8  
0 . 1 2 6  
--- --- ------------ · ------- · ------- · ------- · - ------ · ------- · - ------ · ------- · ---- --- · ------- · - -------- ----------- · . . . . . . . . . . .
p Dec . 8 8  
Dec . 8 9  
1 7  
1 7  
. 1 6 2  : . 1 6 2  
. 1 6 2  : . 1 6 0  . 
( 
. 1 6 2  
. 1 6 0  
. 1 5 9  
. 1 5 8  
. 1 6 3  * 
. 1 6 0  
. 1 6 4 * * : . 1 6 2  
. 1 6 4 *  : . 1 6 2  
. 1 6 2  
. 1 6 1  
. 1 6 3  
. 1 6 0  
0 . 0 0 3  
0 . 0 0 5  
0 . 0 0 4  
0 . 0 0 7  
------ - -- - - ------- . ------- : ------- : - ------ : ------ - : - ------ : ------- : - -- -- - - : ------- : - ---- -- . - - ------- -------- ---
K Dec . 8 8  
Dec . 8 9  
1 7  : 1 . 0 3 3  : . 9 6 5  : . 9 4 5 *  : 1 . 0 0 8  : . 9 7 0  : . 9 6 6  : . 9 9 3  : . 9 5 8  : . 9 9 2  
1 7  : 1 . 0 91  : 1 . 0 3 1  : 1 . 0 3 6  : 1 . 1 0 0  : 1 . 0 3 1  : 1 . 0 2 6  : 1 . 0 5 0  : 1 . 0 6 3  : 1 . 0 4 5  
0 . 0 8 6  
0 . 0 8 8  
0 . 1 1 9  
0 . 1 2 2  
--------- - ------ - - . - ------ : - ------ : ------- : - ------ . ------- : - -- - --- : ------- : -- - - --- . ------ - : - - ----- ------ -------
Ca Dec . 8 8  
Dec . 8 9  
1 7  
1 7  
. 7 7 8  
. 7 5 8  
. 8 0 8  
. 8 0 4  
. 7 9 2  
. 7 6 3  
. 7 7 6  
. 7 4 3  
. 8 0 3  
. 7 7 2  
. 7 9 9  
. 8 1 0 *  
. 7 7 7  
• 9 7 8  
. 8 3 1  
. 7 6 5  
. 7 7 0  
. 7 8 2  
0 . 0 4 3  
0 . 0 5 2  
0 . 0 6 0  
0 . 0 7 2  
: - - --------- ------- : - ------ : - ------ : ------- : ------- : ------- : -- ----- : ---- --- : ------- : ------- : - - ---- --------- - : 
t!g Dec . 8 8 
Dec . 8 9  
1 7  
1 7  
. 2 4 2  
. 2 7 4  
. 2 4 4  
. 2 8 1  . .  . 
. 2 3 5  
. 2 7 8  
. 2 3 2  
. 2 6 5  
. 2 4 5  
. 2 8 1  
. 2 4 5  
. 2 8 7 *  
. 2 3 6  
. 2 7 6  
. 2 3 3  
. 2 7 0  
. 2 5 3  
. 2 8 7  
0 . 0 2 7  
0 . 0 1 8  
0 . 0 3 7  
0 . 0 2 4  
------ - - - --------- : ------- : ------- : ------- : ------- : ------- : -- ----- : ------- : -- ----- : ------- : -- ----------- : 
C l  Dec . 8 8  
Dec . 8 9  
1 7  : · . 5 3 0  
1 7  : . 5 9 7  
. 5 0 9  
. 5 9 4  
. 4 8 4  
. 5 8 1  
. 5 2 8  
. 6 0 2  
. 5 0 0  
. 5 7 0  
. 4 9 5  
. 6 0 0  
. 4 2 6  
. 4 9 3  
. 5 1 2 *  : . 5 8 6 * * :  0 . 0 7 0  
. 5 9 6 * * : . 6 8 3 * * : 0 . 0 6 6  
0 . 0 9 6  
0 . 0 91  
----------------- - : ------- : ------- : ------- : ------- : ------- : -- - ---- : ------- : ------- : ------- : ------ ------------ : 
s Dec . 8 9  1 7  . 2 1 0  . 2 1 1  . 2 1 7  . 2 1 1  . 2 1 1  . 2 1 5  . 2 1 5  . 2 1 3  . 2 1 0  0 . 0 0 8  0 . 0 1 1  
· --------- - -------- · ------- · ------- · - ------ · ------- · ------- · ------- · ------- · ------- · ------ - · -------------------- · . . . . . . . . . . . .
· 1 
G H .:\X.:\ 
PRODUCT ION.  
)J Q  Nl  :J2  P O  P l  P 2  K O  K l  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - : - - ----- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - . � 
k g  o f  b u n c h e s / t r e e  
1 9 8 8  
1 9 8 9  
4 9  
9 3  
5 5  
9 7  
5 5  
8 9  
5 3  
8 8  
5 3  
9 3  
5 3  
9 8 *  
4 9  
9 4  
5 9  
8 8  
K 2  
5 1  
9 7  
5 �5 
9 . 6  
8 .  6 
GH CP 1 
3 - 1  
L . S . D .  
" 
1 % 
1 3 . 3  
1 1 . 9 
- - - - - - - -------- - - - - - - - - ------- . ------- : ------- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
J u m b e r  o f  b u n c h e s /  
t r e e  
1 9 8 8  
1 9 8 9  
4 . 8  
6 . 7  
5 .  4 
6 .  5 
5 . 5  
6 . 5  
5 .  3 
6 . 1  
5 . 2  
6 . 6  
5 .  3 5 .  2 
7 . 0 * * :  6 . 7  
5 . 8  
6 . 1  
4 . 8  
6 . 8  
1 .  0 
0 . 7 4 
1 .  4 
1 .  0 2  
-- - - - - ---- - ------ -- ------- · ------- · ------- ------- · ------- · ------- · ------- · - ------ · ------- - - - - - ---------------
� e a n  b u n c h  w e i gh t s  
1 9 8 8  
1 9 8 9  
1 0 . 3  
1 3 . 9  
. . . . . . . 
1 0 . 4  
1 5 . 1  
9 . 9  
1 3 . 9  
1 0 . 0  
1 4 . 5  
1 0 . 3  
1 4 . 2  
1 0 . 2  
1 4 . 2  
9 . 6  
1 4 . 2  
1 0 . 2  
1 4 . 4  
1 0 . 8  
1 4 . 3  
1 .  2 
1 . 5  
1 .  7 
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TRA I T  
,. p I( 
002 
0 1 0  
021  
1 00 
1 1 1  
1 22 
201  
2 1 2  
220 
001 
0 1 2  
020 
102  
1 1 0  
1 2 1  
200 
2 1 1  
222 
000 
0 1 1  
022 
1 0 1  
1-'' A I  H T l:R DATE [1 ' ED I T I O N  : 1 990/ 7/ 4 
GHANA GHCPOl  DF 1 2/89 R G 1 7  C CN2 l 
NUMERO DE LA DEMANDE 1 49 
********************  Dr, 1 1  /05/90 
N ° DU F'ROBLEME : CAMPAGNE I1 . F .  9() -------------- -------------
NB NF, PAR NULAl� N p K CA MG CL s 
t 1 5253 2 . 793 0 . 1 58 1 . 090 0 . 733 0 . 29 2  0 . 693 0 . 1 97 ·---
1 13 5254 2 . 723 0 . 1 6 2  1 . 1 3 9  0 . 67 6  0 . 29 1  0 . 552 0 . 1 95 
1 5 5255 2 . 988 0 . 1 7 1  1 . 092 0 . 754 0 . 28 3  0 . 6 45 0 . 2 1 9  
1 2 5256 2 . 667  0 . 1 5 5  0 . 99 9  0 . 79 7  0 . 268  0 . 583 0 . 20 1  
1 9 5257 2 . 658 0 . 1 5 6  0 . 924 0 . 808 0 . 28 5  0 . 530 0 . 20 1  
1 4 5258 2 . 622 0 . 1 6 1  0 . 953 0 . 875  0 . 27 9  0 . 703 0 . 204 
1 7 5259 2 . 89 1  0 . 1 6 4  1 . 1 4 6  0 . 698 0 . 28 0  0 . 626 0 . 222 
·· -260---27691--o-.:l 66 9.  ?36 0. 76�92--0-;·6H)-·0-.·208--
1 3 5261  2 . 605 0 . 1 56 0 . 975  0 . 842 0 . 273  0 . 689 0 : 202 
1 6 5262 2 . 889 0 . 1 70 1 . 1 1 1  0 . 775 0 . 30 8  0 . 54 0  0 . 220 
2 1 3  5263 2 . 623 0 . 1 54 1 . 1 1 2 0 . 780  0 . 2 1 3  0 . 5 1 1  0 . 1 9 4  
2 1 1  5264 2 . 672  0 . 1 6 2  1 . 0 1 5  0 . 828 0 . 2 73  0 . 59 1  0 . 203 
2 1 8  5265 2 . 66 1  0 . 1 6 3  1 . 072 0 . 805 0 . 26 3  0 . 390 0 . 2 1 2  
2 1 6  5266 2 . 694 0 . 1 60 1 . 258 0 . 750 0 . 27 1  0 . 770 0 . 20 1  
2 1 5  5267 2 . 747  0 . 1 6 5  1 . 066 0 . 834 0 . 2 86 0 . 3 77 0 . 2 1 5  
2 1 4  5268 2 . 74 6  0 . 1 6 3  1 . 1 02 0 . 799 0 . 28 5  0 . 623 0 . 2 1 1  
2 1 0  526'l 2 . 767  0 . 1 62 1 . 03 1  0� 744 0 . 2 4 0  0 . 408 0 . 225 
2 1 7  5270 2 . 756 0 . 1 62 1 . 072  0 . 74 5  0 . 24 4  0 . 544 0 . 2 1 9  ---
2 1 2  5271  2 . 69 1  0 . 1 6 1  0 . 974  0 . 804 0 . 267  0 . 654 0 . 2 1 4  
3 2 1  5272 2 . 780  0 . 1 6 6  1 . 2 1 5  0 . 705 0 . 25 3  0 . 589 0 . 225 
3 27 5273 2 . 66 7  0 . 1 60 1 . 08 3  0 . 7 1 7  0 . 29 7  0 . 7 1 3  0 . 2 1 4  
3 25 5274 2 . 772 0 . 1 6 4  0 . 999 0 . 822 0 . 29 8  0 . 69 1  0 . 227  
,3 22 5275 2 . 698 0 . 1 55 0 . 996 0 . 798 0 . 24 5  0 . 54 9  0 . 223 
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H,A I T  
N P (  







2 1 0  3 
T 9  
2 2 1  :3 
-. 
F'AGE N ° : 2 DEMANDE N ° 1 49 
Nfi F'AF, NULA B N F' K C A  MG CL s 
26 5276 2 . 76 1  0 . 1 65 1 . 087  0 . 70 3  0 . 305 0 . 670 0 . 223 
1 9  5277 2 . 706 0 . 1 58 0 . 892  0 . 875  0 . 30 1  0 . 537  0 . 2 1 7  
24  5278  2 . 648 0 . 1 5 1  1 . 054  0 . 680  0 . 32 1  0 . 690 0 . 2 1 5  
20 5279 2 . 7 1 0  0 . 1 55 0 . 922 0 . 795  0 . 275 0, 4 6 1  0 . 225 
52()() 2. 660 :1 . 1 ,.,3 E> .  9-.',5 0. 792 (ht,•)6--v:;--cd:i)-t)·-;-2-2 :t--
23 528 1 2 . 699 0 . 1 6 3  1 . 04 2  0 . 784  0 . 295  0 . 620 0 . 2 1 2  
I . 
,:, 
1.__ :  
·' ·• ·.< ;, ;.; ,,. :< ;.; ;.;  ;.; ;; ;.; ;.; ;.; :<;.;;.; ;.; ;;  ;; ;; ,.;;; ;.; ,: EXf-'Ef;: I E,�Ci.:. : ..iiilXV 1 " "'  "' ,,. ·., " �  "· ··· ··· ·. · ·  · ·  · 
ilC'(E I  IUE DE Lri 1J1)R I f',P..l.E : N p 01..1r l ;,s .;nn,�•.:!; : () <J 
p () 
ti 0 2 . 730 
N 1 2 . 687  
N 2 2 .  770 
f (  G 
p 0 2 . 740  
p l 2 . 727 
p 2 2 . 753 
N () 
f( 0 2 . 720 
f( 1 2 .  7,50 
I( 2 2 . 74 3  















N L * P  L 
N L * K  L 
P L * K  L 
ERREUR 
EFFETS  L . A  
EFFETS  C , G  
I N T  LL 


















1 5  
F' 1 
2 . 687  
2 . 723  
2 . bY3 
1 :  l 
• 737 
. ,, 9 ·7 
. 8 1 3  
N 1 
2 . 7 1 0  
2 .  70:.S 
2 .  c', 90  
Tt.l!,LEhLJX CFW I SES  
EFFETS flOYENS  
0 . 000 
0 . 080  
-0 . 040  
0 . 0 ', 0  
o . o ;u, 
0 . 080 
-0 . 003 
0 . 052 
- 0 . 046  
-0 . 063 
-0 . 037  
-o . o�; :, 
··0 . 0 ', 3  
-o . ou:-! 
-0 . 0 1. :; 
D . S . :;%  
0 . 09 1 ', 
0 . 1 582  
0 . 1 1 1 '1 
I'' '1 ... 
: . 807 
2 . 6 '7'3 
: . 7:; 0  
I '  ') 
I \  �. 
I i  
• 7 1. 0  
.. 6BO 
. 6 9 3  




2 .  7 1, l. 
2 . 70 .t  
2 . 74 1. 
l. 0 0  
<J0 . 5 ', 
1 00 . 00 
MOY ENNE B l.CC 
MOYCNNE �LOC 
MOY ENNE BLOC  
f'lO '(Ei'!t l[S 
2 .  729 
2 . 70 1  
2 . 7 �.�3 
1 00 
'JD . 'JG 
1 00 . 90 
MO 'r'E 1 lN[S 
2 .  7 .1 0 
2 .  7't9  
2 .  t/1-'.i 
SOMME DES CARRES 
0 . 202067 
O . O .l ', ', 6 7  
0 . 000000 
0 .  0091',00 
0 . 002400  
r, . 007200 
0 . 002689  
0 .  009 ,SOO 
0 . 0000 1 7  
0 . 0 1 2 272 
0 . 009339 
0 . 0060 1 7  
0 . 0020 1 7  
o . 1H :.UJ ?  
0 .  0056:�3 
0 . 02000a 
0 . 000675  
0 . 1 2 1,0J'i' 
D . S • 1 ;� 
0 . 1 263  
0 .  ;! l [ J [I 
0 . 1 '.5 ', 7  
1 00 
1 00 . 32 
98 . 31, 
C;', t�f< E  m) '( Etl F c ,:, 1. cULE  
0 . 00 7 2  
0 . 0083 
MOYENUE G CN G;: c1 l.E 
C .  () . 
O . B i' 
0 . 00 
1 .  1 (J 
0 . 2 9 
0 .. 8 7  
0 . 33 
1 . 1 6 
0 . 00 
1 .  ,, 13 
1 . 1 .3 
() . 7 3  
o . :u, 
1 .  6 1  
0 . 68 
2 .  ,, 2 
0 .  0:-J 
2 .. ?bOO > 
2 .  7•'167  _.J 
2 . 7 1 6 }  -
F'ROBAB I L I TE DE F 
0 . ,,4 
0 . 95 
() . :Vi 
0 . 60 
o .  :rn 
0 . 58 
0 . 30 
0 . 92 
0 . 2 ,, 
0 . 3 1  
0 . 4 2 
0 . 63 
0 .  2:� 
0 .  l, 3 
0 . 1 ', 
0 . 77 
2 .  7278 
3 . 3 3 
.\ : ' '· ·� ' :" · - -. � · 1�•::·· .. .  ·::· · : . : .. .. . ' ·.'.";·'. - , ·.:·,.� .. �: · · : '
' } ·· :::: ::1·,;-�·,::· • .; .. ···:. ·.� · �  · -: ., ·:· · .. ·. ·· · :::--.. � ·"'--:·:�.:.:· ... · ... �::::·�� - · ..
.. . .. . . . ' . .  � � 
( )  
0 
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:i: .:.; -:,: -:o: ,:- * ·'.�-i � * :'= * � * � * ;.: �:- :-:� -:i= -:-= * * :-i l:: i:r·Er� I EliCE : Gl ·l t :?o 1 * * :� -:� :� * * :-= :-= ·.': � :: :-: � :-.· :-: ;o; ·.9: :o;: ... -;r :,,; ;"';  .• • • •. 








I '  ·, 1 
1: 2 
p 0 
0 . 1 59 
0 . 1 57 
0 . 1 59 
1: 0 
0 . 1 6 1  
i) .  1 6 1  
0 .  1 {; 4  
1 !  0 
0 . 1 6', 
0 . 1 6 2  
0 . 1 6 1. 
F' 1 
0 . 1 6 1  
() . 1 62  
0 . 1 '.W 
1: 
0 . 1 58 
() . 1 ::i'? 
0 . 1 66 
II 
O . l. 5 9  
o . 1 ::::u 
O .  l. 6 2  
TABLEAUX CROI SES  
. .. ,., r· 
0 . 1 6 6  
0 . 1 6 1  
0 . 1 65 
I (  2 
0 . 1 5 (> 
0 . 1 6 1  
0 . 1 6 2  
N •") .a. 
0 . 1 .:', 2  
0 . 1 6 3  
0 .  1 :16  
f'llJ '{EWii.::.i 
0 • : ') • l. U .:..  
0 . 1 60 
0 . 1 60 
f·l U YEN NES  
0 . 1 '.)8 
0 . 1 60 
0 . 1. 6 ,f� 
1'1U 'f[i f r 1ES 
0 . 162  
0 .  1 ,S 1 
0 . 1 .s () 
1 00 
98 . •i9 
9G . 90 
1. 00 
1 0 1 . 2,, 
1. 0 3 . 4 4 
1 0 0  
9 ', . :, ::i 
98 . 76 
SOURCE D E  VAR I A T ION D .  D .  L EFFET!3 MOYEN '.3 SOMME DES  CARRCS 
0 . 000598 
0 . 0000 1 8  
0 . 0 000 1 4  
0 . 0000 1 5  
0 . 000027  
0 . 000002  
0 . 00 0 1 3 3  
0 . 000003 
0 . 000083 
0 . 000053 
0 . 0000 1 8  
0 . 000000 
0 . 0000 1 3  
0 . 000006 
0 . 0000 0 1  
0 . 00 00 1 2  
0 . 000007  
U, l� f.:E M lJ YE i'i 
TOH,LE  













N L * P  L 
N L * K  L 




















1 5  
- 0 . 002 
0 . 003 
-0 . 001, 
0 . 00 1  
0 . 005 
0 . 00 1  
0 . 007  
0 . 00:-5 
-0 . 002 
-0 . 000 
-0 . 003 
-0 . 00 1  
--0 . 00 1  
-0 . 002  
0 . 00 1  
0 . 0000 
0 . 000377  
MDY Eifr/E r•. 1 .oc 1 
MD '(E r /NE ['.LDC 2 
r-lO '(ENNE (:', LDC  3 
F Ci,LCULE 
0 . 3 '.:i 
O . '.i7 
,j . 5i3 
1. . 06 
O . OB 
'.) . 3 0  * 
0 . 1 2 
3 . 3 0 
2 . 1 2 
o .  72 
0 . 00 
0 .  �iO 
0 -� ·) 
0 . 03 
O J,B  
0 . 2 7 
0 . 1 t, 1 ·� -
0 . 1 6 1 3  -
0 . 1 5?7  -
PROBAB I L I T E  DE F 
0 . 7 1 
0 .  ,; 7 
0 .  ,j 7 
0 . 32 
0 . 77 
0 .  03 / 
() . 73  
0 . 09 
0 . 1 6 
0 .  •i 2 
o . n  
0 . 50 
0 . 65 
0 .  8 ', 
0 .  �:i l 
0 . 62 
D . S . 5% D .  S . 1. ;� 
0 . 0000 
MOYENNE GENERALE 
c . v .  
0 . 1 608 
3 . 1 2 
EFFETS L . A  
EFFETS  C , G  
I N T  L L  
0 . 0050 
0 . 0087 
0 . 0062  
0 . 0070 
0 . 0 1. 2 1  




















�*****************� ******E ZP[R I ENCE : GiiCP0 1 ***H**** * * * * * * � * * *� * � � � � �  







, , 0 I \  
V 
I \  1 
f( 2 
F' 0 
1 . 1 39 
1 . 084 
1 .  077 
f( 0 
1 . 0U2 
1 .  0',2  
1 .  o ;!5  
t i  0 
1 . 1 42 
1 .  0 'i'6  
1 .  035  
I'' 1 
1 . 079 
1 . 026 
0 . 990 
I: 
1 .  08�i 
1 . 026 
J. . 079 
N 1 
0 . ?86 
1 . 007  
1 . 099 
Tt, BLEAUX c:1;: o  I SE �; 
p ., 
1 .  O�i ', 
0 . 98 2  
1 . 04 2  
I< ., •.  
1. . 1. :v, 
1 . 026 
0 . 975 
i·I ? 
1. . 02 1. 
1 . 0 13 7  
1 . 00 1  
J, •.I V \-1 "• , ,  ...-
MOYEN /IES 
1 .  0 9 1  l. 0() 
1 . 0 3 1  <,u, . 50 
1. . 0 36  <;5 . 0 1  
r10 ·( 1: r1Nc:, 
1 . 1. 00 1 00 
1 . 0 3 1  9 :5 . 76 
1 .  026 93 . 29 
MO'([Ni lES 
1 .  050 1 00 
1 . Ou 3 1 0 1 . 2? 
1 .  01, 5  99 . 56 
rrn YEM i�E [!. L ()C  
rllJ '(Em!E l!,LOC 2 
MDYENNE  f'. l.OC  3 
1 .  01, 77  -
1 . 0 7BO  -
1 . 0322 .,, 














f' A H 
N L ;.: F' L 
ti LJI( L 
F' L * f( L 
E l;: 1 ;:EUR 
EFFETS L , A  
EFFETS  C , G  


















1 5  
·-0 . 05', 
0 . 066 
- 0 . 1 1 ', 
0 . 006 
- 0 . 074 
0.  ()61, 
-0 . 1. 4 2  
-0 . 005 
-0 . 005 
-0 . 032 
O . O Vi' 
-0 . 0 1 8  
0 . 025 
0 .  0 1, ,, 
-0 . 05 1. 
D . S . 5% 
0 . 08f32  
0 . 1 52 7  
0 . 1 0BO 
O .  l 92572 
0 . 009763  
0 . 0 1 3339  
0 . 006 -V, 6 
0 . 0 1 96 4 6  
0 .  000 1 3 9 
0 . 024494  
0 .  0060:59  
0 . 030436  
0 . 00 0 1 1 B 
O . OOOOS' 8  
0 . 00 1 5 1 5  
0 . 0001 1 9  
0 . 00 1 ',94  
0 . 0 0 1 8 75 
0 .  00'.5677  
0 . 007B03 
0 . 1 1 550', 
[) . s . 1. %  
0 . 1 2 1 9  
0 . 2 1 11 
0 , 1 l,'J:5 
0 .  00', 9  
0 . 0077  
MOYENNE GENERAL[ 
c . v .  
0 .  6 3  
1 .  7:; 
0 .  8 •, 
... , r.:· i;:· .:.. • ..J J  
0 . 02 
3 . 1 8 
0 . 79 
3 . 95 
0 . 02 
0 . 0 1  
0 . 20 
0 . 02 
0 .  1 'i' 
0 ') .. .. ... . , 
0 .  71, 
l .  0 1  
0 . 55 
0 . 2 1 
0 . 39 
0 . 1 3 
O . B6 
0 .  0 �) 
0 . ',O 
0 . 06 '  
O . B7 
0 . 88 
0 . 6 7 
O . H7 
0 . 6 7 
0 . 63 
0 .  ,, 1 
0 .  =� 3 
1 .  0 '.\26 








. .., \..., 
() 
C'. 








- - -.: • , • ,, . 













� � �*********�***�****�**�EXPERI ENC£: : Gi lCPOl ***** �� � � * �f � ��*** �E � � ** � *��  J. .\--�10 -· 1 ·1 ·, v  











0 . 739 
0 . 78 2  
0 . 707  
I< 0 
0 . 74 9  
0 . 768 
0 . 8 1 8  
N 0 
0 .  729  
0 . 750  
0 .  79 1, 
F" 1 
0 . 740  
0 . 702  
0 . 794 
1 ;  1 
0 . 759 
0 . 75 7  
o .  779 
N 
0 . 835  
0 . 802  
0 .  776  
H,B I _E�;UX C FW I SES  
I '' ., .. 
0 .  79,, 
0 . 850 
0 . 7GB 
, .. '1 
I\ .,,_ 
0 . 7 2 1. 
0 .  79 .t 
0 .  83 ', 
N . , ... 
o .  7 7 1. 
0 .  7 1, 2  
0 .  77 �i 
MOYENNES 
0 . 758  l. OP  
0 . 804  1 06 . 1 4 
0 . 76 3  1 00 . 6 9 
MOYENNES 
0 . 74 3  1 00 
0 . 772  1 0 3 . 9 3 
0 . 8 1. 0 �  1 09 . 09 
MOYENNES 
0 . 778  1 00 
0 . 76 5  98 . 2 4 
0 . 782 1 00 . 44 















N L*P  L 
N L*K  L 
P L * K  L 

















0 . 005 
-0 . 088 
0 . 052  
-0 . 04 1  
0 . 06B 
0 . 009 
0 . 097 
0 . 038 
0 . 003 
0 . 03 1  
-0 . 0 l. O  
0 . 0 1 7  
0 . 0 1 3  
-0 . 03 1  
0 . 022 
0 . 080807 
0 . 002500 
0 . 00 0 1 2 3  
0 . 0 1 1 5 8 7  
0 . 00 4 0 2 1  
0 . 007688 
0 . 020537  
0 . 00 0 1 2 5  
0 . 0 1 4049  
0 . 0066 1 2  
0 . 000053 
0 . 00 1 42 1  
0 . 00 0 1 5 7  
0 . 00 1 3 1 8  
0 . 000507  
0 . 002852 
0 . 00 1. 38 7  
0 . 00 1 3  
MOYENNE BLOC  1 
MOYENNE BLOC 2 
MOYENNE BLOC 3 
F C(;l .CULE 
0 .  ,, 7 
0 . 05 
l, . �5G 
l. . 5 2  
2 . 90 
7 .  76  '" 
0 . 05 
5 . 3 1 * 
2 . 50 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 54 
0 . 06 
0 . 50 
0 . 1 9 
1 . 08  
0 .  �i2 
0 . 77 3 1  -
0 . 7877 -
0 . 761, 3  -
n:OP.AB I LI TE DE F 
0 . 64 
0 . 8 1 
0 .  () '.) 
0 .  21, 
0 .  1 1  
0 .  0 1 1' 
0 . 8 1 
0 .  ()3 / 
0 . 1 3 
0 . 86 
o . :,a  
0 . 80 
0 . 50 
0 . 67 
0 . 32 
0 . 4 9 
E RREUR 1 5  
D . S . 5 r. 
0 . 03 9 7 1 6  
D . S .  lr . 
0 . 0 7 1 5  
0 . 0026 
MOYENNE GENERALE 0 .  7750 
6 , 6 1, 
EFFETS  L , A  
EFFETS  C , G  
I N T  LL 
0 . 05 1 7  
0 . 0895 
0 . 0633  
0 .  1 23H 
0 . 0076 
















I. · · 
� . 




* * � * *********************EXPE R I ENCE :  G l l CPOl  ******* * ** * * * * **� **�*** � �  
MO'{ EW!E DE LA l)f;JU Al?,L.E : r,rn pour 1 -:,s  ,,nn,�,;,5 : ;3') 
TABLEAUX CRO I SE S  
1 ... ) -- v o ·- J :  , v  
F' 0 p 1 F' 1110 YEI INES ,, ··-
tl 0 0 . 253 
N 1 0 . 26 1  
N 2 0 . 280 
f( () 
F' 0 0 .  25', 
F' 1 0 .  28', 
p 2 0 . 29 1  
N 0 
I( 0 0 . 26 9  
f( 1 0 . 26 4  
" 2 0 . 208  r, 
SOURCE DE VAR I A T I ON 
T O H iLE 





F' L / 
F' C 






N U,F· L 
N L ,.; f( L 
I" L. -:, f (  L 
E J;:REUR 


















1 5  
0 . 287  
0 . 2'/2 
0 . 26 4  
f( 1 
0 .  2'd, 
0 . 275 
0 . 28D 
N 1 
0 .  2B�; 
0 . 2 72  
0 . 285 
UTETS f1(J '(ENS 
0 .  001, 
- 0 . 00? 
0 .  0 1 1  
··O . 002 
0 . 022 
-0 . 0 1 1  
0 . 038 
0 . 006 
0 . 0 1 0  
0 . 023  
0 . 004 
0 . 0 1 7  
-0 . 0 1 0  
-() . oo :s 
- 0 . 025 
0 . 28 1  
0 . 2UB 
0 .  2 '/0  
" ,, " .:.. 
0 . 295 
o .  :a,, 
0 . 2 8 1. 
M ' )  ..  
0 . 274  
() . 27 :5 
0 .  2 f.l 7  
0 .  2 7 :, 
o .  :rn 1 
0 . 27B  
1 00 
1 02 . 52 
1 0 1. .  62 
rlU '(EN I IE !, 
0 . 265 1 00 
o .  :rn 1 .t 06 . n 
o . ;! EJ 7 � 1 oa . 22 
f·l O ·,· E 1-l tl ES  
0 . 2 7 6  
0 . 2 /0 
0 . 2B 7  
SO�fl E  D E S  C�RRES 
0 . 0 1 1, 69?  
o .  oo.;o :5a 
0 . 000089 
0 . 000 1 3 1  
0 . 000 1 93  
0 . 000027 
0 .  002 1 3', 
0 . 000 1 7 1  
0 .  002 1 6c, 
0 . 000 1 3 9  
0 .  0004 '7 1  
0 . 0008 1 7  
0 .  00002', 
0 . 00 1  ':!8 t, 
0 . 000 2 7 l. 
0 . 000027 
0 . 0 0 1. 90 0  
0 . 00 ',6 1 1 
1 0 0 
'Ji ' . 67 
1 03 . 78 
c,;r,1;:E fl[} 'r' E , I  
0 .  0 () 2 -") 
t 
0 . 0003  
r·l U YE NNE BLOC 
NO 'r' EN N E  1!-LOC 2 
MOYEN 11E P.- LOC  3 
F ct, L.CUL .E  
,J . 60 � :  •:f; 
0 . 2 9 
0 .  ,, 3 
0 . 6 3 
0 . 09 
{, .  9 ,, �:· 
0 . 56 
7 . 05 * 
0 .  ,, 5 
l. 60  
2 .  6<', 
0 . 0 8 
1, . 1 8  
0 . 8 8 
0 . 09 
6 .  l8 * 
o . ::iw, :� -
0 . 260�! _ 
0 . 2fl 78 
r-· : < !J l?,A l ?, .( L. .[ TE  0[ F 
,) . 0 1  
0 . 60 
() .  5:5 
0 .  :, 5 
0 . 76 
0 .  02 ·.../ 
0 .  ,, 7 
0 . 02-
0 ,a•, • � J .:..  
0 " '.' 
0 . 1 2 
0 .  77  
0 .  l16 
0 . 38 
0 . 76 
0 . 0 2 
D . S . 5% D . S .  1 ;; M O YENNE GENERALE 0 .  2774 
6 .. 32  
EFFETS L . A  
EFFETS  C , G  
I N T  LL 
0 . 0 1 76 0 . 0 :u, 1, 
0 . 0305 0 . 0422  
0 . 02 1 6  0' . 02 ',8 
. . . . . . . . .. . . .  - ' . ... . . . . .. ·· - . .. - ' .. . . � . . . . . . . 
C .  IJ . 
' , • ·f ·· ·· :. . . :·•,::- . . . . . � . ... -·:. 
,..... ' ·' � 
( )  
., 
0 



















* * * � � � � * ;� **�** ***�***��*� f�XPER I[i�CE :  GiiCr�o 1 * �* �** � � -, * � � � �� � � � � . . . . . . . . . . .  .
('HJ YE i lNE DE U't lMR U,BL[ : CL p our t ,�s  ann,;, ,,; s : G9 
F' () 
N 0 0 . 598  
N 1 0 . 634 
II 2 0 . 57 5  
K 0 
;:, 0 0 . 527 
r-· 1 i) . ',63  
F' 2 o .  ,,a9 
N 0 
f( 0 0 . 5 1 0  
1< 1 0 . 623 
f( 2 0 . 658 
SOURCE DE  VAR I A T I ON 










f( L /  
f( C 
f( G / 
}� A ,,..,  
N L H' L 
N L * f( L 
F' L* I( L 



















0 . 6 1 9  
0 . 526 
0 .  5 <',5  
f (  1 
0 . 562  
0 .  5 '?6  
0 . 629  
11 1 
0 . 499  
0 . ::.; 67  
0 .  7 1 ,; 
T /\2,LEtlUX mo I S[S  
EFFETS MO'(EN'.:> 
·- 0 .  0 1 6  
-0 . 009 
-0 . 020 
-0 . 0 1 2  
-0 . 002 
0 . 063 
- 0 . 034 
0 . 03 1  
0 . 1 90 
-0 . 0 1 5  
0 . 293 
0 . 088 
0 . 026 
0 . 030 
0 . 00 1  
F' ') "-
0 c.- -,r. .. .J / J 
0 . 62 1  
0 . 60 5  
V '') 
I \  ..:.. 
0 . 7 1 8  
0 . 6 ::iO  
0 . 683  
ti 2 
0 . 470  
0 . 597  
0 . 678  
MO'([�! �!ES 
0 . 597  
0 .  '.:i9', 
0 . 58 1  
MOYENNES 
0 . 602  
0 .  :570  
0 . 600  
MOYEi·f r l[G 
1 00 
99 . 3 '7 
97 . 34 
1 0 0  
,, ,, . 6 1  
99 . 70 
0 . 4 9 3  1 00 
0 .  596� ... 1 20 .  82 
0 .  683 ... 1. 38 . 63  
SOMME DES CARRES 
0 . 273278 
0 .  033:39', 
O . O O ll . 3 6  
0 . 00 0 1. 1 0  
0 . 000574 
0 . 000672 
0 . 0000 1 ', 
0 . 005975 
0 . 0 0 1 757  
0 .  001, 232  
0 . 1 63 2 1. 1  
0 . 000333  
0 . 1. 28 8 7 1  
0 . () 3 1, 672  
0 . 002054 
0 . 002700 
o .  ooooo�; 
CM:f"il� MO'r'EN 
0 . 0 1 6B 
MO'r' ENNE E,LOC 1 
MO 'r'E tnlE BLOC 2 
r�UYENUE BLOC  3 
F Ct,L CUL[ 
3 .  9 3  ,,; 
0 .  :!7 
0 . 03 
O . l. 3  
0 . 1 6 
0 . 00 
1 . ', () 
0 . ', 1  
C) . 9 'J 
38 . 1 7 H 
0 . 08 
30 . 1 4 id 
8 . 1 1  :<i 
0 . 48 
0 . 63 
o . oo 
0 . 6 1 79 -
0 . 5',09  -
0 . 6 1 3 3 
PROBAB I L I TE D E F 
0 . 0 4 
0 . 62 
O . U5 
o .  72  
0 . 70 
0 . 9 1 
0 -,c • .:.. u
0 . 54 
i) . 35 
0 . 00 
0 . 77 
0 . 00
.,, 
0 . 0 1  ./ 
0 . 5 1  
0 . ',5 
0 . 92 
rn ,�rnr.: 1 5  
D .  s .  5% 
0 . 061, 1 1,6  
D . �; . 1 ;� 
0 . 0043  
MOYENNE GENERALE 
c . v .  
0 . 5907 
1 1 .  0 7  
EFFETS L . A  
EFFETS c : G  
I N T  LL  
0 . 0657  
0 . 1 1 38 
0 . 0805 
0 . 0908 
Q . 1 57 ,; 
0 . 1 1 1 3 




















' .I  
� 
� �  
C 




****� *****��*******��***�EXPER I ENCE : Glit :r· o 1  ** �*�*�*i� � �� � � **�� ��� * � i � �  E·-0::J ·· l  '-/'70 
MO YENNE DE LA VAR I ABLE : S  p our t �s anne�s : 81  
p 0 
N 0 0 . 205  
N 1 0 . 208  
N � 0 . 22 1  .-:. 
f( 0 
r· 0 o .  2 1.  7 
i:· 1 0 . 2 1 2  
F' -, .. 0 . 2 1. 6  
N 0 
I( 0 0 . 2 1. 1  
f( 1 0 . 20'i' 
t( 2 0 . 209 
F' 1 
0 . 204 
0 . 2 1 3  
0 .  2 1. 5 
f( 1 
0 . 2 1 3  
0 . 2 1 1  
0 . 2 1 4  
N 1 
0 . 2 1. 1  
0 . 2 1 2  
0 . 209 
TABLEAUX CROISES  
p ,, ... 
0 .  l 9 
0 .  1 1  
0 .  1 5  
I.' ') 
I \  .,;. 
0 . 204 
<.i . 20'.I 
0 .  21  �) 
N ,, ..  
0 . 223 
0 .  21 :3 
0 .  ;) 1. 0 
MO 'fENNES 
0 . 2 1. 0 
0 . 2 1 1  
0 . 2 1 7  
f·l lJYENl !ES 
o .  1 1  
0 .  l l  
0 .  l :5 
MDYENNES 
0 . 2 1 5  
0 . 2 1 J  
0 . 2 1 0  
1 00 
1 00 . 53 
1 0 3 . 6 1  
1. 0 0  
9'7 . 6 B  
1 0 1 . 73 
1 0 0  
98 . 9 7 
9 7 . 4 7 
SOURCE  D E  VAR I A T I ON D . D . L  EFFETS  MOYEr!S SOMME DES CARRES CARRE MOYEN 
T O T t:i L E  26  0 .  00272�1 
l?, L O C  0 . 000854 0 .  0001, 
1� L 1 0 . 008 0 . 000257 
N C 1 0 . 005  0 .  0000',3 
N G 1 0 . 009 0 . 00 0 1 1 3  
N A 1 0 . 006 0 . 00 0 1 0 7 
F' L 1 0 . 004  0 . 000060 
F '  C 1 0 . 00:) 0 . 000037 t 
F' G 1 0 . 003 0 . 000 0 1. 3  
F' A 1 0 . 001, 0 .  00008', 
f( L 1 - 0 . 005 0 . 000 1. 3 3  
f( C 1 -0 . 00 1  0 . 000002 
f (  G 1 - 0 . 008 0 . 000088 
f (  A 1 - 0 . 003 0 .  00001, 7  
N U: F' L 1 -0 . 0 1 0  0 . 000280 
N L :o: f( L 1 -0 . 006 0 . 000096 
F '  L ;.; f( L 1 0 . 006  0 . 000096 
E F: 1:;EU I:; 1 5  0 .  000!36 '1 0 . 0001  
,l'; : .51.> : .. n 
r-lDYEimE BLOC 1 
MO '([ i·HI I: BLOC 2 
MOYE ,'H!E £,LDC 3 
:.-: :: :-r: :-: :o: .•; ,: . . . • . . ·. 
0 . 206B -
0 . 2 1 01, • 
0 . 2 20 1 _ 
F C;;U:ULE PROBAB I L I TE DE r 
7 .  3i' 
4 .  ,; 3 
0 .  7 c', 
l. . 9 ,; 
3 . 23 
1 .  04  
0 .  6 5  
0 . 23 
1 . 4 6  
2 . 30 
0 . 03 
1 .  :i2 
0 . 0 1  
It . B4  
1 . 6 6  
l . M, 
-:H 0 . 0 1 
* 
0 . 05 
0 . ', 1  
0 . 1 8  
0 . 0 '1 
0 . 3 2 
0 .  ,; ,, 
0 .  6 '1 
0 . 24 
0 . 1 5 
0 . 85 
0 . 23 
0 . 3 '1 
0 . 04 
0 . 2 1 
0 . 2 1 
D . S .  5 i:: D . S .  n MOYE NNE GENERALE 0 . 2 1 2', 
3 . 50 
EFFE T S  L. . A  0 . 0076  
EFFETS C . G  0 . 0 1 32 
I N T L L  0 .  009', 
0 . 0 1 06 
0 .. 0 1 B 3  
0 . 0 1 30 
C . 1,' . 
·- ... .. 
-... 
( '  
0 
0 
( �  
C '  
u 
( )  













Plot A N l  
ANNEXE I . 2  . 
GH CP 02 
Set up in 198 4 
1 9 8 9  R E S U L T S  
I t  should be remembered that the experiment suffered from 
very severe defoliation at the beginning of 1987, following 
coelaenomenodera attacks. 
MINE RAL NUT RIT I O.N 
Leaf contents in December 1989. 
NITROGE N  __ NU.TR .I T I.O.N 
Treatments have had no effect on contents . whose mean value 
of 2.57% is satisfa c tory, Twenty-one plots have contents 
higher than 2.50% and the contents of six of them range from 
2.4 to 2.5%. 
PHOSP��RUS�NUTRIT�ON 
As in December 1988, 
phosphate fertilizer 
or significant. 
the linear and general effec ts of 
on P contents were almost signific ant 
J 9 82 
1 
%P %P %P ac cording to 
N/P balance 
PO 
P l  
P2 
. 16 1  ( 100 ) 
. 166  ( 103 ) 
. 166  ( 10 3 ) 
Linear effec t  F probability 6% a 
General effect F probability 3% b 
a almost significant effect 
b significant effec t  
• 15  6 
• 1 59  
• 16 1 
( 100 ) . 166 
( 10 2 )  • 1 6 6 
( 1 0 3 ) • 1 63 
7% a 
7% a 
I n  1989 , rate 2 of triple super ( 1000 g/tree ) made it 
possible to obtain the optimum P rate deduced from the N/P 
balance relationship, 
\ 
PO TAS S IUM NU TRITIO N ..... ·---·- -·--···· .. -··--··-··::, .. _ ........ -........ .: .. :::::::::::::::;::.-: 
S ince 198 6 ,  the contents of KClO 
0 . 7% ; in 1989 they were 0. 690 %. 
severe pot assium defi c ienc y ,  wh i ch 
correc ted by KCl appli c a t ions. 
have fluc t uated around 
This low value reveals a 
has only been part ially 
K con tents from 1987 t o  1989 






• 7 1 1 
. 769 
. 690 
. 723 (10 0) 
KCl l 
. 7 40 
. 8 3 3 
. 7 3 4 
. 769 (10 0 )  
KC12 
. 828 * *  
. 907* * 
. 8 3 0 * * 
. 8 5 5  ( 118) 
The content  distribut ion table for December 1989 shows that 
the values are qui te scat t ered , espec ially those for 
treatments KClO and KC 1 2. 
1989 - Distri bution of K c ontents 
2 
% K  0 .  5 0 .  6 0 . 7  0. 8 0. 9 1 . 0 Tot al 
KClO 
KCll 













S ince the firs t KCl appli cat ion in November 198 4, fer t ili zer 
effec ts have been as follows: 
a) The conten t  of KC 1 2  has been hi gher than that  of KClO 
( control ) since 198 6 .  whereas that  of the mean 
K l  + K2 has been hi gher since 1987. 
2 
b) However, the con tent of KC 1 2  was only greater than tha t  
of KCl l i n  1987 and 1989 ( in 1988, F probab ili t y  reached 
12% all the same). 
c) In addi t ion , the content  of KCl l has never been greater 




CAL C I UM NUT R I T ION .............................................. :::_-::-.::::-.. ::��::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-.:: 
Treat ments still have no effec t on contents , 
value ( 0. 789% ) is sa tisfac tory. 
MAGNESJ UM
0
NUT R I T I ON 
whose mean 
As in the previous two years ( 1987-1988) . KCl grea tly 
depresses Mg con tents , bu t the conten t  of KC 1 2  ( %Mg 
0. 288% ) remains very high , The lowes t plot con tent,  0 . 242% . 
is still high. Curiously , the con tents that  dropped between 
198 4 and 1 98 6  in all treatmen ts have been following a rising 
curve since 1 987 . 
_CH.LOR I D E, ... . N_U_T.R IJ. I ON 
Even wi thou t fertilizer, the con ten t  has always been high. 
I n  1989 , i t  reached 0. 714%. For the firs t time , KCl at  the 
highest ra te significan tly increased Cl- cont en ts. 
S_UL _PHUR  ... _ N_U_T R I_T_ I_O .. N 
The treatments have no effec t on contents . whose mean value, 
0 . 18 6% ,  is sa tisfac tory . 
. 1 9 8 9  P RODUC T I ON 
Mean trial prod uct ion has improved lit tle compared t o  the 
previous year . I n  1988, it  was 68  kg FFB/ tree ( 9 . 2  t ha- 1 ) 
and in 1989 i t  j us t  reached 76 kg/t ree ( 10. 3 t ha- 1 ) ,  
3 
The plo t prod uc tion distribu t ion table shows that  the 
figures are highly dispersed , especially those for treatment 
KC 1 2 .  The trial mus t  s t ill be suffering from the effects of 
defoliat ion in 1987. The number of bunches harves ted per 
tree only jus t amounts to 3. 6 .  
kg/ tree 40 
KClO 
KCll 
KC 1 2  





































The trea tments still have n� effect on prod uc tion, despite 
part ial correct ion of the pot assium deficiency . 
1 9 9 0  _F_E RTILIZATIO N  
I n  1 9 8 9 , rate 2 of triple super made it possible to reach 
the optimum P rate. Rate 2 of KCl does not make it possible 
to keep the K content above 0 . 9%. However, since this rate 
is alread y high ( 3  kg of KCl) it does not seem worthwhile to 
increase it. 
The 1 9 8 9  rates will therefore also be applied in 19 9 0 .  
C_ONC L U S  I.ON 
According to the leaf contents . phosphate fertilizer at rate 
2 makes it possible to correct a phosphorus deficiency , 
whereas the highest KCl rate does not currently make it 
possible to correct the severe potassium deficiency, which 
appears to be characteristic of • TEMANG series soils. 
The lack of any  treatment effect on production - probably 
still adversely affected by defoliation in 1 9 8 7  - prevents 
any  other conclusions from being drawn. 
4 
.G.H .... _C P -· 0.2 SOIL ANAL YS ES - MEAN CON T E N TS 
Samples taken f rom plots l -5-9- 1 0 - 1 4- 1 8-20-24-25  
Depth (cm ) 0-20 20-4 0  
TEXT URE 
Clay % 9. 5 6. 9 
Fine silts % 6. 6 6. 5 
Coarse silts % 1 6. 9 1 6. 0  
Fine sand % 3 1 . 4 3 0 • 1 
Coarse sand % 3 5 .  6 4 0. 5 
ORGA NIC MA T T ER 
Organic matter % 2. 63* 
Carbon % 1 • 5 3 * 
Total nitrogen % 1 • 5 5 * 
C/N ratio % 1 0  • 1 * 
PHOSPHORUS 
Total p (ppm ) 1 6 4 
Assimilable p (ppm) (Olsen ) 1 7 
ABSORBIN G  COMPL EX 
( Ca 3. 8 4 *  
( Mg 0. 6 1  * 
( K 0. 08 * 
( Na 0. 09*  
( 
( Al 0. 0 0 *  
Co (NH 3 )6 Cl 3 ( H 0. 0 1 *  
Method ( 
( C EC 5. 03* 
( 
( pH o f  the 
( Co (NH 3 ) 6  Cl 3 5. 49* 
( extrac t  
pH RA TIO I 5 2 ' 
Water pH 5. 69* 
KCl pH 4. 93* 
* W i t h  8 plo t s  
AN N EX 
4 0 - 6 0  
1 1 . 1 
7. 0 
1 5 • 5 
2 5 . 3 
I 
4 0 . 9  
I 
GHANA - GOPDC 
KWAE Es tate · - Plot ANl 
S tarted in  1 9 8 4  
Year o f  pl an t i ng : 1 9 7 7  
- Stat i st i c a l  Des iqn 
- Treatmen t s  : 
FERTIL I ZER TRIAL 
Factor i a l  3 x 3 x 3 
3 leve l s of  Ammon ium s u lphate : N 20  % - S 2 3  % 
GH CP 0 2  
1 - 1  
3 leve l s  o f  Super s i ngle  phosphate 
or Tr iple super phosphate 
P205  2 0  % - cao 2 5  % - s 1 2  % 
P205  3 5  % - cao 17  % 
3 leve l s  of Mur iate of potash 
- So i l s  : TEMANG ser ies 
- Fer t i l i zer r ates ( g/palm/year ) 
Ammon ium 
s u l fate 
K20  60 % - Cl 4 5  % 
S i ngle super 
Tr iple super * KCl  - - -- - - -------- - - - - - : -- - -- : - - --- : - --- - . -- - - - : - - --- : - - - - - : - - --- . - - - - - . - - - - - : 
Level s 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 - - -------------- - - - : - ---- : - - --- : - ---- : - - - - - : - ---- : - - - - - : - ---- : - - - - - : - - - - - : 
November 1 9 8 4  700  : 1 50 0  : 3 000  0 : 1 2 0 0  : 2 4 0 0  0 : 1 3 0 0  : 2 60 0  
February 1 9 8 5  0 0 0 0 : 1 1 0 0  : 2 20 0  : 0 : 1 3 0 0  : 2 60 0  : 
1 9 8 6  : N i l  : 
July 1 9 8 7  0 : 1000  : 2 000  0 5 0 0 * : 10 0 0 * : 0 : 2 0 0 0  : 4 0 0 0  
July 1 9 8 8  0 0 : 0 0 5 0 0 * : 10 0 0 * : 0 : 1 5 0 0  : 3 0 0 0  





: : : : 
: : 




: : : 
GHANA 
NO Nl  N2  P O  
L E A( ANAL Y S I S  
Pl  P2  K O  K l  K 2  5 % 
GH CP 2 
2 - 2 
L . S . D .  1 % 
- - - - -- ----- : ------- : - ------ : ------- : ---- --- : -- - ---- : ------- : ------- : - - ----- : - ------ : -------------------- : 
N Dec . 8 8  
Dec . 8 9 
1 7  : 2 . 6 4 : 2 . 6 2 : 2 . 6 3 
1 7  2 . 5 9  : 2 . 5 8 2 . 5 3 
2 . 6 3  
2 . 5 8 
2 . 6 5 
2 . 5 8 
2 . 6 1 
2 . 5 5 
2 . 6 3  
2 . 5 6 
2 . 6 1 : 2 . 6 5 
2 . 6 1 : 2 . 5 3 
0 . 0 6 1  
0 . 0 9 8 
0 . 0 8 4  
0 . 1 3 5  
- - - - - - - ----------- : - ------ : ------- : ------- : ------- : ------- : ------- : ------- : ------- : ------- . ----------------- --- . 
p Dec . 8 8  
Dec . 8 9  
1 7  
1 7  
. 1 6 5  
. 1 5 9  
. 1 6 4  
. 1 6 0  
. 1 6 5  
. 1 5 6  
. 1 6 1  
. 1 5 6  
. 1 6 6  
. 1 5 9  
. 1 6 6  
. 1 6 1  
. ·1 6 6  
. 1 6 1  
. 1 6 3  
. 1 5 9  
. 1 6 5  
. 1 5 5  * 
0 . 0 0 5  
0 . 0 0 6  
0 . 0 0 7  
0 . 0 0 8  
- - - - - - - - -- -------- . ------- : ------- : ------- : ----- . - : ------- : - ------ : ------- . ------- : - ------ : ------------ --------
K Dec . 8 8  
Dec . 8 9  
1 7  
1 7  
. 8 6 0  
. 7 6 5  
. 8 2 2  
. 7 8 6  
. 8 2 6  
. 7 0 2  
. 8 3 2  
. 7 6 0  
. 8 4 8  
. 7 6 9  
. 8 2 8  
. 7 2 5  
. 7 6 9  
. 6 9 0  
. 8 3 3  
. 7 3 4  
. 9 0 7 * * :  0 . 0 9 6  
. 8 3 0 * * : 0 . 0 8 6  
0 . 1 3 3  
0 . 1 1 9  
- - - - - - - - - --------- : -- ----- : ------- : ------- : ------- . ------- : ------- : ------- : - - ----- . ------- : -------------------- . 
Ca Dec . 8 8  
Dec . 8 9  
1 7  
1 7  
. 7 4 7  
. 7 9 8  
. 7 6 7  
. 7 6 3  
. 7 5 3  
. 8 0 7  
. 7 55  
. 7 8 4  
. 7 5 7  
. 7 9 4  
. 7 5 6  
. 7 9 0  
. 7 5 9  
. 7 7 0  
. 7 4 3  
. 7 7 9  
. 7 6 5  
. 8 1 9  
0 . 0 4 3  
0 . 0 7 5  
0 . 0 5 9  
0 . 1 0 4  
- - - - - - - - ---------- : ------- : ------- . ------- . ------- . -- - - --- : ------- : ------- : - - ----- : ----- -- : - - ------ - - - - : 
t!g Dec . 8 8 
Dec . 8 9 
1 7  
1 7  
. 3 0 0  
. 3 1 6  
. 2 9 2  
. 3 2 4  
. 2 9 7  
. 3 2 1  
. 2 9 8  
. 3 2 4  
. 2 9 3  
. 3 1 3  
. 2 9 8  
. 3 2 4  
. 3 2 4  
. 3 6 0  
. 2 9 1 *  : . 2 7 5 * * : 0 . 0 3 0  
. 3 1 4 * * : . 2 8 8 * * : 0 . 0 2 8  
0 . 0 4 2  
0 . 0 3 9  
- - - - - - - ----------- · ------- · ------- · ------- · - ------ · - ------ · - - ----- · - ------ · - ------ · ------- · ---------- ----------
C l  Dec . 8 8  
Dec . 8 9 
1 7  
1 7  
. . . . . . . . . . 
. 7 3 2  
. 7 2 3  
. 7 3 1  
. 7 3 7  
. 7 2 9  
. 7 2 1  
. 7 2 7  
. 7 3 6  
. 7 1 5  
. 7 1 0  
. 7 5 1  
. 7 3 6  
. 7 0 6  
. 7 1 4  
. 7 3 7  
. 7 0 6  
. 7 4 9  
. 7 6 2 *  
0 . 0 5 8  
0 . 0 4 1  
- - - - - - - - - --------- : ------- : ------- : ------- : ------- : - ------ : ------- : ------- : - ------ : - ------ : --------
s Dec . 8 9  1 7  . 1 8 5  . 1 8 9  . 1 8 5  . 1 8 4  . 1 8 6  . 1 8 9  . 1 8 5  . 1 8 9  . 1 8 5  0 . 0 0 9  
------------------ : ------- : ------- : �------ : ------- : ------- : ------- : ------- . - - - - --- : ------- : 
0 . 0 8 0  
0 . 0 5 7  
0 . 0 1 2  
GHANA 
PRODUCT ION,  
N O  N l  N '>  P O  P l  P 2  
cg o f  bunches/t ree. 
· : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 9 8 8  
1 9 8 9  
7 0  
7 8  
6 5  
7 1  
7 0  
7 8  
7 1  
7 9  
6 5  
7 5  
6 8  
7 5  
K O  
7 2  
77  
· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- . --- ---- : - --- · -- . ------- : ------- · --- ---- · ------- - - - - - - -
�umber of  bunches/t ree : 
1 9 8 8  
1 9 8 9  
4 . 2  
3 . 8  
3 . 9  
3 . 4  
4 . 3  
3 . 7  
4 .  3 
3 . 8  
4 . 0  
3 . 5  
4 .  2 
3 . 6  
4 . 4  
3 . 6  
K l  
6 13  
7 5  
4 .  0 
3 .  5 
K 2  
6 5  
7 7  
4 . 0  
3 . 8  
GH CP  2 
3 - 1  
5 % L . S . D .  1 % 
1 4 . 2  
1 9 . 1  
0 . 7 0 
0 . 8 2 
1 9 . 7  
2 6 . 4  
0 . 9 7 
1 . 1 4 
· - - - - - - - - - - -------- : - ------ : - ---- -- : ------- ------- . - - ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
•1can b,;nch we i ghts  
1 9 8 8  
1 9 8 9  
1 6 . 7  
2 0 . 6  
1 6 . 5  
2 1 . 0  
··· ··. · . · ;.,.: : ·: · .: · ,-
1 6 . 3  
2 1 . 0 
1 6 . 7  
2 0 . 8  
. ::·· ·.:: ·• �:: :.::-'"7··:�·t: "' . . :· ;- ... . 
1 6 . 3  
2 1 . 1  
. .... . , ... . 
1 6 . 4  
2 0 . 7  
1 6 . 5  
2 1 . 1  
- . ;._ :. . .. .. : . _. .... ·. ,. . . ....... � ·:;_ . 
1 6 . 9  
2 1 . 6 
1 6 . 1  
1 9 . 9  
1 . 0 9 
1 . 2 7 
1 .  5 0  
1 .  7 6  
·- . . . · .. -:.· _:�·: . ��= �:-=- ··":,._ ..��-:
·- : ·: . .  ':"'.
":
'''-·•: ·. � . . � --· --···· -·· · · · · -· ·- ·· ·· ··- -------- ., 
(. 
, l ) 
' I') 
·:.(: ::' ::· :' ��·.�-��/,c:�·:f:/·: l 
: . ·· ,;.--;:: f.�;\:.,.\ � �:. : 
. . . • : .· · ··, ·· .. ; · .  
. . • .  . 
? ·.,)'�;ftfh{[} 
. ,  
···-···:: � . .. � 
<.:.'/-, i:·-- : , - : .1 
. · .- ·:_·-... . .. · · · . ! 
..... · · . • ', . . ·:,  
.� i�)if{{a/;���?�{::t/�: 
-·-·· ·. . .. . . . · ... : 






TRA I T  
t< H  
()0 2  
0 1 0  
0 2 1  
1 0 1  
1 1 2 
1 20 
200 
2 1 1  
222 
000 
0 1 1  
077 
102  
1 1 0 ·  
1 2 1  
201  




0 1 2  
020 
100 
F'ALM I H: DATE D ' ED I T I O N  1 990/ 7/ 4 
NUMERO DE LA DEMANDE 
* * * * * * **************  
150  
GHANA GHCP02  DF 1 2/ 8 9  RG 1 7  I AN 1 )  
DR  1 1 / 0 5 / 90 
N ° DU F'ROBLEr-iE  C ,'-l i"IF' ADNE  D .  F .  
tm NI� PAR tW L A B  N I" 1..; c ,; MG CL s 
1 1 52�1 2 2 . 552 0 . 1 55 0 . 87 2  0 . 869 0 . 2 89 0 . 725 0 . 1 8 4 
1 3 5283 2 . 506 0 . 1 6 2  0 . 626  0 . 8 75 0 . 333 0 . 6 1 3  0 . 1 80 
1 7 �'i284 2 . 5 29 0 . 1 6 1  0 . 760 0 . 802 0 . 3 2 1  0 . 752 0 . 1 76 
:I 9 528�) 2 . 554 0 . 1 53 0 . 680  0 . 740 0 . 354  0 . 693 0 . 1 79 
1 I 2 5286 2 . 563 0 . 1 5 7  0 . 9 1 0  0 . 809 0 . 289  0 . 76 1  0 . 1 7 4  ---
1 "" 52B7 2 . 575  0 . 1 68 0 . 6 1 7  0 . 692 0 . 365 0 . 722  0 . 1 86 .J 
1 8 5 2 8 8  2 . 496 0 . 1 5 5  0 . 587 0 . 77 1  0 . 386 0 . 723 0 . 1 8 4  
1 4 �i 289 2 . 639 0 . 1 65 0 . 784 0 . 736 0 . 30 4  0 . 65 4  0 . 1 9 1  
1 6 5290 2 . 404 0 . 1 50 0 . 657 0 . 854 0 . 3 1 2  0 . 7 39 0 . 1 7 8  
2 1 3  52'7 1  2 . 536 0 . 1 57 0 . 92 1  0 . 585 0 . 394 0 . 747 0 . 1 74 
2 1 0  52r; 2  2 . 636 0 . 1 65 0 . 758 0 . 754 0 . 3 1 8  0 . 656 0 . 200 
2 1 7  5293 2 . 586 0 . 1 57 0 . 798  0 . 9 1 6  0 . 28 4  0 . 823 0 . 1 93 ---
2 1 2  5294  2 . 559 0 . 1 6 0  0 . 8 1 2  0 . 736 0 . 333  0 . 748 0 . 1 8 9  
2 1 4  5295 2 . 55 1  0 . 1 59 0 . 794 0 . 754 0 . 38 1  0 . 780 0 . 1 9 1  
2 1 1  5296 2 . 66 1  0 . 1 65 0 . 784 0 . 72 1  () . 335 0 . 704 0 . 2 1 1  
2 1 6  5297 2 . 507  0 . 1 47 0 . 698 O . B70 0 . 3 1 4  0 . 782  0 . 1 9 2  
2 1 cl �i298 2 . 650 0 . 1 60 0 . 860 0 . 8 1 8  0 . 2 4 2  0 . 7 1 5  0 . 1 9 4 
2 1 5  52'?9  2 . 685 0 . 1 74 0 . 63� 0 . 793 0 . 365 0 . 766 0 . 202 
�rl 02----0--.4.-6!2----0-..-9 ·1 l O , 7 § � 0 , 2 8 5---0-w-6{}8--o.....20.-()_ 
3 2 1  5301  2 . 8 1 4  0 . 1 6 1  0 . 754  0 . 782  0 . 27 9  0 . 7 1 9  0 . 1 9 3  
3 25 5302 2 . 546 0 . 1 5 4  0 . 773 0 . 806 0 . 298 0 . 798 0 . 1 84 
3 26  5303 2 . 6 1 4  0 . 1 6 1  0 . 62 7  0 . 792  0 . 32 6  0 . 675  0 . 1 83 ---
3 20 5304 2 . 665 0 . 1 6 3  0 . 7 3 2  0 . 876 0 . 30 7  0 . 7 1 8  0 . 1 89 
9 () 









\� : �:: : :-. �?/'�·�: '. �'.:;.: ,� '.,', 
. ,i,i :1\'�'c;#,;t};!:;�itf� 
. · . . ; . _ _  :_:,:_ �.){;,)/.';:_ . . . ' 
·/( :< ·. · --�:�·.:}. , .. . ,�---- . , - 1  








: �> ·· ··---. - ���-- �:-:,·�.:����r .. ::�.-f.�-'.· -.. 1 i:J 
..... �-;. --:;:.·-:/--;:�.:-� ·.··:_·
· . . ,: 
. 
·- �� :_.:.·.:·.; ��:�- :.:··: . ·��-:-tt;�:�Kf��fl€ffJJtj§Jff·� 
. . . . · . , .. ·.:f :�. /i:_}(tf /{:::) 
· .• ; . .  
·. :_.:·��.· ;:(·:�·(:·. I 
-:- · -::. 
:-_:.':.,-:.:.;, ,:._ :..;" • , .. �··" . � . :·;.-::.�0)�; .f�·· ::; :-: .. -� 
rnA IT 
H � �  
1 1 1  






PAGE N "  : � DEMANDE N "  1 50 
ND NR PAR NULAD N p K C A  M G  C L  s 
3 1 9  5305 2 . 670 0 . 1 60 0 . 74 7  0 . 80 1  0 . 27 1  0 . 72 8  0 . 1 84 
3 2 4  5306 2 . 445  0 . 1 5 7  1 . 002 0 . 7 4 1  0 . 28 3  0 . 783  0 . 1 94 
3 22  5 3 0 7  2 . 490 0 . 1 49 0 . 787 0 . 82 4  0 . 262 0 . 768 0 . 1 7 5  
3 2 3  5 3 0 8  2 . 424 0 . 1 5 1  0 . 6 6 7  0 . 79 1  0 . 38 1  0 . 68 4  0 . 1 76 
3 27 5309  2 . 443 0 . 1 5 2  0 . 64 3  0 . 803 0 . 32 6  0 . 66 2  0 . 1 76 
;.: 
t: 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































� * * * * * ********** *** ******EXPER I ENCE : G f 1CP0 2  **** * * * � * K K � K � � � � � A �� K • K �  
MOYENNE D E  L A  VAR I ABLE : P  p our l es Jnnees : U9 
rnc>,LEAU>: rno rsr::s  
F' 0 
I� 0 0 . 1 :58 
N 1 0 . 1 59 
N 2 0 . 1 5 0  
" 0 I \  
p 0 0 . 1 5 8  
F' 1 0 . 1 57 
p 2 O .  l t, 8  
N 0 
f; 0 0 .  1 {,0  
f( 1 0 . 1 6 2  
f( 2 0 . 1 55 











f( L / 
f( C 
f'. G 
f' A H 
II L * F' L 
II U :·f( L 
P L * f( L 
ERF:EUF: 
EFFETS  L . A  
EFFETS  C ,  G 
I N T LL 





















0 . 1 60 
0 . 1 59  
0 . 1 :59 
I< 1 
0 . 1 5 ·i 
0 . 1 6 3  
0 . 1 5 9  
N 
0 . 1 63 
0 . 1 59 
0 . 1 5 8  
EFFETS MOYf:NS 
-0 . 003 
-0 . 005 
-0 . 002 
-0 . 001, 
0 . 005 
-0 . 002 
0 . 009 
0 . 0 0 1  
-0 . 006 
-0 . 00 1  
- 0 . 008 
-() . 003 
0 . 003 
··O . 001  
-0 . 005 
D . S . 5% 
0 . 0056 
0 . 0097 
0 . 006B 
- - · •  . .. • · � .• -· ·· ·· · ,  • • 
•: r·•. ·, • -�; ... _ ...... 1· -· - , ..... , .· -r ,  :-.. � '.i · • ·. ;,• ·,  ,I 1 :','·.": •. 
I" ., ... 
0 . 1 6 0  
0 . 1 63  
0 .  1 59 
:< ., ... 
0 . 1 :5 5  
() . 1 5 7  
0 . 1 5 3  
�! ., .:. 
0 .  1 6 0  
0 . 1 5 '.� 
0 .  l. 5 3  
r·1 0 YENNES 
0 . 1 59 1 0 0  
0 . 1 6 0  1 00 . 63 
O .  l. 56  9 7 . 9 1  
MO'r' EMNES 
0 . 1 56  1 0 0  
0 .  :l ::i 'l 1 02 . 36 
O .  lc, 1 l. 0 3 .  2 1  
MOY ENNES  
0 . 1 6 1  1 00 
0 . 1 '.59  98 . 5 �) 
O . l. 5 :i "t 96 . 4 0  
SOMME D E S  CARRES 
0 . 000993  
o . oooon 
0.  0000:50 . 
0 .  0000 1, :5 
0 . 000008 
0 . 000005  
0 . 00 0 1 1. 3  
0 . 000008  
0 . 00 0 1 1 3 
O . OOOOOB 
0 .  000 1 ', 4 
0 . 000002  
0 .  000096  
0 .  0000 '.:iO  
0 . 000030  
0 .  00000', 
0 . 000065 
c,; J�F: E  MD'(EN 
0 . 0000 
0 .  000', 6 2  
f·1 0YENl1E  BLOC  l. 
i'lfJ'{ENNE l?, LOC 2 
MU 'i 'l:NNE BLOC 3 
F Cf'., LCULE 
1 . 1 7 
1 . b 2 
1 . 3 9  
0 . 27 
2 .  7 lt 
3 . 65 
0 . 2 7 
3 .  c,6  
0 . 26 
4 . 69 * 
0 . 05 
3 . 1 2 
1 . 62  
0 . 98 
0 . 1 3 
2 . 1 2  
O . l '.' ;B", -
0 . 1 60 4  -
0 .  1 56', _ 
F'ROBAB I L I TE DE F 
() . ;y, 
0 . 22 
0 . 2t. 
0 . 62 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 0 7- r,e. 7""- [ 
0 . 62 .., 
0 • 0 7 �e.i,= ,, 
r, . 62 
0 . 04 ........ 
0 . 8 1 
0 .  O S' 
0 ') ':' 
0 . 3 6 
o . n  
O .  l. 6 
D . S . 1 %  
0 . 0077  
0 . 0 1 3 4 
o·. 0094  
0 . 0000  
MOYENNE GENERALE 
c . v .  
0 .  1 5 81, 
3 . 50 




( ;  
( .  
( ·: 
( ,  
, - ..... 
'- ' 








\ . ...., 
\.,. ·. 
,J 
� · : 
;� � *�******�*�*******�****EXPER IEl�CE : GHCF'02 ****� **�� ;� ��***� ��** ��*� � �  J. . , ·-vu·- J. / ·, \.' 
i'l O YE rWE D[ Lf� l)AI< I M!,U-: n; pow· l ;; 5 ann.-,�s : IN 
p 0 
N 0 0 .  8', 9  
N 1 0 .  71, 1  
N 2 0 . 6 9 1. 
I< 0 
F' 0 0 . 74 7  
F' 1 0 . 696 
F' ,, 0 . 6 27 .: 
ti 0 
f( 0 0 .  725  
f( 1 0 . 75 7  " .., 0 . 8 1 4  r, .:. 
SOURCE DE  VAR I A T I ON 












f( G ,, 
�( A / 
N L * f· · 1_ 
N L ;<; f( L 
f' U, f( L 
Er;:r;:EU I� 
D . D . L  
















1 5  
I" 1 
0 . 7 1 9  
0 . 8 1 7  
0 .  770 
l< l 
0 .  7 1 1 
0 . 763  
0 . 729 
i'l 1 
0 .  7 1. 4  
0 . 737  
0 . 908 
Thf.:.LE(,UX CfW I SES 
EFFETS folO'fENS 
- 0 . 063 
-0 . 1 05 
-0 . 04 2  
-0 . 08 4  
-0 . 035 
-0 . 052  
- 0 . 027 
-0 . 01, 4  
0 . 1 40 
0 . 052 
0 . 1 85 
0 . 096 
0 . 038  
0 .  02 1, 
0 . 057 
F' ., .:. 
o .  728 
0 . 80 1  
0 . 6 4 6  
f( 2 
0 .  f32't 
0 .  8',8  
0 .  8 1. 9  
t-l 2 
0 .  63 1 
0 . 708 
0 . 768 
�lO Y ENNES 
0 . 765  
0 . 786 
0 . 702  
�HHENNES 
0 . 760  
0 . 7<,'l 
0 . 725 
f'l O  YENtjES .  
1.00 
1 0·2 . 7 1, 
9 1 . 75 
1. 00 
l O l. 1 1  
95 . 37 
0 . 6 90 1 00 
0 . 73', 1 06 . ', .3  
O . B30 � 1. 20 . 33 
SOMME DES CARRES 
0 . 27998 1 
0 . 0 1 82 0 7  
0 . 0 1 79 2 4  
0 . 0 1 6 :'i73  
0 . 002660  
0 . 03 1 83 6  
0 . 005583  
0 .  00', 0 7 3  
0 . 00 1 0 7 6  
0 . 00858 1 
0 . 088480  
0 . 00 3 9 8 7  
0 . 05 1 09 1  
0 . 0 1, U7 6  
0 . 00 4 3 3 2  
0 . 00 1 70!, 
0 . 00 9 8 6 1  
0 . 1 09 2 5 7  
CA l�F:E  f·l (J'(E�I 
0 .  00'71  
MOY[HHE BLOC 1 
folOYENNE BLOC 2 
nOYENNE BLOC 3 
F U,LCUL.E 
1 .  2 '.-5 
·1 / .' ... . .. o 
'1 '1 D .,:_ .  � \J 
0 . 37 
4 . 3 7  
o .  7 7  
0 . 56 
0 . 1 5 
1 . 1 8 
1. 2 . l. 5 * *  
0 C" '-" • ...J . .J 
7 .  0 1  ,,; 
5 . 6a * 
0 . 59 
0 . 23 
1 . 3 5 
0 . 72 1 4  -
0 . 7048 . 
0 . 7480  
PROBAB I L I TE D E F 
0 . 32 
0 . 1. 3 
0 . 1 5 
0 .  �i6 
0 . 05 
0 . 4 0 
0 . 47 
0 .  7 1. 
0 . 30 
0 . 00 ........ 
0 .  ', 8 
0 . 02 -
0 . 03 __.-
0 .  ,;6 
0 .  6!, 
0 . 26 
D . S . 5t. D . S . l t. 
0 . 1 1 8 6  
0 . 2054  
O . 1 ', 52  
0 . 0073  
MOYENNE GENERALE 
c . v .  
0 . 75 1 4  
1 1 . 36 
EFFETS L . A  
EFFETS  C . G  
HI T  LL 
0 . 0857 
0 . 1 485 























� . . � 
, _ . 
t . .,;· 
:� � � �� *�� �� � � �� ************ �**EXPEf� I ENCE : GJiCP02 � � *** **�*** :� * * * * �� *� * * � �� � �  
f·l l )Y LNNE DE L1� liAIU f�BLE : Ct·� p our t ,.:, 5 ann,,,,.:,s : B?  
p 0 
N 0 0 .  7 1, 5  
u 1 0 .  78lt 
ti 2 0 . 82 2  
I< 0 
r' 0 0 .  71, 4  
F· 1 0 . 8 0 7  
p 2 0 . 759 
N 0 
f( 0 0 . 75 1  
l' " 1 0 . 779  
f( 2 0 . 86 4  
p 1 
0 . 8 1 2  
0 . 7138 
0 .  7El 2  
I( 1 
0 . 7 '} 7  
0 .  76't 
0 . 775  
ti .l 
0 .  771, 
0 . 1�; 1, 
0 . 762 
TABLEAUX CRUI SES 
F' ., .. 
0 . 8 3 7  
o .  7 1B 
O . B l 7  
I ,  ,, ' .. 
O . B l O  
0 ... B l  1 
O . B37  
t i  ,, ..  
0 . 785 
0 . 8 Cd 
0 c, ·: .. , • I.) � .:.�
l. :i -OU • J. 9 <;· 0 
i10 'i'Ei'!NES 
0 . 79 8  
0 . 76 3  
O . B0 7  
f·l O '(ENNES 
0 . 7 El 4  
0 .  7 '7 4  
0 . 79 0  
MOYENNES 
0 . 770  
0 . 77 '7 
O . B 1 9  
1 00 
'75 . 6 7  
1 0 1 . l O 
l. 00  
1 0 1 . 2? 
l. 0 0 . 86 
1 0 0  
1 0 1 . 1 5 
1 06 . 4 1  
o (; ; sa ; �H, 
f�OY E i� l l E  l', LOC  1 
rl fJ 'i'ENNE l!,LOC 2 
MOYUrnE l!, l.OC 3 
0 . 7<)42  -
0 . 7 7 1 '7 _ 
0 .  H O Hl 















I� L ;; F· L 
N U, I( L 
F· L H( L 
E l;: F: EUR 
EFFETS L . A  
EFFE TS  C , G  
I N T  LL 
















1 5  
0 . 009 
0 . 0 78 
··O . 026 
0 . 0 1, 3  
0 . 007  
-0 . 0 1 3  
0 . 0 1 7  
- 0 . 003 
0 .  01, 9  
0 . 032  
0 . O:i8  
0 . 0 1, 0  
-0 . 048 
-0 . 03 3  
0 . 006 
D . S . 57. 
0 . 0749 
0 . 1 2 9 7  
0 . 0'7 1 7  
C, , 1 20 3 6 6  
0 . 00', 3 ', 8  
0 . 000347 
0 . 00? 1 00 
0 . 0009'r7  
0 .  0081, 50 
0 . 000207 
0 . 000271  
0 . 00042B 
0 .  0000::iO 
0 . 0 1 0952  
0 . 00 1 !, 'J I, 
0 . 005085 
0 . 00736.l  
0 . 006%0 
o .  00 :521,7  
0 . 0001  H 
o . oo:no7 
D . S .  lt . 
0 . 1 0 :55 
0,. 1 793  
0 . 1 2.',8 
0 . 0022 
0 . 0056 
MOYENNE GENERALE 
c . v .  
0 . 3'? 
0 . 06 
1 .  6', 
0 . 1 8 
1 0-: ") • ..J ,,:,.  
0.  0 1, 
0 . 05 
0 . 08 
0 . 0 1 
1. . 9 7  
0 . 2 7 
0 . 9 2 
1 . 33 
1 .  25  
0 .  59  
0 . 02 
0 .  6 '7 
0 . 79 
0 . 22 
0 . 6B 
0 ·, -. ..  ..) 
0 . 83 
0 . 8 1 
0 . 78 
O . B9 
0 . 1. 8  
0 . 62 
0 . 3 7 
0 . 2 7 
0 . 28 
o .. ,,6 
O . B6 
0 . 7893 
9 . 4 ', 

















( ;  
-'\, . 
� * * * � � � � ���**�* **��*****�EXfJE R IE i�CE : Gl i l:P02 � � * * 1� � * ���*�* �t � � i i i � � � i :� i  











0 . 3 2 1.  
0 . 33 1  
0 . 32 1  
f( 0 
0 . 36 2  
0 .  :56 5  
0 .,.,,. ., • �.J ..J � 
N 0 
0 .  3 5 1.  
0 . 306  
0 . 2 90 
F' 1 
0 . 3 1 6  
0 . 3 1 ', 
0 . 309 
" " l 
0 . 3 1 6  
0 . 2?B 
0 . 327  
1·1 l 
0 .  3 5 1. 
0 . 320  
0 . 302 
TABLEAUX CRO I SES 
F' ,, "-
0 . 3 1 0  
o .  :s:rn 
0 .  :�]4  
f( ,, ' 
0 . 295 
0 . 2/6  
0 . 293 
M 2 
0 . 37 7  
0 . 3 1 5  
0 
-, -�  . , , �  
J ... ; ·- vc,- J. , ,  v 
l'l D YEi'lt iE !, 
0 .  3 l. 6 
o . :s21, 
0 . 3 2 1  
f' lDY[i' H IE '., 
0 .  32', 
0 . 3 13 
0 . 324  
f'l lJ'(EtH/ES 
l. OQ 
1 02 . 67 
l. O l. . 76  
l OO 
?6 . 51, 
99 . s17 
0 .  3 .:'iO  l. 00 
0 . 3 1 1, - 8 7 . 1 :5 
o .  2sa - - eo . o5 
flD 'i' E i l llE l', L lJC 1 
tHJ 'r'[WI[ J?, l. . OC  2 
r , uYrntK f'. t. oc  3 
0 .  32B J. .• 
0 . 3�95 -
0 . 3037  --
SOURCE D E  VAR I A T I ON D .  D .  L EFFETS f'lOY l:NS SOf'lME DES CARRES CM: l�E  MOYEN r: c,:, Lc t J LE  PRUBn8 I l.. I TE DE F 














N L ;0; F' L 
N L ;0; f( L 
f' U f( L 
E J;: F:EUR 
EFFETS  L , A 
EFFETS  C , G 
I N T  LL 


















0 . 006 
-0 . 0 1 1  
0 . 0 1 4  
-0 . 00:J 
- 0 . 000 
o . on 
-o . 0 1 1  
0 . 0 1 1  
-o . on 
0 . 02 1  
-0 . 1 1 8  
-0 . 026 
0 . 0 1 2  
-0 . 022 
0 . 0 04 
D . S . 51. 
0 . 02/9 
0 .  0 ',83 
0 . 034 1  
o .  o ,; 2 21. i. 
() . <) •)38 1 0  
0 . 000 1 3 ?  
0 . 000 1 ', 3  
0 . 000294  
o .  0000 :rn 
0 . 000000 
0 .  0007',B  
0 . 000 1. 93 
0 . 000556 
0 . 023 H l !, 
0 .  000-'.', 't l  
0 . 0200B6 
o .  oon:s'r 
0 . 000432  
0 .  0 0 1 ',96 
0 .  00005{, 
0 .  0 1 1 5 ', 2  
0 .  S .  1 ;� 
0 . 03135 
0 . 0 667  
6 . 1) 1,72  
() . 00 1 ?  
0 . 0008 
MOYENNE GENERALE 
C .  t) . 
'1 ' {" 
.. '. . •  -t,J 
0 .  1 8  
0 ') <'. l • ..:.. ... J 
0 . 38 
o .  o ::; 
0 .  00  
o . 'n 
0 . 25 
0 ., ,, . , � 
3 0 .  1 3  * ·:t: 
0 . 83 
2 7  . 1. ,; :��� 
3 . 3 2 
0 .  55 
.t . , ,, 
0 . 0 7 
0 . 1 2 
0 .  68 
I) . id 
0 . 55 
O . B l  
() .  91, 
0 . 36 
0 . 6 3 
0 . ', 2 
0 . 00 
0 . 39 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 7 
0 . !, 7 
0 . 1 8 
0 . 78 
0 . 3204 
8 . 66 
( .. 
n 
, .... , 
() 









( _  
•. · 
' .  
* � � * �* �**�*�*******� **�**EXF'ER I Ef 4CE : 0 1 1CP02 � * * � * * � * � *��**�** �***�� ��  
:·lO '([W/E D E  L;; 'H,IU r�BLE : CL. pow· l •�! i  ann,;o::s : l> 'l 
F' 0 
Ii 0 0 . 730  
rl 1 0 . 720 
I i  2 0 .  7�i 8  
f( 0 
F' 0 0 .  729 
F' 1 0 . 692 
F' 2 0 . 72 1  
N 0 
f( C, 0 . 678  
f( 1 o .  70'1 
f'. 2 0 . 782 
F' 1 
0 . 6::!9 
0 . 75 6  
0 . 684  
:< 1 
0 . 73 1  
0 . 6 7') 
0 . 706 
N 1 
0 . 74 0  
0 . 70 8  
0 . 76 4  
TABLEAUX CRO I SES 
F' '1 "' 
0 . 750 
0 . 736 
0 . 722 
I., '1 \ .... 
0 .  71, 7  
0 . 758 
0 . 782 
ll '1 "' 
o .  721, 
0 . 699 
0 . 7't 1  
l j - ij 8 - l 'i 7" 1} 
1·10 YOINES 
0 . 723  
0 . 73 7  
o .  7 2 1  
MOYEl !NES 
0 . 73 6  
0 . 7 1 0  
0 . 736  
MOYENNES 
1. 00  
1 0 1 . 'l !J 
99 . 77  
J. 00  
9/J . l, J 
J. 00 . 05 
0 . 7 1 4  1 00 
0 . 706  98 . 79 
0 . 76 2 . J. 06 . 72 
•.._, I ' . , ,, ., \.' .,_ 
f'l D YEHNE BLOC 1 
M !J'rE I INE l�, LOC  2 
f lOYEtmE BLOC 3 
0 . 70 9 1  -
0 . 7468  -
0 . 726 1. -
SOURCE DE  VAR I A T I ON D . D . l. EFFETS MOYE i'! S SOMME U[S CARRES Cr; J�l�E f·HJ'i'EN JC c,;LCULE F'ROB�D [ L I TE DE F 
TOH, l.E  













1� L ;o; F' l. 
N L ;o; f'. L 
F' L ;o; f( L 
ER l�EUR 
EFFETS L , A  
EFFETS  C , G  
I N T  LL 

















1 5  
-0 . 002  
-0 . 030 
0 . 0 1 3  
-0 . 0 1 6  
0 . 000 
0 . 052 
- 0 . 026 
0 . 026 
0 .  0', 8  
0 . 065 
0 . 039 
o . o ::; 1  
-0 . 028 
-() . 0 1, ,, 
0 . 02 1  
D . S . 5% 
0 . 0 ', 1 3  
0 . 0 7 1 5  
0 . 0505 
0 . 063356 
0 .  OOM,05 
0 . 000 0 1. 2  
0 . 00 1 300 
0 .  0002't l  
0 . 00 1 1 52 
0 .  00000('• 
0 . 00 ', l OB 
0 . 0009B8 
0 . 003 1 2 1  
0 . 0 1 0368  
0 . 006403  
0 . 002321  
0 . 0 1 1, 1, �:iO  
0 . 002269 
O . OO�:i720  
0 . 00 1 38 7  
0 .  02530;5 
O . S . 1 %  
0 . 05 7 1  
0 . 0988  
0 . 069'7 
0 . 0032 
0 . 00 1 7  
MOYENNE GENERALE 
c . v .  
1 . 90 
0 . 0 1 
O . B2 
0 .  l', 
0 . 68 
0 . 00 
2 .  ,t lt 
0 . 59 
1 .  8 '.5 
t, . l. 5 1:• 
3 . 80 
1 .  3 8  
8 . 5 7  ;� 
1 .  3 4  
3 . 3 '1 
0 . 82 
0 . 1 8 
0 .  G <J 
0 .  3,7 
0 .  7 1.  
O . 'd 
0 . 93 
0 . 1 4 
o .  ,,6 
0 . 1 9 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 07 
0 . 26 
0 . 0 1  
0 . 26 
0 . 08 
0 .  3 'l 
o .  7273  
5 . .S5 
(' • J 
() 
() 
( ;  
,-·; 
. ..._ 
l ,  
C i  













- . � 
l ., 
** *H�� *******************EXPER I ENCE : li ti L l"ll :..: �*� - - - - � �  . . . . . . . . . . � � � r  • • . · • • • • • • • • • · • · ·  
MOYCNNE DE LA VARI ABLE : S  
p 0 
N 0 0 . 1 8 4  
N 1 0 . 1 86 ,� " 0 . 1 84 -'-
I< 0 
F' 0 o .  r n 2  
F' .t 0 . 1 8 2  
F' ,, 0 . 1 90 -'-
N 0 
I( 0 0 . 1 79 
I '  ·, 1 0 . 1  '70 
I( 2 0 . 1 8 7  















N L* F' L 
N L *f( L 
F' L ;q( L 
ERREUF: 
EFFETS L , A  
EFFETS  C , G  
I N T LL 


















1 5  
p 1 
o .  mo 
0 . 1 83 
0 . 1 B7 
" ,., 1 
0 . 1 8 8  
0 . 1 '72  
0 . 1 88 
ti 1 
0 . 1 8 9  
0 . 1  ? .t 
0 . 1 86 
IJ () LI(' l tt: S d l'Hh! .. :! S; 
TABLEAUX CRO I SES  
p ') 
0 . 1 81, 
O . l 'l7  
0 . 1. 85 
,: ., ... 
0 . 1 83 
0 . 1 8 ', 
0 . 1 88 
M . , -'-
0 .  H ! 7  
0 .  J .B .:, 
0 . 1 82  
EFFCTS rHHENS 
0 . 000 
- 0 . 00 7  
0 . 003  
-0 . 003  
0 . 004 
0 . 00 1  
0 . 006 
0 . 003  
0 . 000  
-0 . 008 
0 .  00 ', 
-0 . 00', 
0 . 00 1.  
-0 . 007 
- 0 . 0 0 1  
D . S . 5% 
0 . 0085  
0 . 0 1 4 8  
0 . 0 1 05 
fPl 
MO'( Ei'! i  1[!3 
0 . 1 85 
0 .  l 89 
0 . 1 85 
f·1 D 'i' Et ! i-! ES  
0 . 1. B', 
() . . 1B6  
0 . 1. 8 9  
rHJ '(Et !  N [: S 
0 .  l. B5 
0 . 1B 9  
0 . 1 B5 
1 0 0  
1 0 1 . 80 
1 00 . 06 
1 00 
1 0 0 . '70 
1 0 2 . ,; 1 
J. 0 0  
1 0 2 . 22 
1 00 . 00 
MO 'r'Er·! I JE f'. l. DC l 
M O YENNE B l .DC 2 
f10 'i' G!NE (', LDC  3 
0 . 1 8 1 3 . 
0 . 1 9 40 -
0 . 1 838 
SOf'lrlE DES CM,1;:ES  C;'\R l� E  MO 'r'EN F c ,i, LcULE PROBAB I L I TE DE F 
0 . 002286  
0 .  0008 1 .3  
0 . 000000 
0 . 00006', 
0 . 000 0 1 8  
0 .  0000', 7  
0 . 000089  
0 . 000002  
0 . 000056  
0 . 000035  
0 . 000000  
0 . 00 0 1 0 1  
0 . 000025 
0 . 000076  
0 . 000001  
0 . 000 1 2 7  
0 . 000004  
0 . 00 1 085  
D . S . 1 %  
0 . 0 1 1 8  
0 . 0205 
o·. o 1 't5 
0 .  000 ', 
0 . 00 0 1  
MOYENNE GENERALE 
c . v .  
�3 . 6 :-� -:t: 
0 . 00 
0 . 8? 
0 .  2 �5 
0 . 6 :':i 
1 . 2 3 
0 . 03 
0 . 77 
0 . 4 0 
0 . 00 
1 .  40  
0 . 35 
1 . 0 5  
0 . 02 
1 .  75  
0 .  06  
0 . 0 1  
0 . 9 3 
0 . 3 7 
0 . 6 3 
0 .  ,, ,, 
0 . 29 
0 . 85 
0 . 4 0 
0 . 5 1  
1 .  00  
0 . 25 
0 . 57 
0 
. ,, . j .:. 
0 . 86 
0 . 20 
0 . 80 





















A 10  
A 10  
A 1 0  
A 12  
A 12  
A 12  
...:,u. ·-· A 1 4  
A 1 4  
A 1 4  








. r  t �� e.N 02 r· .t.·� 
BN 02 
BN 02 





(;", BN 06 
e.N 06 
-;� ,-;.,., BS 01  �� �· e.s  0 1  , .  
B S  0 1  
·�. i... '  
e.s 07 
BS 07 
.. � ,;) 
e.s 1 1  
BS 1 1  
e.s 1 1  
B S  1 1  
(: CN 03 
CN 03 
(� CN 03 iii! ,.... CN  03 \. � .' 
l_ ·
: 




8 .... 1 1/89 




.... 1 1/89 
77 1 2/87 
77 1 2/88 




8 1 1/89 
&{ g 1 2/88 
2 1 1/89 
77 1 2/87 
77 1 2/88 
77 1 1 /89 
77 12/87 
77 1 2/88 
77 1 1 /89 
. 77 1 2/87 
77 1 2/88 
77 1 1 /89 
78 1 2/87 
78 1 2/88 
78 1 1 /89 
82  1 2/88 
82 1 1 /89 
82 1 2/87 
82 1 2/88 
82 
82 1 1/89 
78 1 2/87 
78 1 2/88 
78 
78 1 1/89 
" t' 
1 7  2 . 350 0 . 1 52 
17  2 . 530 0 . 154 
9 3 . 060 0 . 1 82 
17  3 . 020 0 . 168 
17 2 . 780 0 . 167  
1 7  2 . 830  0 . 160  
17  2 . 520 0 . 1 59 
1 7  2 . 500 0 . 1 52 
1 7  2 . 390 0 . 1 47 
1 7  2 . 670 0 . 167  
1 7  2 . 780 0 . 1 56 
1 7  2 . 720 0 . 160  
17  2 . 750 0 . 152 
17 2 . 670 0 . 1 64 
17  2 . 460 0 . 1 58 
1 7  2 . 630 0 . 1 55 
1 7  2 . 620 0 . 160  
1 7  2 . 550 0 . 1 59 
1 7  2 . 320 0 . 1 48 
1 7  2 . 350 0 . 1 53 
1 7  2 . 4 1 0  0 . 1 6 1  
1 7  2 . 460 0 . 157 
1 7  2 . 450 0 . 153 
17  2 . 700 0 . 1 62 
1 7  2 . 620 0 . 1 56 
17  2 . 750 0 . 1 66 
1 7  2 . 950 0 . 1 6 1  
1 7  2 . 650 0 . 1 58 
1 7  2 . 660 0 . 1 52 
1 7  2 . 630 0 . 1 46 
1 7  2 . 490 0 . 1 62 
1 7  2 . 580  0 .· 164 
17 2 . 730 0 . 164 
------------��=;========================== 
K CA MG CL DFU MOP TSP ASHES 
0 . 652 1 . 107  0 . 278 0 . 79 1  8/89 500 ANNEXE I . 3 .  
10/89 2500 
0 .  776 0 . 858 0 . 291  0 . 76 1  
1 . 1 68 0 . 625 0 . 309 0 . 70 1  8/89 500 
1 0/89 2500 
0 . 927 0 . 899 0 . 296 0 . 847 
0 . 940 0 . 95 1  0 . 287 0 . 860 8/89 500 
9/89 2500 
0 . 649 0 . 84 3  0 . 269 0 . 674 
0 . 808 0 . 773 0 . 265 0 . 6 1 9  
0 . 822 0 . 656 0 . 274 0 . 672 8/89 1500 
0 . 788 0 . 674  0 . 3 19  0 . 689 
0 . 627 1 . 028 0 . 366 0 . 724 8/89 500 
9/89 2500 
0 . 568 1 . 100  0 . 335 0 . 749 
0 . 833 1 . 047  0 . 273 0 . 779 7/89 750 750 
0 . 742 0 . 955 0 . 299 0 . 64 3  
1 . 008 0 . 82 1  0 . 2 14  o . 588 
0 . 860 0 . 738 0 . 263 0 . 764  9/89 1500 
0 . 764 0 . 7 1 3  0 . 304 0 . 847 . 
1 . 046x 0 . 873 0 . 257 0 . 688 
0 . 857 0 . 7 12  0 . 280 0 . 7 1 6  9/89 1500 
0 . 759 0 . 737 0 . 32 1  0 . 744  
0 . 806x 0 . 796 0 . 3 1 1  0 . 695 
0 . 83 1  0 . 766 0 . 336 0 . 775 9/89 1500 
o .  7 15 ,c 0 . 8 1 '?  0 . 325 0 . 738 
0 . 834 0 . 796 0 . 258 0 . 6 1 0  
0 . 902 0 . 757 0 . 220 0 . 6 1 6  
0 . 825 0 . 792 0 . 276 0 . 75 1  1 1/89 2000 500 
0 . 859 0 . 989 0 . 3 13  0 . 874  9/89 2500 1 000 
0 . 835 0 . 924 0 . 287 0 . 685 
0 . 698 0 . 957 0 . 334 0 . 693  
0 . 642 0 . 870 0 . 28 1  0 . 726 6/89 500 
8/89 500 
0 . 639 0 . 805  0 . 289 0 . 826 
0 . 803-- 0 . 859 0 . 288 0 . 649 
0 . 798 0 . 767  0 . 272 0 . 678 8/89 500 
1 0/89 2000 
0 . 868 0 . 677 0 . 272 o .  724 
' 
: :..� ,,·; J!.":,==1�!5:/=.:. • ,;:-.� .. -1 :1,,.� •',7, : �;




















e f ·  
- --------------------------================================ 
w ,  � uur nur N P K CA MG CL DFU MOP TSP ASHES 
CN 05 78 1 2/87 17 2 . 600 0 . 1 65 0 . 878 0 . 897 0 . 253 0 . 634 
CN 05 78 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 550 0 . 1 55 0 . 769 0 . 807 0 . 281  0 . 676 8/89 500 
CN 05 78 1 0/89 2000 
CN 05 78 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 700 0 . 164  � . 756 0 . 832 0 . 251 0 . 685 
/ ' . CN 09 78 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 550 0 . 160  0 . 759 0 . 790 0 . 255 0 . 666 9/89 500 ( 
CN 09 78 1 1/89 17 2 . 620 0 . 162  0 . 797 0 . 794 0 . 285 0 . 768 1 1/89 2000 
.. . . ,., cs 02 70 1 2107 17 2 . 660 0 . 165 0 . 105 "' o . 962 0 . 297 o . 647  r , , ,  
c s  0 2  7 8  1 2/88 17  2 . 570 0 . 1 59 0 . 723 0 . 769 0 . 297 0 . 809 8/89 500 
cs 02 78 1 0/89 2000 
cs 02 78 1 1/89 17 2 . 570 0 . 1 56 0 . 602 ,< 0 . 76 1  0 . 250 0 . 73 1  0 
cs 07 78 1 2/87 17 2 . 870 0 . 1 65 0 . 992 0 . 860 0 . 255 0 . 494 
'· · cs 07 78 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 660 0 . 1 59 0 . 898 0 . 723 0 . 254 0 . 649 8/89 500 (; 
C 
cs 07 78 9 /89 2000 
cs 07 78 1 1/89 17 2 . 640 0 . 1 6 1  0 . 8 1 7  0 . 704  0 . 289 0 . 750 
O 
DN 03 79 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 630 0 . 1 59 0 . 879 0 . 870 0 . 223 0 . 6 1 2  
D N  0 3  79 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 490 0 . 1 48 0 . 892 0 . 7 1 5  0 . 255 0 . 733 - 9/89 1500 1000 
r DN 03 79 1 1 /89 17  2 . 6 1 0  0 . 1 53 0 . 862 0 . 691  0 . 292 0 . 804 -�-
ON 1 2  79 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 850 0 . 164  1 . 047 0 . 93 1  0 . 2 12  0 . 546  
::� ;:.:� DN 1 2  79 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 760 0 . 1 56 0 . 899 0 . 894 0 . 236 0 , 623 9/89 1500 0 
DN 1 2  79 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 700 0 . 1 55 0 . 924 0 . 84 0  0 . 267 0 . 7 1 2  
0 DN 1 4  79  1 2/87 1 7  2 . 590 0 . 1 55 0 . 735 "' 0 . 895 0 . 288 0 . 599 9/89 1 500 0 
ON 1 4  7 9  1 1/89 1 7  2 . 760 0 . 163  0 . 908 0 . 72 1  0 . 267 0 . 653 
(j DS 01 79  1 2/87 17 2 . 650 0 . 158 0 . 825 0 . 8 1 5  0 . 2 1 1  0 . 469 Q 
OS 0 1  79 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 6 1 0  0 . 1 56 0 . 912  0 . 748 0 . 260 0 . 609 9/89 1500 1000 
DS 0 1  . 79 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 6 1 0  0 . 1 57 0 . 874 0 . 747  0 . 28 1  0 . 763 ,� 
�� � 
OS 03 79 1 2/87 17 2 . 720 0 . 159  0 . 9 14 0 . 870 0 . 297 0 . 653 
DS 03 79 1 2/88 17 2 . 480 0 . 1 58 0 . 66 1  0 . 822 0 . 380 0 . 636 7/89 1000  
J ,;'$ OS 03 79  9/89 1500 U � DS 03  79 1 1 /89 1 7  2 . 6 1 0  0 . 1 53 0 . 935 0 . 735 0 . 3 1 5  0 . 7 1 6  
- () E N  0 6  7 9  1 2/87 1 7  2 . 8 1 0  0 . 163  0 . 876 0 . 944 0 . 272 0 . 668 0 
EN 06 79 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 890 0 . 1 6 1  0 . 873 0 . 885 0 . 265 0 . 694 6/89 1500 1 000  
EN  06 79 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 740 0 . 160  0 . 863 0 . 952 0 . 293 0 . 744  
0 0 
EN 1 6  8 1  1 2/87 1 7  2 . 770 0 . 164 0 . 877 0 . 93 1 0 . 266 0 . 578 
EN 16 81  1 2/88 17 2 . 720 0 . 1 57 0 . 909 0 . 878 0 � 248 0 . 632 7/89 1500 
(j EN 1 6  8 1  9/89 500 0 
EN 1 6  8 1  1 1/89 1 7  2 . 740 0 . 1 5 1  0 . 877 0 . 940  0 . 292 0 . 60 1  
- .  E S  0 1  80  1 2/88 1 7  2 . 6 1 0  0 . 1 60 0 . 762
) 
0 . 883 0 . 278 0 . 7 1 3  8/89 i,0� "  7 5 0  -Q"t.Nl' r t� .  ( ) 
0 
Es 0 1  00 1 1109 1 1  2 . 990 0 . 1 69 o . 992 o . 799 0 . 303 0 . 105 1toi,1  , �c..i�i ,�o� 
·� FN 1 0  80 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 580 0 . 1 57 0 . 677 0 . 94 1  0 . 40 1  0 . 634 0 
FN 1 0  80  1 2/88 1 7  2 . 460 0 . 1 53 0 . 646 0 . 793 0 . 4 1 0  0 . 652  6/89 2000 
FN 1 0  80  1 1/89 1 7  2 . 640  0 . 1 56 0 . 792 0 . 770  0 . 380 0 . 687  
0 G 
" h � � 
C l 
l · G' I '  
t" � .. 1.·.i::::-·--=:·:l-:::.;;-;:,,..._,u--... : -� ...  ·-.--� """"'·"':"""'-'t�· .. _,. :�-- -�-......,.. ........ <
""
" �  .. ....
.
. • .. .  -.-·,:.·, ...... -. ··-.. �- •·• • · 
-----------·;-============================= 
11 t' �{ CA MG CL DFU MOF' TSP ASHES 
FN 15 80 12/87 1 7  2 . 660 0 . 1 66 0 . 891 0 . 759 0 . 320 0 . 638 
FN 15 80 12/88 1 7  2 . 630 0 . 158 0 . 845 0 . 779 0 . 321 0 . 728 8/89 750 
FN 15 80 9/89 2000 
FN  15 80 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 740  0 . 1 59 0 . 856 0 . 83 1  0 . 36 1  0 . 779 
l • GN 19 8 1  1 2/87 17 2 . 600 0 . 1 58 0 . 843 0 . 784 0 . 351  0 . 692 
GN 19 81 1 2/88 17 2 . 960 0 . 1 83 0 . 839 0 . 8 10  0 . 378 0 . 74 1  7/89 1500 
GN 19 8 1  1 1 /89 1 7  2 . 670 0 . 15 1  0 . 577 1 . 089 0 . 457 0 . 846  
·�" ""'' 
::'J HN 16 80 12/87 17 2 . 540 0 . 160  0 . 798 0 . 832 0 . 3 15 0 . 529 
HN 16 80 12/88 1 7  2 . 590 0 . 1 50 0 . 837 0 . 753 0 . 331  0 . 678 8/89 750 
HN 16 80 1 0/89 2000 
HN 1 6  80 1 1/89 17 2 . 640  0 . 1 55 0 . 8 15  0 . 882 0. 331, 0 .  772 
{ . HN 18  80 1 2/87 17 2 . 760 0 . 1 63 1 . 299 1 . 031  0 . 307 0 . 609 
HN 18  80  12/88 17 2 . 760 0 . 1 60 0 . 852 0 . 929 0 . 350 0 . 606 1 0/89 2000 
HN 1 8  80 1 1/89 17  2 . 680 0 . 1 49 0 . 828 0 . 880 0 . 33 1  0 . 570 c ··' 
. .I 
HN 20 80 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 620 0 . 1 6 1  1 . 1 48 0 . 993 0 . 273 0 . 524 
HN  20 80 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 730 0 . 1 60 1 . 026 0 . 962 0 . 251 0 . 564  1 0/89 500 750 
I , :  HN 20 80  1 1/89 1 7  2 . 790 0 . 1 6 1  1 . 023 1 . 073 0 . 308 0 . 6 19  
j) HN 24 81 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 650 0 . 1 6 4  0 . 854 0 . 939 0 . 330 0 . 727  
i� t) HN 24 81 12/88 17 2 . 770 0 . 163  o .  725 0 . 967 0 . 302 0 . 626 9/89 1 500 
HN 24 Bl 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 870 0 . 1 63 0 . 857 0 . 850 0 . 353 0 . 75 1  
. • !.!) IN 15  80  1 2/87 1 7  2 . 470 0 . 149  0 . 82 1  0 . 803 0 . 342 0 . 664 
IN 15 BO 12/88 17  2 . 5 1 0  0 . 1 50 0 . 7 19  0 . 86 1  0 . 320 0 . 664  8/89 750 
IN 15 80 9/89 2000 
·.,. ::J I N  15  80 1 1/89 17  2 . 630 0 . 1 50 0 . 826 0 . 766 0 . 364 0 . 78 1  
IN  1 9  . Bl 12/88 1 7  2 . 5 1 0  0 . 1 5 1  0 . 738 0 . 853 0 . 292 0 . 668 7/89 1500 
� I N  19  8 1  8/89 500 
IN 1 9  8 1  1 1 /89  17  2 . 660 0 . 1 55 0 . 700 0 . 962  0 . 321  0 . 762 
® -------- Moyennes --------
Moy .  77 1 2/87 17 2 . 540  0 . 1 59 0 . 9 1 7  0 . 8 1 6  0 . 262 0 . 647  
Moy . 77 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 480 0 . 1 5 7  0 . 842 0 . 7 1 8  0 . 288 0 . 732 
u Moy .  77 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 450 0 . 152  0 . 757 0 . 736 0 . 3 1 7  0 . 754 
Moy . 78 12/87 17 2 . 6 1 4  0 . 162  0 . 842 0 . 875 0 . 270 0 . 607  
Moy . 78  12/88 1 7  2 . 602 0 . 160  0 . 808 0 . 769  0 . 263 0 . 682  . .  , Moy . 78 1 1/89 17 2 . 647  0 . 1 6 1  o .  777 0 . 760 0 . 271 0 . 735 \_ ... 
Moy .  79 1 2/87 17 2 . 708 0 . 160  0 . 879 0 . 887  0 . 251  0 . 591 
Moy . 79 1 2/88 17  2 . 646 0 . 1 56 0 . 847 0 . 8 1 3  0 . 279 0 . 659 
0 Moy . 79 1 1 /89 1 7  2 . 672 0 . 157  0 . 894 0 . 78 1  0 . 286 0 . 732 
Moy . 80  1 2/87 17 2 . 605 0 . 1 59 0 . 939 0 . 893 0 . 326 0 . 600  
Moy . 80 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 613  0 . 1 56 0 . 8 1 2  0 . 851  0 . 323 0 . 658 
V Moy . 80 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 730 0 . 1 5 7  0 . 876 0 . 857 0 . 340 0 . 702 
Moy . 8 1  1 2/87 17 2 . 673 0 . 1 62 0 . 858 0 . 885  0 . 3 1 6  0 . 666  
Moy . 8 1  1 2/88 1 7  2 . 740  0 . 1 64 0 . 803 0 . 877 0 . 305 0 . 667  
� Moy .  8 1  1 1/89 17 2 . 735 0 . 1 55 0 . 753 0 . 960 0 . 356 0 . 74 0  
Moy . 82 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 650 0 . 1 58 0 . 698 0 . 957 0 . 334 0 . 693  
Moy .  8 2  1 2/88 9 3 . 060 0 . 1 82 1 . 168 0 . 625 0 . 309 0 . 70 1  
0 Moy . 82 1 2/88 1 7  2 .pa5 0 • .1-6 1  0 Ja9 0 .;i»9 0 �  o .:JJ:n �1 '.l-oS" o . � �q O, lS'°-1 Q, '1 3 P  O , <-� i"  o.�oo 
Moy . 82 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 784 0 . 1 57 0 . 734 0 . 9 1 2  0 . 295 0 . 74 1  ). ,  i-'io . o1 A�3 o,'B1 0, 9.(.c;" 0, .2.f,i 0/t<;� 
0 
gs ii  .2., b1o  o ,  .... ,<., o , )i,3 .A 1 0 H  O ,  3o ,t 01 'H� 
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--- -------� == ====== ======= . .  _ .  - · .  = .  ="�· ======= ==r d \!'= === l = 
..,..,, 1 ,ur N F' f{ CA MG CL DFU MOP TSF' ASHES 
' 
AS  08 SK I 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 870 0 . 1 6 5  0 . 909 0 . 932 0 . 282 0 . 8 1 6  6/89 750 AS 08 8/89 750 AS 08 2 1 1/89 1 7  3 . 070 0 . 167  0 . 966 0 . 8 1 7  0 . 276 0 . 668 ( '' 
AS 1 0  8� 
* 
1 2/88 1 7  2 . 940 0 . 168  0 . 834 1 . 042 0 . 294 0 . 8 1 2  7/89 750 
AS 10  8/89 750 (� 
AS 10 2 1 1/89 17 2 . 8 1 0  0 . 1 56 0 . 821  1 . 037 0 . 28 1  0 . 7 1 4  
AS  1 3  g (  i 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 800 0 . 1 6 7  0 . 864 1 . 1 02 0 . 263 0 . 7 14  7/89 750 750 (' 
7.1 AS 1 3  2 1 1 /89 1 7  2 . 960 0 . 1 6 0  0 . 996 0 . 9 1 2  0 . 288 0 . 67 1  
e.s 04 78 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 690 0 . 159  1 .  044 0 . 820 0 . 237 0 . 591  0 
BS 04 78 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 660 0 . 1 6 1  0 .  997. 0 . 675 0 . 24 1  0 . 608 6/89 750 
e.s 04 78 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 730 0 . 1 6 4  1 . 0 1 6  0 . 681  0 . 272 0 . 679 
() 
BS 06 78 6/89 750 
e.s 06 78 8/89 500 
0 '· ! BS 06 78 1 1 /89 1 7  2 . 450 0 . 1 4 6  0 . 65 1  0 . 909 0 . 307 0 . 733 
e.s  09 82 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 730 0 . 1 6 3  1 . 005 0 . 873 0 . 334 0 . 765 
e.s 09 82 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 860 0 . 1 6 9  1 . 026 0 . 938 0 . 287 0 . 67 1  6/89 500 "'· 
e.s 09 82 9/89 500 
BS 09 82 1 1 /89 1 7  3 . 020 0 . 1 62 0 . 997 0 . 842  0 . 282 0 . 642  ._� (;.) 
CN 0 1  7 8  1 2/87 1 7  2 . 620 0 . 1 58 0 . 958 0 . 78 1  0 . 228 o : 569 
CN 01  78 1 2/88 1 7  2 .  720 0 . 1 59 0 . 946 0 . 8 1 4  0 . 255 0 . 647  7/89 750 
,� CN 0 1  7 8  8/89 500 0 
CN 0 1  78 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 830 0 . 1 5 0  1 . 160 0 . 877  0 . 320 0 . 627 
() cs 04 78 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 850 0 . 1 6 3  0 . 939 0 . 85 1  0 . 295 0 . 554 Cf: 
cs 04 78 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 650 0 . 1 5 7  0 . 976 0 . 785  0 . 28 1  0 . 709 7/89 750 
cs 04 78 8/89 500 
�) cs 04 78 1 1 /89 1 7  2 . 690 0 . 1 5 9  0 . 948 o. 771 0 . 263 0 . 682  (:" 
cs 08 78 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 62 .... , 0 . 1 5 9  0 .  783 ir 0 . 882  0 . 24 1  0 . 627  6/89 750 
� cs 08 78 8/89 500 (;) 
cs  08 78 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 700 0 . 1 62 0 . 885 0 . 729 0 . 264 0 . 688 
\6' DN 1 0  79 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 770 0 . 1 64 0 . 92 1  0 . 934  0 . 297 0 . 567 Q 
ON 1 0  79 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 600 0 . 1 5 2  0 . 887 0 . 880 0 . 282 0 . 708 9/89 500 
DN 1 0  ,( 79 1 0/89 1 000  
·�, ON 1 0  7 9  1 1/89 1 7  2 . 740 0 . 1 60 0 . 80 1  0 . 874 0 . 292 0 . 739 0 
DS 04 79 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 870 0 . 1 7 1  1 . 126 0 . 940 0 . 28 1  0 . 58 1  
(}� OS 04  79 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 670 0 . 1 59 1 . 0 15 0 . 851  0 . 302 0 . 73 1  7/89 1 000 0 
DS 04  • 7 9  9/89 500 
OS 04 79 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 860 0 . 1 6 3  1 . 077 0 . 848 0 . 3 1 0  0 . 730 
(j G 
EN 03 79  1 2/87 1 7  2 . 680 0 . 1 59 0 . 897 0 . 870 0 . 3 1 6  0 . 58 1  
E N  03 )(_ 79 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 770 0 . 1 6 1  0 . 875 0 . 827 0 . 3 1 5  0 . 645 6/89 500 1 000 ,� EN 03 79  1 1 /89  1 7  2 . 860 0 . 1 6 1  0 . 863• 0 . 844  0 . 3 1 5  0 . 665 8 
EN 07 79 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 690 0 . 1 59 0 . 868 0 . 907  0 . 24 1  0 . 645 6/89 500 1 000 




- .rt . -;::· . ..... -.�:;. ·.;.-. ·-.� .� ;.-::_ ·,:·:.-. ' .. :.-�t·-·:- ·.!' �:· .. ··-�:-::2-. ... :"._.,.,_- .-..,-;:.:.,,···,.-.�u-:-.. -.;..,i-.�·-r·-- ... . ... -··- .. -.. �- ... -:-�-:-
" I"" tt CA MG 
EN 09 79 12/87 1 7  2 . 870 0 . 1 69 0 . 928 1 . 082 0 . 255 
EN 09 79 12/88 1 7  2 .  720 0 . 155 0 . 9 1 7  0 . 8 1 7  0 . 236 
EN 09 79 1 1 /89 17 2 . 680 0 . 150 1 . 047 o .  773 0 . 266 
FN 04 79 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 590 0 . 1 6 1  0 . 898 0 . 983 0 . 28', 
( \ FN 04 79 12/88 17 2 . 500 0 . 146  0 . 992 1 .  0 1 4  0 . 27 1  
FN 04  79 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 550 0 . 1 50 0 . 892 1 . 1 03 0 . 259 
\ FN 05 79 12/87 1 7  2 . 630 0 . 1 53 0 . 905 0 . 96 1  0 . 272 �?� �  FN  05 79 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 780 0 . 159 1 . 024 0 . 9 1 1  0 . 263 
FN 05 79 
FN 05 79 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 600 0 . 1 56 0 . 901  1 . 050 0 . 28 1  
F N  12  80 12/87 1 7  2 . 660 0 . 160 0 . 8 1 8  0 . 859 0 . 327 
(-·, FN 12  80 12/88 1 7  2 . 800 0 . 1 66 0 . 927 0 . 827 0 . 320 
FN 12  80 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 930 0 . 166  1 . 062 0 . 835 0 . 326 
- ! 0 FN  1 4  8 0  1 2/87 1 7  2 . 650 0 . 1 65 1 . 059 0 . 962 0 . 350 
; FN 14  80 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 900 0 . 163  0 . 944  0 . 850 0 . 327 
; FN 1 4  8 0  1 1/89 1 7  2 . 910  0 . 1 60 0 . 94 1  0 . 928 0 . 335 
; ( :  
FN 1 7  8 1  1 2/87 1 7  2 . 820 0 . 1 65 0 . 888 0 . 943 0 . 225 
FN  1 7  8 1  1 2/88 17 2 . 690 0 . 1 58 0 . 869 0 . 92 1  0 . 227 
, •,:-:. . . �·� FN 1 7  8 1  
F N  1 7  8 1  1 1/89 1 7  2 . 760 0 . 153 0 . 9 15  0 . 940  0 . 2 1 3  
I C-i FN 1 9  8 1  1 2/87 1 7  2 . 590 0 . 1 62 0 . 951  0 . 837 0 . 30 1  
FN  1 9  81  1 2/88 1 7  2 . 670 0 . 1 54 0 . 759 0 . 959 0 . 244 
FN 19 81  
FN 19 8 1  1 1/89 1 7  2 . 660 0 . 1 55 0 . 766 1 . 008 0 . 309 
GN 09 . 80 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 600 0 . 167  0 . 862 0 . 893 0 . 278 
() GN 09 80 1 2/88 1 7  2 .  720 0 . 164 0 . 879 0 . 898 0 . 234 
GN 09 80 
;"! � 
GN 09 80 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 690 0 . 1 6 1  0 . 978 0 . 797 0 . 248 
:r , •. •,: GN 12  80 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 760 0 . 166 0 . 983 1 . 1 44  0 . 278 
GN  1 2  80 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 730 0 . 154 1 . 008 0 . 907 0 . 270 "-"· 
GN 1 2  80 1 1 /89 1 7  2 . 920 0 . 162  1 . 025 0 . 945 0 . 304 ·- I.. ' 
GN 1 3  80 1 2/87 1 7  2 . 660 0 . 1 70 0 . 938 1 . 1 89 0 . 274 
(: GN 1 3  80 1 2/88 1 7  2 . 7 1 0  0 . 167  1 . 04 1  0 . 923 0 . 257 
GN 1 3  8 0  1 1/89 17 2 . 890 0 . 1 6 3  1 . 035 0 . 830 0 . 224 
0 GN 22 81 12/87 1 7  2 . 850 0 . 1 6 5  1 . 1 57 1 . 1 1 4  0 . 249 
GN 22 81 1 2/88 17 2 . 7 10  0 . 1 5 7  1 . 042 1 . 075 0 . 2 1 7  
G N  22 8 1  
-:- · GN 22 81 1 1/89 1 7  2 . 820 0 . 1 58 1 . 204 0 . 9 1 9  0 . 253 
GN 23 8 1  1 2/87 1 7  2 . 790 0 . 1 64 0 . 862 1 . 129 0 . 266 
\.� GN 23 8 1  1 2/88 17 2 . 730 0 . 1 6 1  0 . 770 1 . 027 0 . 26 1  
G N  23 8 1  




;:;.�����jf�=.f?J:':··��·�,;;:t��5.,.· ·��: .. -· . . � ·;"":"'.""' .:��7�:,�;:: 
...... ;-"".'�.:- \·,: ·• .�.t;;·:::._:�.-.,:,. · ·.. . ·  . :-'-:'-··· :·.': . . r···�"r···,.-�· .... ,t ." ·: .... .�-... - • •• • • •• � ·- ' -� . • • • • " 
___________ ;;=============================== 
CL DFU MOP TSP ASHES 
0 . 652 
0 . 608 6/89 500 1 000 
0 . 775 1 · 
0 . 691  
0 . 637 7/89 500 1000 
0 . 6 1 7  
0 . 679 
0 . 632 6/89 500 
7/89 1 000 
0 . 594 r 
0 . 509 
( �  0 . 6 12  8/89 500 · '
0 . 668 
0 . 522 ( \  
0 . 584  10/89 500 
0 . 602 
':� 
0 . 525 
0 . 538 6/89 750 
8/89 1000 (.i 
0 . 497 
0 . 43 1  0 
0 . 44 1  6/89 750 
8/89 1000 
0 0 . 559 
0 . 509 
('.I'. 0 . 545 7/89 500 .... 
8/89 750 
0 . 62 1  
(;. 
0 . 545 
0 . 655 7/89 500 750 
0 . 6 1 6  0 
0 . 537 
0 0 . 648 7/89 500 750 
0 . 53 1  
0 . 68 1  � ..... 
0 . 605 6/89 750 
9/89 1000 
0 . 596 � 
0 . 624 
0 . 6 1 3  6/89 750 G 
9/89 1000 
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i �  
0 
0 
', . .) 
- - ·  . � ..... .  
HN 1 2  80  1 2/87 1 7  
H N  12  80 12/88 1 7  
H N  1 2  80 1 1/89 1 7  
H N  25 8 1  1 2/88 1 7  
HN 25 8 1  
HN 25 8 1  1 1 /89 1 7  
IN  1 7  8 1  
I N  1 7  8 1  
IN  1 7  · 8 1  1 1/89 1 7  
IN 22 8 1  1 2/88 1 7  
IN 22 8 1  
IN 22 8 1  1 1 /89 1 7  
-------- Moyennes --------
Moy . 78  1 2/87 1 7  
Moy . 78 1 2/88 1 7  
Moy .  78  1 1/89 1 7  
Moy . 79  1 2/87 17  
Moy . 79  1 2/88 1 7  
Moy . 79 1 1/89 1 7  
Moy . 8 0  1 2/87 1 7  
Moy . 80  1 2/88 1 7  
Moy . 8 0  1 1 /89 17 
Moy . 8 1  1 2/87 1 7  
Moy . 8 1  1 2/88 1 7  
Moy . 8 1  1 1/89 1 7  
Moy . 82  1 2/87 1 7  
Moy . 82  1 2/88 1 7  




2 . 7 10  
2 . 670 
2 . 700 
2 . 690 
2 . 840  
3 . 030 
2 . 580 
2 . 830 
2 . 720 
2 . 663 
2 . 680 
2 . 735 
2 . 676 
2 . 74 1  
2 . 673 
2 . 755 
2 . 84 0  
2 . 763 
2 . 678 
2 . 840 
2 . 730 
� 
2-.-%5 
-< .  !+o 
.L Wt 
i-· 
0 . 1 66 
0 . 1 6 1  
0 . 1 53 
0 . 155 
0 . 160  
0 . 163  
0 . 1 49  
0 . 1 6 1  
0 . 160  
0 . 1 59 
0 . 156 
0 . 163  
0 . 1 56 
0 . 1 57 
0 . 1 66 
0 . 1 63 
0 . 1 6 1  
0 . 164  
0 . 1 56 
0 . 1 59 
0 . 1 63 
0--,1,..e-7-
0 l bl 
0 . 1 ,  I 
K 
0 . 993 
0 . 962 
0 . 981  
0 . 935 
0 . 967 
1 . 057 
0 . 848  
0 . 985 
0 . 980 
0 . 925 
0 . 932 
0 . 946 
0 . 940 
0 . 924 
0 . 942 
0 . 960 
1 . 004 
0 . 964 
0 . 871  
0 . 963 
1 . 005 
0':"9e8 
0..-9-"5 
o . �1,q 
0 . , t'Z 
CA 
1 . 029 
0 . 952 
0 . 933 
0 . 973 
0 . 929 
0 . 988 
1 . 005 
0 . 903 
0 . 8 1 7  
0 . 789  
0 . 793  
0 . 962 
0 . 887 
0 . 905 
1 . 0 1 3  
0 . 893 
0 . 878 
1 . 006 
0 . 993  
0 . 959 
0 . 873 
1 �  
0-:-9* 
,1 . oi� 
o . q� 
MG 
0 . 327 
0 . 328 
0 . 322 
0 . 303 
0 . 32 1  
0 . 273 
0 . 350 
0 . 347 
0 . 253 
0 . 254 
0 . 285 
0 . 284 
0 . 273 
0 . 286 
0 . 306 
0 . 289 
0 . 293 
0 . 260 
0 . 267 
0 . 281  
0 . 334 
0-:2Sr 
o .� 
O · U!o 
(J • -1.lll, 
:: .. )�1��1�--� ��:"'t rt�::::-�-(�:�·�:�-�:�rT.rr��-t:7i��-:::;�r.""".�"?0�r::.:--�·.;zi.•; ... :?"r;-�·.·:;:-·�·-.,-:; ..-:�-·-·· .. 
.:: •. ,,, 7.:::• ·.:··"'·""··,-� . . . ,.,-:-· . ,, . ,. 
CL DFU 
0 . 599 
0 . 625 7/89 
0 . 660 
0 . 692 6/89 
8/89 
0 . 753 
6/89 
8/89 
0 . 593  
0 . 650 8/89 
10/89 
0 . 697 
0 . 57 1  
0 . 648  
0 . 682 
0 . 625 
0 . 658 
0 . 684  
0 . 537 
0 � 6 1 1  
0 . 6 1 6  
0 . 565  
0 . 590 
0 . 6 12  
0 . 765  
.t. f!.o 0 .-7'5'3 
0 �  :3 . o �  
o ,  lt.4 
o . C.&'t 
----------------=======-=========-======== 
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ANNEXE .I . 3 .  
� ............... 
� "'· PALM I ER DATE [! ' ED I T ION : 1 990/ 4 / 1 3  � 
GHANA GOPDC NUCLEUS NOV 89 
NUMERO DE LA DEMANDE 90 
., ******************** DR 1 5/03/90 
. · . . ; ·  ·. - . . ' . ! ,-1 N ° CONVENT ION  CAMPAGNE D . F .  90 ------------- -------------
LOCA L I TE MV COD BLOC RG DP NULAB N p K CA MG CL 
AN3 TEMANG 77 3246 2 . 390 0 . 1 4 7  0 . 788  0 . 67 4  0 . 3 1 9  0 . 689 
BN2 TEMANG 77 3247 2 . 63 1  0 . 1 5 5  0 . 764 0 . 7 1 3  0 . 304 0 . 84 7  
BN4 TEMANG 77 3248 2 . 323 0 . 1 4 8  0 . 759 0 . 737  0 . 32 1  0 . 7 4 4  
B N 6  ODA 77 3249 2 . 45 7  0 . 1 5 7  0 . 7 1 5  0 . 8 1 9  0 . 325 0 . 738 _.., 
B S 1  TEMANG 7 78 3250 2 . 6 1 8  0 . 1 5 6  0 . 825 0 . 792 0 . 276 0 . 75 1 � .. .. . ·. 
BS4 N Z I MA C 3251  2 . 7 2 5  0 . 1 64 1 . 0 1 6  0 . 68 1  0 . 272  0 . 679J BS6 N Z I M A  8 3252 2 . 452 0 . 1 4 6  0 . 65 1  0 . 909 0 . 307 0 . 733 --C N l  NZ I MA 8 3253 2 . 8 2 7  o . J S o  1 . 1 6 0  o . 87 7  o . 320 o . 627  
CN3 TEMANG � 78 3254 2 . 733  0 . 1 64 0 . 868 0 . 67 7  0 . 272  0 . 724  � 
CN5 TEMANG � 78  3255 2 . 699 0 . 1 64 0 . 756 0 . 83 2  0 . 25 1  0 . 685 .!:-
CN9 TEMANG -') 78  3256  2 . 6 1 8  0 . 1 62 0 . 797 0 . 794  0 . 285 0 . 768 � 
-::·. · :· J 
CS2 TEMANG � 78 3257 2 . 573  0 . 1 56 0 . 602 0 . 76 1  0 . 250 0 . 73 1 "'- ...-," 
CS4 N Z I M A  (l s  3258 2 . 689 0 . 1 59 0 . 948  0 . 77 1  0 . 263 0 . 682J 
CS7  TEMANG 7 78  3259 2 . 643  0 . 1 6 1  0 . 8 1 7  0 . 704 0 . 289 0 . 750 k-
.c ' " --' 
T9 
J 
3260 2 . 695 0 . 1 62 0 . 968 0 . 767  0 . 272  0 . 607 
CSB NZ I MA (?s 3261  2 . 700 0 . 1 62 0 . 885 0 . 729  0 . 264  0 . 688] 
DN3 TEMANG � 79  3262 2 . 6 1 0  0 . 1 5 3  0 . 862 0 . 69 1  0 . 292 0 . 804 4:::-
• . . ·· 1 DN 1 0  N Z I M A  [?9 3263 2 . 7 3 5  0 . 1 60 0 . 80 1  0 . 87 4  0 . 29 2  0 . 739 ""' 
: ... :·: :. -:. : .. . . ·j 
_, ) D N 1 2  TEMANG ->:> 79 3264 2 . 698 0 . 1 55 0 . 924 0 . 840 0 . 267  0 . 7 1 2  f:;;" . , 
D N 1 4  TEMANG � 79  3265 2 . 76 3  0 . 1 63 0 . 908 0 . 72 1  0 . 2 6 7  0 . 653 '--
DS 1 KOKOFU 4 79 3266 2 . 607 0 . 1 57 0 . 874 0 . 74 7  0 . 28 1 0 . 763 4:-
[183 TEMANG � 79 3267 2 . 6 1 4  0 . 1 53 0 . 935 0 . 73 5  0 . 3 1 5  0 . 7 1 6  k-
DS4 N Z I M A  
[7
9 3268 2 . 857  0 . 1 63 1 . 077 0 . 848  0 . 3 1 0  0 . 730
] 
EN3 NZ I M A  79 3269 2 . 856  0 . 1 6 1  0 . 863 0 . 844  0 . 3 1 5  0 . 665 
/
"/ LOCAL ! T E  MV COD BLOC RG DP  NULAB N F' K CA MG CL  � 
, 
EN6 KOKOFU -? 79 3270 2 . 737 0 . 1 6 0  0 . 8 63 0 . 952 0 . 293  0 . 74 4 � 
/
.,, 
EN7 NZ I MA 7 9  3271  2 . 90 1  0 . 1 5 9  o . 88 8  o . a45  0 . 27 9  o . 67 1
1 
• ·. ·:\'·,�.:·.:···< J 
EN9 NZIMA  7 9  3272 2 . 678 0 . 1 5 0  1 . 047  0 . 773 0 . 266 0 . 77 5  
, FN4 BEKWA I 7 9  3273 2 . 547  0 . 1 5 0  0 . 892 1 . 1 03 0 . 259 0 . 6 1 7  
FN5 N Z I MA 79 3274 2 . 60 1  0 . 1 5 6  0 . 90 1  1 . 050 0 . 2 8 1  0 . 594 
@ TEMANG ' -, B O  3275 2 . 986 0 . 1 69 0 . 992 0 . 799 0 . 303 0 . 705  
,, F N 1 0  TEMANG -� 80 3276 2 . 636 0 . 1 56 0 . 792 0 . 770 0 . 380  0 . 68 7  
FN 1 2  BEKWA I 
C
BO 3277 2 . 926 0 . 1 66 1 . 062 0 . 835 0 . 32 6  0 . 66
� ,· 
80  2 . 908 0 . 1 6 0  0 . 94 1  0 . 928 0 . 335 0 . 602 F N 1 4  N Z I M A  3278 
FN 1 5  TEMANG � 80 3279 2 . 739  0 . 1 5 9  0 . 856 0 . 83 1  0 . 36 1  0 . 779 c;--
: ' '. .: ·· ... : · · 1  
T9 3280 2 . 663 0 . 1 6 5  0 . 966 0 . 748  0 . 28 1  0 . 607  
GN9  BEKWA I 80  328 1 2 . 687 0 . 1 6 1  0 . 978 0 . 797 0 . 248  0 . 62 1  
G N 1 2  N Z I MA 80  3282 2 . 9 1 5  0 . 1 6 2  1 . 025 0 . 945 0 . 304 0 . 6 t6 
GN 1 3  N Z I MA 80  3283 2 . 888 0 . 1 63 1 . 035 0 . 830 0 . 224 0 . 53 1  
H N 1 2  N Z  I M A  8 0  3284 2 . 695 0 . 1 5 3  0 . 98 1  0 . 933 0 . 322 0 . 660  
... . � j I HN 1 6  ODA � 80 3285 2 . 635 0 . 1 5 5  0 . 8 1 5  0 . 882  0 . 334 0 . 772 c::--' 
._'. :\ \J�/-:;1 HN18  TEMANG � 80 3286 2 . 684 0 . 1 49 0 . 828 0 . 880  0 . 33 1  0 . 570  c=--
I N 1 5  ODA � 80 3287 2 . 633 0 . 1 50 0 . 826 0 . 76 6  0 . 364 0 . 78 1  � 
� 
TEMANG t --, 80  3288 2 . 788 0 . 1 6 1  1 . 023 1 . 073 0 . 308 0 . 6 1 9  c:-
EN 1 6  KOKOFU l( 8 1  3289 2 . 736 0 . 1 5 1  o . 877 o . 94o 0 . 292  0 . 60 1  x 
. .. , F N 1 7  NZIMA  
[8
1 3290 2 . 758 0 . 1 53 0 . 9 1 5  0 . 940 0 . 2 1 3  0 . 49
� 
FN 1 9  NZ I MA 8 1  3291 2 . 660 0 . 1 55 0 . 766 1 . 008 0 . 309 0 . 55 9  ·-
G N 1 9  ODA 'I, 8 1  3292 2 . 669 0 . 1 5 1  0 . 577 1 . 089 0 . 457  0 . 846  )( .-
· .  ·�-- ":-,: :\,. : ·i GN22 NZ I MA 
L
1 3293 2 . 8 1 9  0 . 1 58 1 . 204 0 . 9 1 9  0 . 25 3  0 . 59
J 
. � '/"!�i1/�-1 GN23 NZIMA 8 1  3294 2 . 936 0 . 1 6 4  0 . 845  1 . 026 0 . 25 1  0 . 587  
I HN24 TEMANG '( 8 1  3295 2 . 074  0 . 1 63 o . 857 o . 85o  o . 353  o . 75 1  X 
I N 1 7  NZIMA c 8 1  3296 3 . 030 0 . 1 6 3  1 . 057 0 . 988 0 . 273 0 . 59:J 
. . � .. -,.�,- ·- ·_ �,-� .......... --·· · . .. . . 
. .,- -- -
. . · J 
LOCAL I TE 
. .. r:i:t-::'t.\?:."/·>".\Y . . . / T  I N l  9 
''
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--.... . 
- • I . . : 
· . . . . . , .. , 





A S H> 
A S 1 3  
AS 1 5  
BS7 
BS '? 
B S 1 1 
A l O  
A 1 2  
t-, 1 4  
M V  COD 
T9 
.i. . 
F'AGE N "  : 
BLOC f(G DF' NULAB  
TEMANG ><_ 8 1  3297 
N Z I MA 
l
8
1 3298  
N Z I MA 8 1  3299 
3300 
TEMANG 8 �  � 82 3301  
NZ IMA g(' C 3302 N Z I M A  � (  3303  8 .a N Z I MA g� 82 3304 
TEMANG f.!{ � 8 2  3305 
TEMANG � 82 3306 
NZ I MA c 02 3307 
TEMANG --=,. 82 3308 
TEMANG i� --=;,, 82 3309 
TEMANG i( � 8 2  33 1 0 
TEMAN G !( � 8 2  33 1 1  
·- - --- - -
3 DEMAMDE N ° 9 0  
N p I'( CA MG CL 
2 - 664 0 . 1 55 0 . 700  0 . 962  0 . 32 1  0 . 762 /x. 
2 . 827 0 . 1 6 1  0 . 985 0 . 90 3  0 . 347 0 . 697
� 
2 . 84 0  0 . 1 6 0  0 . 967 0 . 92 9  0 . 32 1  0 . 753 
2 . 670 0 . 1 62 0 . 96 4  0 . 753 0 . 283 0 . 6 1 0  
2 . 775 0 . 1 56 0 . 568  1 . 1 00 0 . 335 0 . 749  / 
3 . 065 0 . 1 6 7  0 . 966 0 . 8 1 7  0 . 276 0 . 668
] 2 . 8 1 1  0 . 1 5 6  0 . 82 1  1 . 03 7  0 . 28 1  0 . 7 1 4  
2 . 958 0 . 1 60 0 . 996 0 . 9 1 2  0 . 288 0 . 6 7 1  
2 . 74 9  0 . 1 52 0 . 742 0 . 95 5  0 . 299 0 . 64 3  
2 . 953 0 . 1 6 1  0 . 835  0 . 924  0 . 287 0 . 685 
3 . 0 1 6  0 . 1 6 2  0 . '1?7  0 . 84 2  0 . 282 0 . 6� 
2 . 628 0 . 146  0 . 639 0 . 8 0 5  0 . 289 0 . 826 / 
2 . 53 1  0 . 1 54 0 . 776 0 . 858 0 . 29 1  0 . 76 1  ---
3 . 0 1 5  0 . 1 6 8  0 . 927  b . 899  0 . 296 0 . 8 4 7  
2 . 823  0 . 1 6 0  0 . 6 4 9  0 . 84 3  0 . 269 0 . 674  
·-- - - - - - ·- -· -· -
� 
I .. ) 











' I J  SMH 
·, . .  . j SMH 
·_ ..-;: ·f ;\)i\;J ,:) SMH  
. ,  C SMH  
i SMH 
1 SMH  
I 
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PALM I E r;: DATE  D ' E D I T I ON : 1 9 9 0 /  '.5/ ,, 
GHANA GOPDC SMH OG NOV 89  
NUMERO DE LA DEMANDE 1 0 3  •••••••••••••••••••• n 1:;; 30 ·-03-90 
N ° CONVEN T I O N  CAMPAGNE D . F .  9 0  
- - - --- ·-----· ·- -- ·-· ------------·-
MV COD L� I .. OC  RG DF' NULAB 
NB SMH  3 [ 1 7  78  
TKO SMH  6 X. 1 7  7 8  
NB 30 C 1 '7 78 
TKO 1 9  X 1 7  7 8  
TKO 27 )< 1. 7 7!:1  
.-- ----
1 2 9  c 1 7  79  NB 
T9 
' TKO 133 o 1 7  79  
NB  1 42 [ 1 7  79  
TKO 1 4 4  o 1 7  79  
nm 1 5 9  o l 7  79  
TKO  1 63 b 17  79  
TKO  1 50 o 17  79  ---- ·-
N B  1 7 3  1 7  8 0  
TKO </._, 1 68 1 7  80  
TKO  'I'- 3 1 9  1 7  8 0  · --c· 7 1  1 7  8 1  NB 1. 1 1  1 7  8 1  
nm 3 1 6  1 7  8 1  
TKO 50 l. 7 El l. 
[' 
320 l7 8 1  
NB  37  17  8 1  
NB  · 1 07 1 7  8 1  



























N p 1, er; MG C L  
2 .  740  o . ..1 5 �  O .  9 5 �  0 ,  ! U 8  o . �4-3 0 . 53 4 ]  
2 . 439 o . 1 4 3  o . 7�6 o . 8 4 8  o . 278 o . 75 1 X  
2 . 707 0 . 1 '.5 2  0 . 886 0 . 8 4 4  0 . 257 0 . 68 2J 
2 . 77 4  0 . 1 55 0 . 97 3  0 . 807  0 . 258 0 . 68 1 � 
2 . 4B5  0 . 1 42 o . 709 o . a53 o . 325 o . 7 1 3 X  -
2 . 867  0 . 1 52 o . a96 o . 85 1  o . 309 o . 67 2  
2 . 63 1  0 . 1 5 5  0 . 896 0 . 76 1  0 . 284 Q . 6 1 1  
2 . 1 2 8  0 . 1 3 1  0 . 76 1  0 . 775  0 . 286 0 . 68 8  o 
2 . 79 1  0 . 1 5 2  0 . 929 1 . 080  0 . 233 0 . 59 1 ]  
2 . 860 0 . 1 56 0 . 899  0 . 939 0 . 267 0 . 60 1  � 
2 . 602  0 . 1 4 4  0 . 867 0 . 85 6  0 . 288 0 . 69 5  D 
2 . 3 1 2  0 . 1 36 0 . 8 1 9  0 . 895 0 . 328 0 . 74 9  o 
2 . 7 1 6  0 . 1 4 1  0 . 890 0 . 8 3 5  0 . 256 0 . 690 O --------
2 . 707 0 . 1 4 4  0 . 8 1 6 1 . 24 1  0 . 338 0 . 62 0  
2 . 76 1  0 . 1 5 7  0 . 805 1 . 068  0 . 303 0 . 64 5  \ 
2 . 87 7  0 . 1 57 0 . 904 0 . 909 0 . 253 0 . 57 2 1. ------- -· -
2 . 765 0 . 1 47 0 . 78 1  1 . 048  0 . 270 0 . 58J 
2 . 73 9  0 . 1 5 5  0 . 855  1 . 089  0 . 304 0 . 63 5  
2 . 767  0 . 1 5 6  0 . 845 0 . 949  0 . 309 0 . 669  
2 . 9 1 5  0 . 1 5 9  0 . 733 1 . 059 0 . 236 0 . 64 9  
2 . 768 0 . 1 59 0 . 8 4 1  1 . 077 0 . 240 0 . 62� 
2 . 79 4  0 . 1 59 0 . 77 1  0 . 930 0 . 336 0 . 70 9  
2 . 786  0 . 1 59 0 . 9 1 1  1 . 062  0 . 290 0 . 60 2  
2 . 68 1  O . l 5 3  0 . 724 0 . 85 1  0 . 365 0 . 733 - . . .... - ·  . . .. - ... ..  : . .  • ,  - . . . 
ANNEXE I . 4 .  
·- . ., .. .. ' ..... . , .. . • . . . �- . · ·-- - · ·· · · . ···:- - - · � - -- ·- .... .,_ -- -. -· 
./ 
,- PAGE N ° : 2 DEMANDE N "  : 1 0 3  , 
/ . 
·1' a j L O C A L I T E  MV COD B L O C  F, G D F' N L.IL. AB N F' I, CA MG C L  
j '> S M H  TKO 1 9 3 1 7  s 1  3858 2 . 8 3 ::'i 0 . 1 5 6  o . 7 75 o . 9 5 1  o . 3 1 2  o :. 7 :1. 3 
. .  ·>-;• ,,·r,.�, :>;',< � SMH T I\ D  8 3 B  X 1 7  B 2  3 8 5 9  2 . 85 7  0 . 1 5 8 0 . 7 7 8  1 . 00 6  0 . 294 0 . 6 9 :l X., 
T 9 3860 2 . 70 2  � . 1 6 2  0 . 9 3 9  0 . 7 7 3  0 . 2 85 0 . 609 
SMH TKO 2 8 1 B  )<. 1 7 82 3 13 6 1  2 . 6 2 6  0 . 1 4 6  0 . 6 20 1 . 0 2 2  0 . 2 88 0 . 6 4 2 /\ 
S M H  N B  2 7 9 B  \ l 7  8 2  3 B 6 2  2 . 6 2 5  0 . 1 5 1  0 . 7 43 1 . 1 7 2 0 . 273 0 . 5 3 4
] 
S M H  NB S M H  200B � 7 8 2  3 1363 2 . 8 2 0  0 . 1 5 5  0 . 9 0 0  0 . 8 9 8  0 . 3 0 4  0 . 6 45 
SMH/OG /' N B  0F022 l7 79 3B64 2 . 6 6 1. 0 . 1 5 1  0 . 9 86 0 . 9 0 7  0 . 2 88 0 . 52 7) 
SMH/OG / TKO o AF041  17  80 3865 2 . 6 1 5  0 . 1 4 ? 0 . 7 1 :l 0 . 8 1 8  0 . 307 0 . 6 6 3  o--' 
·�0··.· : . .-. ,� . ';.: \:-:, ·: . :_ : 1 � 
J
rl\O rN b AF 1 1 2 1 7  82 3866 2 . 7 1 5  0 . 1 55 :L . OB 9  0 . 8 B 8  0 . 250 0 . 2 3 1  
SMH/OG TKOl AF'?3 17  811 3867 2 . 4 39 0 . 1 4 6 O . t13 1 O . B6 0  0 . 2 66 0 . 654
[ 
r; SMH/OG .......... � � &  A F 8 9  1 7  8 0 3a68 2 . 53 7  0 . 1 5 2  0 . 99 7  0 . 7 66 0 . 3 26 0 . 5 1 0  
SMH/OG / NB �T 0 2  17 79 3869 2 . 59 7  0 . 1 5 2 0 . 8 3 2  0 . 8 1 3  0 . 29? 0 . 5 9 � 
'3 MH/OG / N B  - A B 5 0  1. 7 80 3870 2 . 4 8 1. 0 . 1 4 3 0 . 82 7  0 . 74 9  0 . 4 0 1  0 . 3 5 4 .; 
. . , · ,· . '" S M H / O G  .,...,.- TKO x_ A B 0 1 0  1 7  7 9  3 8 7 1  2 . 3 1 3  0 . 1 4 2  0 . 6�:i 5  0 . 67 7  0 . 333 0 . 5 9 9  >( 




- ;  :::�":: :·� .
? 
. .-. .;:_ ·:·':,; \?�-,- , ·..: :·:::.::, !3 M H / O G  / TKO o AB45 l 7 8 0  3 8 7 2  2 .  6 0 3  0 . 1 54 0 .  870 0 .  821  0 .  378 0 .  3 8 7  o 
SMH/OG X TKO A B 1 �0 1 7  8 2  3873 2 . 09 5  0 . 1. 3 4  0 . 62 9  0 . 8 4 ?  0 . 4 1 2  0 . 6 0 2  
O G  T K O  NAB047 09 86 3 8 7 4  3 . 0 0 6  0 . 1 76 1 . 0 6 5  0 . 732 0 . 3 2 8  0 . 4 4 6  
O G  TKO NAB057 09 8 6  3875 3 . 03 8  0 . 1 74 1 . 0 5 6  0 . 75 8  0 . 345 0 . 6 57 
O G  TKO O T 0 1 4  0 9  8 6  3876 2 . 8 7 8  0 . 1. 6 4 1 . 1 ?9 0 . 7 4 3  0 . 3 1 9  0 . 5 5 8  
OG T I\O A S 0 2 1 09 86 3877 2 . 8 0 4  0 . 1 64 1 . 0 6 2  0 . 7 7 3  0 . 3 68 0 . 6 7 9  
O G  "'fK'o (� OT0 1 5  0 9  8 6  3878 2 . 9 0 7  0 . 1 70 O . f6 4- 0 . 7 5 5  0 . 4 32 0 . 7 07 
_'. ::-;:��J&Jt:'.i;;J'.;.[i r- DG N B  O T 0 3 6  0 9  86 3 8 7 9  3 .  0 5 'i O .  1 6  7 1 .  2 8 4  0 .  7 6 '.5 0 .  305 0 .  5 9 3  
T9 3880 2 . 6 8 8  0 . 1 62 0 . ?29 0 . 7 7 2  0 . 2 9 4  0 . 6 1 2  
D G  TKO A l\ 0 0 3  0 9  86 388 1 2 . 9 1 8  0 . 1 6 3  0 . 7 2 0  0 . 8 45 0 . 3 9? 0 . 687 
0 0  TKO A l\ 0 4 7  0 9  86 3882 2 . 8 9 6  0 . 1 6 2  0 . 8 99 0 . 7 5 7  0 . 408 0 . 65 0  
O G  TKO . A l\ 0 6 4  0 9  8 6  3883 2 . 7 7 3  0 . 1 6 1  1 . 03 0  0 . 6 3 7  0 . 3 2 3 0 . 7 1 6  
00 T I\O O T 0 3 5  09 8 6  3884 2 . 7 9 0  0 . 1 7 1  0 . 8 09 0 . 8 0 ?  0 . 4 1 7  0 . 7 4 3  
··, 
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ANNEXES I I  
CLONES  
ANNEXE I I . 1 .  
CLONES 
PLANTING 1 9 8 8  
ANNEXE I I .  1 . 
CLONES 
PLANTING 1 9 88  
&•1.s' 
.. 
1<.EY .PLAN t 
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ANNEXE I I .  2 • 
Pl A N S H OW I N G L A iN D 
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PEDIGREE & CHARACTERI ST ICS  OF IRHO CLONES SUPPL I ED TO GOPDC 
P A R E N T A L C R O S S E S 
CLONE N ° 
LMC 0 2 2  
LMC 0 4 4  
LMC 0 5 1  
LMC 0 5 2  
LMC 0 7 2  
LMC 0 7 4  
LMC 0 9 0  
LMC 1 0 3 
LMC 1 1 1  
PARENTS 
D 1 1 5 D x L2T  
L 1 OT  x D 1 7 D  
L2T  x D8D 
D 3 D  x L2T 
D759D x L3 1 1 P 
L452T x UR425-4 
L l O T x D8D  
L l OT x D 1 1 8 D 
L 1 0 T  x D2 8 D  
i 
PLANI'IN:; FFB % 
YEAR T/ha/yr 0/Bi 
6 2  1 8 . 8 2 2 .  1 
6 2  1 8 . 0 2 1  . 8 
5 9  1 6 . 5 2 1 . 6 
6 2  1 6 . 7 2 1 . 9 
6 8  1 6 . 7 2 0 . 8  
6 8  1 8 . 2 2 2 . 5  
6 0  1 5 . 7 2 3 . 3  
6 2  1 7 .  0 2 2 . 5  
6 4  1 5 .  8 2 2 . 2  
0/Bi = Commer c i a l  extracti on rate 
% Cr = %  o f  parental cros s 
Palm Oil 
.T/ha/yr 
4 .  1 6 
3 . 9 3 
3 . 5 6 
3 . 6 5 
3 . 4 7 
4 . 0 9 
3 . G 6 
3 . 8 3 
3 . 5 1 
0 R T E T S 
\.ertical FFB % Palm Oil 
� T/ha/yr 0/Bi T/ha/yr 
4 3  1 9 . 2 2 7 . 0  5 .  1 8 
4 5  1 9 . 7 2 3 . 3  4 . 6 0 
4 2  1 7 .  3 2 7 . 0  4 . 6 7 
4 2  2 1 . 1 2 3 . 0  4 . 8 5 
4 8  1 9 . 4 2 3 . 5  4 . 5 6 
5 0  2 1 . 7 2 3 . 7  5 .  1 5 
3 9  2 1 . 8 2 7 . 2  5 . 9 2 
4 3  1 8 . 0 2 5 . 6  4 . 6 1 
4 5  1 8 . 8 2 5 . 2  4 . 7 4 
% Cr 
� 
1 2 5 4 6  
1 1  7 4 7  
1 3 1 5 0  
1 3 3 4 4  
1 3 1 4 6  
1 2 6 5 4  
1 6 2 4 1 
1 2 1 4 7· 
1 3 5 4 5  
r 
ANNEXE I I . 3 .  
CLONES 
PLANTI NG 1 9 90 
ANNEXE I I I  
OPR I TR I AL 
ANNEXE I I I  
OPR I  
TRIAL 
